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ABSTRACT 

It is the purpose of this study to place at the high school choral director's 

disposal currently unpublished performing editions of Renaissance vocal music with 

concise, practical suggestions for preparing and performing the pieces. These 

suggestions are based on known Renaissance performance practice appropriate for the 

high school choral ensemble. Although many texts are available which address the 

issue of performance practice in general, this study will focus on the performance of the 

enclosed editions. 

A brief examination of the historical background of each composer's history 

and style of composition has been made and coupled with an examination of the 

accepted performance practices of the time. This includes a discussion of tempo, 

performing forces, dynamics, performance pitch, meter and stress, expressive aspects, 

and appropriate vocal quality. Rehearsal techniques are presented utilizing the aspects 

of performance practice as their basis. These techniques have been designed to enable 

the high school choral director and his students understand and use conmion practices 

of the Renaissance period appropriate for the high school choir. 

This study also examines the editorial process. The topics include determining 

text underiay, determining tempo, determining perfomiance pitch, and the preparation 

of copy. 

The exploration of historical and stylistic considerations, a discussion of the 

editorial process, and providing practical performing editions will provide the high 

VI 



school choral director with a viable, efficient source for understanding and performing 

exciting works from the Renaissance period. 
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CHAPTER I 

ISSUES IN RENAISSANCE PERFORMANCE PRACTICE 

APPROPRIATE FOR HIGH SCHOOL CHOIRS 

Introduction 

The vocal music of the Renaissance period (c. 1450 - c. 1600) represents a 

vast repertoire which may be utilized for performance by high school choral groups. 

Although the majority of the compositions are for church services and private 

entertainments and for a smaller number of singers than the average high school 

choir, it is still viable music for this medium of performance. Of course, many high 

school choral programs include the performance of music from this period as a 

regular part of their repertoire. However, Renaissance performance practice is a 

subject that is just now being investigated by many high school choral directors. 

Modem editions may or may not be fully trusted in their notation and suggestions. In 

order for Renaissance vocal music to be performed appropriately as well as in a vital, 

exciting way, several issues must be addressed, including what kind of groups should 

sing it; should it be exclusively unaccompanied; how should tempo, meter, and 

stress be determined; how should the pitch of the piece be established; and what role 

does musical expression play in performing Renaissance vocal music? Moreover, the 

high school choral director will need to make an informed decision of which modem 

edition to use. Because of the absence of bariines, tempo indications, dynamic 



markings, and the intricacies oi musicaficta in the original Renaissance sources, the 

high school choral director may welcome some guidance in choosing a historically-

based modem edition. Solutions to the many problems of Renaissance performance 

practice are essential if the high school choral director and his choral ensembles are to 

discover the joy of performing great Renaissance vocal music in a historically 

informed way. 

Background—Social and Musical 

...supper being ended and music books (according to the custom) being 
brought to the table, the mistress of the house presented me with a part 
eamestly requesting me to sing; but when, after many excuses, I protested 
unfeignedly that I could not, every one began to wonder; yea, some 
whispered to others demanding how I was brought up, so that upon shame of 
mine ignorance I go now to seek out mine old friend Master Gnorimus, to 
make myself his scholar.' 

With this young man's description of an embarrassing encounter at a dinner 

party, the importance of music and musical ability in the lives of Renaissance men 

and women was confimied. Every person of culture was expected to read simple 

music at sight, to accompany oneself on some instmment, and to take part in an 

impromptu musicale. There are many sources that testify to the intense love and 

cultivation of music in the aristocratic and upper middle class houses of Flanders, 

Germany, France, Italy, Spain, and England. Among these were dedications and 

prefaces of imprints of secular music, literary documents, writings on music, 

paintings, drawings, and etchings of family life which show the institution of the 

' Lowinsky, Edward E '*Music in the Culture of the Renaissance," Music in 
the Culture of the Renaissance and Other Essays. Bonnie J. Blackburn, ed. 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1989), 24. 



family ensemble.̂  In sixteenth-century Italy music, second only to love, was the chief 

recreation and consolation of all people, regardless of class. Michel Montaigne, noted 

French essayist traveling in Tuscany in 1581, was "astounded to see peasants with 

lutes in their hands, and, beside them, shepherds reciting Ariosto by heart, " but this, 

he added, '*is what we may see in all of Italy."^ Renaissance paintings have many 

representations of people playing and singing music, and the literature of the period 

likewise conveys a picture of a people playing or singing music in their homes, at 

their work, on the street, in every aspect of their lives.* Most everyone was involved 

in music-making. Court mlers would make certain that their churches had the finest 

musicians available. In addition, they would be expected to perform for state 

ceremonies and court festivals. Isabella d'Este (1474 - 1539), Marchioness of Mantua 

and renowned for cultivating the arts, made music the chief theme of decoration in 

her inner sanctum and also played several instruments herself. In fact, Isabella held 

music in such high regard that when Bartolommeo Tromboncino killed his unfaithful 

wife, no punishment was meted out to him because he composed such alluring 

madrigals!' The singing and playing of music was esteemed and practiced by mlers 

and common people alike. 

The Renaissance was a time of major changes, of new beginnings in many 

disciplines. Most importantly, the rise of humanism affected the attitudes and 

interests of Renaissance society. Humanism focused on man's achievements, past 

2 Ibid. 

3 Durant, Will. The Renaissance. (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1953), 
599. 

* Ibid. 

5 Ibid, 600. 



and present, and centered on man's destiny here on earth rather than on the hereafter 

by helping Renaissance man develop a new confidence in his ability to solve 

problems and determine his own fate. The wisdom of the Church was not denied, but 

other sources of tmth were explored.** Humanism affected the manner in which many 

composers approached their music. The notion that music should reflect the text it set 

became important Composers of the period felt it important to illustrate the meaning 

of the words as well as follow their natural inflection.'̂  Even the composer of church 

music made use of word painting when composing motets on religious texts. Howard 

Mayer Brown sums up this attitude of Renaissance composers: 'The relationship of 

text to music preoccupied composers throughout the sixteenth century as they sought 

to achieve a new level of expressiveness."* 

Adrian Petit Coclio also addressed this emphasis on expression of the text in 

his Compendium musices of 1552 when he admonished a young musician 

...not to waste his time on the lengthy writings of musical mathematicians, 
who contrived so many categories of augmentation and diminution signs, from 
which proceeds no enjoyment, but quarrel and discord in plenty, and through 
which a thing clear in itself is rendered obscure. Rather let them apply all 
mental energies to sing ornately, to place the text well, for Music is created by 
God not for quarreling, but for its sweet sound. In truth, the musician is he, 
and is held to be he, who rather than chatter and scribble a lot on numbers and 
proportions, on signs and note values, knows how to sing tastefully and 
sweetly, giving each note its appropriate syllable, and how to compose so as to 
render joyful words in joyful tones and vice versa, etc.' 

« Garretson, Robert L. Choral Music: History, Style and Performance 
Practice. (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1993), 1. 

•̂  Brown, Howard M. Music In The Renaissance. (Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1976), 3 

8 Ibid. 



Composers of Renaissance vocal music developed and expanded their music 

throughout the period to fit the poetic meaning of the text. The expansion of the 

number of vocal parts from three to six voices, descriptive text painting, and 

expressive chromaticism are three of the techniques composers used to portray the 

drama of the text. This will be more fully discussed later in the chapter under the 

subheading, 'Expressive Aspects" (page 27). 

Music-making was as natural to much of the sixteenth century populace as 

eating, drinking, and working. However, few documents of the Renaissance 

performance practices survive to instruct high school choral ensembles in the 

performances of this music. In order to examine how Renaissance music can best be 

presented by high school choirs, an investigation into the known information about 

performing practices of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries is necessary. It is the 

purpose of this paper to make that investigation and thereby to encourage high school 

directors to embrace Renaissance vocal music and not shy away from it due to a lack 

of imderstanding. 

Performance Forees 

The first issue of Renaissance performance practice to be discussed is the 

makeup of the groups who performed Renaissance vocal music, including the number 

and gender of the singers. Size of the groups was usually related to the venue of the 

piece. Sacred (mass and motet) music was usually performed by several singers per 

part. According to Howard Mayer Brown, choirs or groups of singers in churches in 

' Lowinsky, Edward E '*Music of the Renaissance as Viewed by 
Renaissance Musicians," Music in the Culture of the Renaissance and Other Essays. 
Bonnie J. Blackbum, ed. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1989), 98. 



northern Italy increased in size from about six men in the first part of the fifteenth 

century to about twenty late in the same century. Additionally, he states that there 

was an undetermined number of choirboys. 1° References in the diaries of the Sistine 

Chapel and in the establishment book of the Chapel Royal indicate that the minimum 

number of singers required for a full choral service in the sixteenth century was from 

twelve to sixteen. As for the maximum size, this was probably determined by how 

many performers the institution could afford. 

Many choirs in the cathedrals and princely chapels of Italy seem to have been 
organized or reorganized in the second half of the fifteenth century. A 
systematic survey of the size and disposition of church choirs in westem 
Europe during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries is likely to show that 
sacred polyphony in the fifteenth century was normally sung by relatively 
small groups, often with only one singer to a part, that choir sizes increased 
suddenly at the end of the fifteenth century or in the early sixteenth century 
(when fifteen to twenty-five singers appear to have constituted a large choir), 
and that there was a tendency to use more singers on the top and bottom lines 
than on the iimer parts." 

Another determining factor in the size of the choirs may have been the availability of 

manuscripts. Music manuscripts were costly as well as difficult to produce, so a choir 

may have had only the original manuscript from which to perform. Each vocal part 

had its own hand-copied partbook. The singers would gather around the partbook to 

perform. According to Manfred Bukofzer, during the eariy part of the Renaissance 

these partbooks were probably large enough for only three or four persons to see. 

Bukofzer says that the Papal Chapel had only nine singers for polyphonic 

performances in 1436; however, the number was gradually increased from twelve to 

'° Brown, Howard M. "Choral Music in the Renaissance," Early Music, 
Volume 6, Number 2. (April 1978), 164. 

" Brown, Howard M. and Stanley Sadie, eds. Performance Practice: Music 
Before 1600. (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, Ltd., 1990), 150. 



sixteen, and finally to twenty-four persons in the second half of the century.'̂  

However, Garretson comments 

... in reflecting on the size of Renaissance church choirs in relationship to the 
size of their manuscripts, two other factors should perhaps be considered: 
the amount of rehearsal time devoted to preparing the music for performance, 
rehearsal time, coupled with astute and capable singers who memorized their 
music, would have allowed additional singers to be within a good viewing 
distance of the music manuscript positioned in front of the choir.'̂  

Scholars do not always agree on precise numbers, however, except that as time 

passed, choirs gradually became larger. This gives the high school choral director 

more latitude to perform sacred Renaissance vocal music with larger choral 

ensembles, especially music of the sixteenth century. 

There is little specific information concerning the performance of sixteenth 

century secular music and the size of the performing groups. Available material 

comes from widely dispersed sources—personal letters, paintings, government 

documents—but from these sources we can put together a representation of how 

secular music was performed. Anthony Newcomb states "... if there is a cardinal mle, 

then that rule is variety."'* Most scholars agree that it was normal to have only one 

singer to a part when performing secular music (chanson or madrigal) with voices 

alone in small or medium-sized rooms. The exception to this is the festivals and 

celebrations given by court rulers which would require large numbers of performers 

even by twentieth century standards. For example, on special occasions, such as the 

'2 Bukofzer, Manfred F. Studies in Medieval and Renaissance Music. (New 
York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1950), 181. 

'3 Garretson, C/wra/A/MJ/C, 11. 

'* Brown and Sadie, Performance Practice, 228. 
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wedding celebrations of the Medici family in Horence in 1518 and 1589, records 

indicate that fairiy large numbers of singers and instmmentalists were employed.'* 

The detailed descriptions of banquets in Ferrara in 1529, of Venetian ridotti^^ around 

1540, of Ferrarese chamber concerts in the 1580's, and of many more could be cited 

on this point. Paintings of the period indicate that only a small number of solo 

performers, never choirs, were used. In fact, these paintings invariably show one 

performer per partbook. In large rooms and on more public and festive occasions, 

doublings became more usual.'"' Interestingly, doubling usually involved additional 

instruments rather than more singers and was done to augment the volume and vary 

the timbre of the pieces. A melodic instrument might also replace a vocal part. 

Again, this was a practice that predates and includes the sixteenth century, and one for 

which a quantity of evidence exists. 

Coupled with the decision of how many singers per part is the decision of who 

should f)erform this music. It is well known that the sacred music of the time was 

performed exclusively by men and boys. Women were not allowed to sing in 

church. '8 However, the practice of utilizing mixed choirs is the norm for the present-

day performance of Renaissance sacred vocal music. Sacred Renaissance vocal 

music adapts easily to allow women to sing the parts originally sung by boys, and this 

practice is regulariy accepted today. 

'5 Dart, Thurston. The Interpretation of Music. (New York: Harper & Rowe 
Publishers, 1963), 51-52. 

'* The ridotti were public entertainments or social gatherings in which the 
performers would sing and dance, often in masks. 

'̂  Brown and Sadie, Performance Practice, 228. 

'8 However, women did sing at home and in performances of secular music. 



It is advisable here to caution the high school choral director on the subject of 

vibrato vs. non vibrato singing of Renaissance vocal music. This is a highly 

subjective issue and depends on the execution and context of the use of vibrato. The 

only vibrato that is really completely inappropriate to Renaissance music is one with a 

wide pitch variation, or any vibrato that cannot be controlled by the singer.'' Non 

vibrato can be effectively used when an individual line is exposed and when tuning at 

cadences. 

With the information available regarding Renaissance performing groups, it 

may be ascertained that, generally, sacred music can afford larger groups (many per 

part) while secular music usually worics better with smaller ensembles (one per part). 

It is also acceptable today, for practical reasons, for women to participate in the 

performance of sacred Renaissance vocal music. In the majority of the high school 

performing groups today this is the standard because it is not feasible or practical for 

the cantus (soprano) and altus (alto) lines to be sung exclusively by boys. If a high 

school program is large enough, the smaller, more advanced group usually performs 

secular Renaissance vocal music. It is possible to perform secular Renaissance vocal 

music, such as a madrigal or chanson, with more than one or two voices per part. The 

high school choral director is advised to take into consideration, however, that 

standard Renaissance performance practice does not support this method. Robert 

Garretson says, "... Renaissance music may be performed by a choir of any size. 

However, conductors will want to restrain or limit the sound of larger choirs to make 

it more in keeping with the Renaissance sound."̂ o Renaissance vocal music affords 

" Hargis, Ellen. 'The Solo Voice," A Performer's Guide to Renaissance 
Music. Jeffrey T. Kite-Powell, ed. (New York: Schirmer Books, 1994), 5. 

» Garretson, Choral Music, 12. 
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the high school choral director the opportunity to perform both sacred and secular 

music of the period. There is a considerable amount of sacred music written which is 

appropriate for the larger choirs as well as a vast repertoire for the smsdler, more 

select ensemble. It is important that the high school director select music according 

to the capabilities and limitations of his choral groups. As stated above, there is 

Renaissance music suitable for almost any ensemble at the high school level, but the 

director will need to be discriminating in his music programming. Although we 

rarely hear Renaissance vocal music performed except by collegiate or professional 

ensembles, sixteenth-century madrigals and motets are an exciting, accessible choice 

for performance by high school choral ensembles. 

A cappella or Accompanied? 

In the eariy nineteenth century, some musical observers saw that 

contemporary church music had become well infiltrated with secular influences. One 

of these, the poet and composer ET.A. Hoffman, advocated a reform. In an essay 

written in 1814, "Alte und neue Kirchenmusik," he disparaged operatic influences in 

church music, and urged a retum to the sacred style of Palestrina. Palestrina's style, 

he said, was a purer vehicle for religious emotions which came "aus der Brust des 

Menschen."2» Hoffman thought, however, that because accompaniments were not 

specified in the Palestrina sources, the music was meant to be performed without 

instruments. Ever since then, the term a cappella has erroneously come to mean 

"unaccompanied." The term a cappella, which literally means "in the chapel style," 

has a vague background. The term a cappella did not exist in the sixteenth century. 

2' Clark, J. Bunker. 'The A Cappella Myth!," The Choral Journal, \X 
(January-February 1969), 31. 
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There was no need to refer to a prevailing style by name. However, when the prima 

prattica and the secunda prattica were juxtaposed in the eariy seventeenth century, a 

delineation was needed. It seems that Giovanni Gabrieli, in his concerted music, 

called the choir cappella, in contrast to the solo and instrumental forces. It was not 

until sometime in the seventeenth century that music for choir alone was called 

a cappella.^ In Germany, Schutz's pupil Christoph Bemhard wrote of the old style, 

"Since this type was the only one known by older ones [of previous centuries], it 

became the style antiquus, also a cappella.''^ The same meaning held through the 

eighteenth century. Charies Bumey, when writing his A General History of Music 

(1789) about madrigal style as opposed to church style in the sixteenth century, said: 

'Though composers were now very timid in the use of flats, sharps, and transposed 

keys, yet licenses were taken in madrigals which were inadmissible in Music a 

cappella'"^ There have been many opinions offered with the idea that performing 

Renaissance music unaccompanied is the most authentic manner of performance; 

however, there is substantial evidence to the contrary. 

Exclusively unaccompanied traditions in the sixteenth century are securely 

documented only for the choirs of the Sistine Chapel and Cambrai Cathedral, where 

there was no organ and no record of instmmentalists having accompanied singers. 

Purely vocal performances are also likely to have taken place in churches with a large 

organ placed in a gallery far from the singers, as at Notre Dame in Paris or at St. 

Peter's in Mantua, since the acoustical difficulties of accompanying choral polyphony 

22 Ibid., 29. 

23 Ibid. 

2* Ibid. 
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from a distant organ seem prohibitive. However, in the more intimate collegiate 

chapels of England and France, in family chapels, and in any major church with both 

a large fixed organ and mobile positive, accompanied polyphony was a viable 

possibility.25 The evidence continues to grow that most of the time instmments—if 

only the organ—may have played along with Renaissance choirs. Some evidence of 

the presence of accompaniment can be seen in various paintings and woodcuts. 

Pictures in publications by musicians of the sixteenth century may be regarded as an 

accurate indication of actual performance practice. The Magnum opus musicum, a 

collection of motets by Orlandus Lassus published by his sons in 1604, includes as a 

frontispiece a scene of Lassus seated at an organ surrounded by his singers and 

instmmentalists. Further information on Lassus was provided by Michael 

Praetorious, who in his Syntagma musicum. Volume II (1618) referred to the royal 

court at Munich when Lassus was there. The chapel kept a group of about ninety 

musicians, including twelve basses, fifteen tenors, thirteen altos, sixteen boys, five or 

six castrati, and thirty instmmentalists who probably doubled the voices.26 

No greater testimony to the presence of instmments in church music can be 

found than complaints against them. As early as the twelfth century, Ethelred, Abbot 

of Rievaulx Abbey in Yorkshire, made the following protest, as translated in Prynne's 

Histriomastix (1633): 

Let me speake now of those who, under the show of religion, doe obpalliate 
the business of pleasure... Whence hath the Church so many Organs and 
Musicall instmments? To what purpose, I pray you, is that terrible blowing of 
Belloes; expressing rather the crakes of Thunder, than the sweetnesse of a 
Voyce?... in the meantime, the common people standing by, trembling and 

25 Brown and Sadie, Performance Practice, 191. 

^ Clark, 'The A Cappella Myth!," 30. 
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astonished, admire the sounds of the organs, the noyse of the Cymballs and 
Musical Instruments, the harmony of the Pipes and Comets.2^ 

His voice was one of many opposing the use of instmments in the church services. 

Furthermore, sacred polyphonic vocal music may have been performed by solo voice 

and instmments as often as it was by large choirs.28 Secular polyphonic music in the 

Renaissance, and all polyphonic music before this period, was most likely performed 

exclusively in this manner.2̂  Christopher Reynolds states, "Precedents both for 

accompanied and a cappella performances exist throughout this period, with local 

traditions very much in evidence.̂ o Consider this quote by Walter Collins: 

The fact is ...that a cappella does not necessarily mean unaccompanied when 
applied to Renaissance music, no matter how the score looks in the modem 
sense. The unaccompanied choms was only one of several altematives in 
performance, one that was probably used less frequently than others.̂ ' 

It seems understandable and even admirable that a choir would choose as its 

Renaissance model the choirs of the Sistine Chapel or Notre Dame de Paris, but given 

the abundance of evidence which clearly offers more options than singing 

Renaissance vocal music unaccompanied, using instmments to accompany or double 

^ Ibid. 

2« Bukofzer, Manfred. 'The Beginnings of Choral Polyphony," Studies in 
Medieval and Renaissance Music. (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1950), 
176-89. 

25 Collins, Walter S. 'The Choral Conductor and the Musicologist." Choral 
Conducting Symposium, 2nd ed. Decker, Harold and Julius Herford, eds. 
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1988), 136-7. 

30 Brown and Sadie, Performance Practice, 191. 

3' Collins, 'The Choral Conductor and the Musicologist," 137. 
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Renaissance vocal perf"ormances is not only practical and helpful, but appropriate. 

Many high school choral directors may not choose Renaissance vocal music because 

of the "expectation" of performance without accompaniment, the independence of 

the vocal lines, intonation difficulties, and the sustaining of long phrases. The 

addition of instmments can help and/or solve many of these challenges. In fact, with 

the creative freedom allowed in using instmments in a Renaissance performance, any 

choir, no matter the size, can successfully perform Renaissance vocal music. For 

example, if one of the sections (e.g., the altos or tenors) is weak or the range is 

unattainable, an instmment can be assigned to support the vocal part This authentic 

Renaissance practice can be far more exciting to the listeners as well as the 

performers. 

Stress. Tempo, and Meter 

Another important consideration for the high school choral director is the 

issue of determining phrasing within the piece. Stress, tempo, and meter must be 

established for an appropriate rendering of the music. Original Renaissance 

manuscripts have no bariines which causes many problems for modem editors and 

choral conductors. One must notice that although the mensural music that was 

dominant throughout this period embodies the principle of regular groups of beats 

(tempus perfectum, imperfectum, etc.), the groups lack the most important 

characteristic of "measure-music," i.e., the normal accent on the first beat of such a 

group.32 Therefore, irregular rhythmic groupings are the norm. One must study the 

32 Haberlen, John B. "Rhythm: The Key to Vitalizing Renaissance Music," 
Five Centuries of Choral Music: Essays in Honor of Howard Swan. Gordon Paine, 
ed. (Stuyvesant, New York: Pendragon Press, 1988), 155. 
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rhythm in this music in relation to the text and its accentuation, since the musical 

rhythm is closely allied to the doctrines of poetic rhythm. The identification and 

subsequent phrasing of note groupings can provide the key to rhythmic vitality in 

Renaissance music. Appropriate settings regarding accentuation and meaning of the 

text become more important throughout the century. John Haberlen, in "Rhythm: 

The Key to Vitalizing Renaissance Music," maintains that plainsong (organum 

purum), with its free succession of binary and ternary groupings, provides the 

historical basis for the melodic rhythms of sacred Renaissance music.33 Plainsong, as 

discussed in the Liber usualis, is performed as follows: 

There is no time or measure in the modem sense, and there is no "strong beat" 
or "accent" occurring at regular intervals. Plainsong is an entirely different 
idiom. Its time like its rhythm is free — a free interlacing of binary and 
temary groups (of course at the discretion not of the singers but of the 
composer) which like the prose text which they clothe, glide along freely, in 
order and variety, forming periods with sections and phrases of unequal length 
and importance.3* 

Composers of sixteenth century polyphony, most of whom were trained and 

employed by the musical establishments of the church, possessed an intimate 

knowledge of plainsong. It was natural that they should perpetuate the rhythmic 

traditions of plainsong by composing melodies in which binary and temary note 

groupings were freely intertwined.35 As the compositional process developed and 

grew more complex, composers integrated these binary and temary groupings into the 

fabric of their writing. This led to a different, more involved writing process, but one 

33 Ibid. 

3* Benedictines of Solesmes. Uber usualis. (New York: Descl^ and Co., 
1956), xix. 

35 Haberien, "Rhythm: The Key to Vitalizing Renaissance Music," 155-6. 
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that is now characteristic of polyphonic Renaissance vocal music. Curt Sachs, in 

Rhythm and Tempo, writes. 

In vocal polyphony "norms" and 'Yegularly recurrent accents of the first 
beats" were almost non-existent, and hence any "abnoraial" syncopation as 
well. The tmth is that Renaissance polyphony, very far from our normal and 
recurrent accents, relies on an unrestrained polyrhythmic writing, on a 
continual, almost erratic change from binary to temary groupings, with or 
against the other parts, with or against the time signature. Often it appears 
only in the cadences, but oftener throughout a piece.36 

These groupings, or microrhythms, operate within the larger and regular time 

signature. Their existence is made known through the proper inflection of the text 

and exploitation of the microrhythms. Haberien gives us four guidelines in 

discovering the location of these accents: 

1. Notes of longer duration indicate stress, short notes do not. That is, the 
rhythm flows from long to long, through the shorter note values. This is 
supported by the natural rhythmic flow of Medieval European languages, 
which flow from long to long, not stressing short syllables. 

2. Ascending intervallic skips or leaps within a melodic line should be 
regarded as having more dramatic accents. Each change of pitch brings 
with it a self-contained accent Notes of higher pitch obviously require 
more tension in their production and are therefore more prominent 

3. The syllabic stress of the text normally coincides with the musical stress of 
the rhythm. The detection of rhythmic groupings is closely allied to the 
doctrines of poetic rhythm. 

4. Harmonic tension within the prevailing mode or within a specific vertical 
chord may result in agogic stress.37 

^ Sachs, Curt Rhythm and Tempo: AStudy in Music History. (New York: 
W.W. Norton & Company, 1953), 250. 

^ Ibid 
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The guidelines listed above are helpful in locating agogically stressed notes and using 

these points as the basic determinzuit for grouping notes in binary (strong, weak) or 

temary (strong, weak, weak) groups. These rhythmic groupings energize the ebb and 

flow of each phrase. It is important that these groupings be discovered and brought 

out in the performance of Renaissance music. This gives Renaissance music its life 

and vitality. 

Music from the Renaissance period is unbarred; however, some evidence 

supports the barring of music by the composer in the compositional process. The 

music would become unbarred in the transfer to partbooks.38 The present-day 

conductor must not be misled by the presence of bariines and time signatures in 

modem editions of Renaissance music. Even though bariines are necessary for ease 

of score reading, they caimot be used as natural points of stress because rhythmic 

elasticity is one of the charming characteristics of Renaissance music. The text is the 

guiding factor in deciding where the stress and phrasing of the musical line should be 

placed. Garretson states, "The best way to determine the natural emphases in a 

Renaissance work is by reciting the text aloud until the emphases become clear, and 

then marking the stressed syllables in the score."3' A choir can be taught in a 

relatively brief amount of rehearsal time that the text is the appropriate guide to 

musical inflection. As soon as the singers let the words denote the stress, the bariines 

become mere visual guides to vertical ensemble and are to all intents and purposes 

invisible in other respects.*^ Coupled with this, however, must be the consideration of 

3« For an in-depth discussion on this issue, see Lowinsky, Edward E "On the 
Use of Scores by Sixteenth-Century Musicians," Music In the Culture of the 
Renaissance. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1989), 797-. 

39 Garretson, Choral Music, 12. 
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the natural rise and fall of each independent melodic line. Recognition and realization 

of the natural arsis (rise) and thesis (fall) of the individual line is paramount to 

beautiful Renaissance performance. The melodic accent, then, is determined by the 

relation of the melodic line to the text, whereas the harmonic accent is a result of the 

simultaneous combination of individual melodic lines and is built around the concept 

of consonance and dissonance. Composers help stress the natural accent of the words 

by uniformly giving a short note to a short syllable and one longer in length to a long 

syllable. See the following excerpt from Adrian Willaert's motet Beati pauperes 

spiritu and how carefully he matches the natural stress of the text with the first "beat" 

of each measure. He also displays the natural inflection of the textual phrases with 

the natural rise and fall of the musical lines (see Example 1). 

Example 1. Willaert, Beati pauperes, mm. 1-10. (American Institute of 

Musicology) 
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40 Blachly, Alexander. "On Singing and the Vocal Ensemble I," A 
Performer's Guide to Renaissance Music. Jeffrey T. Kite-POwell, ed. (New York: 
Schirmer Books, 1994), 19. 
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Thomas Moriey says in his A Plaine and Easie Introduction to Practicall Musicke 

(1597): 

We must also have a care so to applie [sic] the notes to the wordes as in 
singing there be no barbarisme conunitted; that is, that we cause no syllable 
that is by nature short, to be expressed by many notes, or one long note, nor so 
long a syllable to be expressed with a short note.*' 

Alec Harmon harkens back to Moriey's statement by saying, "Any note in a melody 

becomes relatively accented if the word or syllable to which it is set is a strong one, 

or if its position in a phrase is higher or its value substantially longer than the 

surrounding notes."* The increasing importance of the natural stress of text 

throughout the sixteenth century cannot be overestimated when presenting 

Renaissance vocal music. 

*' Moriey, Thomas. A Plaine and Easie Introduction to Practicall Musicke. 
R.A. Harmon, ed. (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1953), 291. 

« Harman, Alec. Medieval and Early Renaissance Music. (Bristol: Burleigh 
Press, 1958), 213. 
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One of the strongest characteristics of Renaissance music is the ±ythmic 

interplay among the voices. Each voice moves in an independent rhythm pattem 

determined primarily by its text. The rhythmic counterpoint within the polyphonic 

texture is obscured by present-day bariines because of the overiapping rhythmic flow 

of both duple and triple rhythms occurring both with and against the tactus ^ 

simultaneously in different voices. The accent or stress is realized through both 

melodic and harmonic stmcture, which are in tum dependent upon the text to a very 

great extent 

Another issue of Renaissance performance practice is deciphering 

mensuration signs. The information that follows gives an overview of mensural 

notation for the high school choral director. The high school choral director does not 

necessarily need to be fluent in the intricacies of mensural notation; however, he does 

need to posses a general working knowledge in order to assess the scholarship of the 

editions he chooses for performance. As defined by the Harvard Dictionary of 

Music, mensural notation is "the system of musical notation that was established c. 

1250 by Franco of Cologne and others and remained in use until 1600. The 

notationsil signs fall into two classes: single notes and ligatures. The single notes are 

maxima, longa, brevis, semibrevis, minima, semiminima,fusa, and semifuscL "•* 

Table 1 shows the singles notes and the corresponding rests together with the modem 

forms derived from them. 

« Tactus is defined as "the motion of the hand up and down that is used to 
establish the basic pulse of the music." 

**• Apel, Willi. HarvardDictionary of Music, 2nd Edition. (Cambridge: The 
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1972), 520. 
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Table 1 

Mensural Notation with Corresponding Modem Notation 

Notes: 

Rests: 

Modern: 

Mx L B S M Sm F Sf 

t:̂  ^ B 0 I U^W^il 

s i E = i c = - = ^ ^ = 3 z 

a o J J -h *^ 

Mensuration is the general term for the temporal relationships among the note 

values. Special terms are: modus (the relationship between the longa and the brevis), 

tempus (the relationship between the brevis and the semibrevis), and prolatio (the 

relationship between the semibrevis and minima). While in modem notation a note 

(unless followed by a dot) is invariably equal to two notes of the next smaller value, 

in mensural notation the chief notes, neunely longa, brevis, and semibrevis, may equal 

either two or three of the next smaller value. The dichotomy is indicated by the terms 

imperfect and perfect, respectively. Omitting the modus, which is usually imperfect, 

there result four combinations of tempus and prolatio which constitute the four main 

mensurations of Renaissance notation and are indicated by special signs.** They are 

the equivalent of the four basic meters of modem notation, as shown in Table 2. 

*5 Ibid. 
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Table 2 

Four Basic Meters of Notation 

Tempus 

I. Imperfect 

II. Perfect 

III. Imperfect 

IV. Perfect 

Prolatio 

Imperfect 

Imperfect 

Perfect 

Perfect 

Sign. Value of 
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Example 
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After determining the meaning of each of these signs, it must be decided how they 

relate to each other. This requires a look at the meaning of tactus and an exploration 

of notational proportions. 

Tactus is generally agreed upon to be the motion of the hand up and down 

(levatio and positio) that is used to establish the basic pulse of the music.*̂  It appears 

that the tactus was meant to stay constant throughout a composition, though there is 

evidence that it could vary slightly, and even more evidence that it could change to 

some degree from work to work. The tempo of the note values, however, is affected 

drastically depending on which value is connected with the tactus; in normal tempus 

when notes have their full value (integer valor), the tactus falls on the semi breve, but 

in tempus diminutum the tactus falls on the breve. The simplest way of notating 

tempus diminutum was by drawing a line through the mensuration signs, as shown in 

Table 3.^ 

^ Planchart, Alejandro Enrique. 'Tempo and Proportion," Performance 
Practice: Music Before 1600. Brown, Howard M. and Stanley Sadie, eds. (New 
York: W.W. Norton & Company, Ltd., 1990), 134. 
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Table 3 

Integer valor and Tempus diminutum 

IntigtrMiar loftpus aBTOmlUfn 

0 

o 

e 

c 

0 

Some editors (especially in the Corpus mensurabilis musicae series, from 

which the included music is drawn) prefer to transcribe passages govemed by the 

signs O and C by reducing the original note values by a 2:1 ratio, while 

transcribing passages govemed by 4), (|), (p2 , or (p2 in a 4:1 ratio. See the 

following examples: 

0 n c> J> ^l .. i ii 

h 
4-:l 

i'') ^ n o i>h .1 J n I 

After the scale of reduction of the original notation has been decided, the 

determination of the relationship between the mensural signs must be established. 

*̂  Ibid. 
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This is a difficult, if not impossible, aspect of Renaissance performance practice to 

resolve. Mr. Blachly states. 

My own research and experience .. [has] convinced me that there is no 
standard relationship between "cut" and "uncut" signs. Therefore, there is no 
logical or musicologically sound reason to follow the teaching of, say, Sebald 
Heyden in 1540 (who advocated a 2:1 ratio between all cut and uncut signs in 
music of the later fifteenth century) rather than the equally forceful advice of 
Johannes Tinctoris in 1473 (who asserted that the stroke through a (f) or (f 
meant simply that the mensura should be "accelerated"). All that can be said 
as a general mle is that the semibreve in "cut" signs does go faster (never 
slower) than the semibreve in the "uncut" ones.'* 

However, Alejandro Enrique Planchart maintains that "there is no doubt that in all 

cases the note values in (f moved twice as fast as those in C when these two signs 

were used simultaneously or successively, creating a simple 2:1 proportion between 

(f: and C ."*» 

Apart from the mensuration and proportion indications combining signs and 

figures, composers used simple figures and fractions to indicate proportions. When 

fractions were used, the numerator indicated the new value and the denominator the 

old one: thus 3/2 means "three in the time of two."» Planchart says that this method 

of indicating proportions was overwhelmingly endorsed by theorists, particulariy 

Tinctoris, but it was used far less frequently by composers.*' 

The most common proportional notation throughout the period, however, was 

the use of 'coloration,' that is, changing from the prevailing note-color of the piece: 

« Blachly, "On Singing and the Vocal Ensemble I," 22. 

« Planchart,'Tempo and Proportion," 134-5. 

» Ibid., 138. 

5' Ibid. 
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before c. 1450, from solid black to solid red or black void; after c. 1450, from void 

(white) to solid (black). This was used in order to express hemiola (sesquialtera) 

proportions in any mensuration with triple division, or else triplet notation within 

duple meters.*2 

Tempo can be one of the most elusive facets in preparing a composition of 

Renaissance vocal music. The tempo of a piece can often determine its success or 

failure. It is imperative to find the right tempo range in order to give the music its 

inherent mood. Tempo can be determined by several things: text, the rhythmic 

relationships within the composition, and the mood or character of the piece, but not 

the notation. It is important that the high school choral director look at all these 

ingredients as he makes his decision. Composers and performers in the fifteenth and 

sixteenth centuries were trained to think of tempo relationships as mathematical 

proportions, so when changing tempo within a work in response to a new mensural 

sign, it is necessary to find a tempo which is related in a simple proportion to the 

previous tempo.^ Also, the length of the notes is not necessarily an indication of 

tempo. A common error is made when looking at a modem transcription of a piece of 

Renaissance vocal music that has been transcribed using whole and even double 

whole notes and deciding that the piece is slow. The use of whole notes or greater is 

only a notational decision of the editor and not a commentary on the tempo. Choral 

directors must remember that the late Renaissance composer was concemed with 

portraying the drama of the text. This is the major factor in reaching an informed. 

52 Ibid., 139. 

53 Planchart, Alejandro. "On Singing and the Vocal Ensemble II," A 
Performer's Guide to Renaissance Music. Jeffrey T. Kite-Powell, ed. (New York: 
Schirmer Books, 1994), 34. 
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appropriate, and musical tempo. Finally, Blachly asks this in the conclusion of his 

discussion on tempo and proportional relations. 

What evidence is there against a 'subjective' interpretation of tempo that 
responds to the words and the music, in favor of an interpretation in which the 
beat remains unvaried from first note to last? It must suffice here to note that 
the explicit injunctions for the tactus to remain constant throughout a piece are 
found only in some primers by German schoolmasters of the early sixteenth 
century and in treatises by their followers. All of the more sophisticated 
commentaries on musical practice, such as Gaffurius's Practica musicae, 
Glarena's Dodecachordon, or Zariino's Istitutione harmoniche, carefully 
avoid rigid generalizations about tempo.** 

In resolving the difficult decisions of exactly how to determine the appropriate stress, 

meter, and tempo of a piece of Renaissance vocal music, the high school choral 

director must be open to experimenting with each piece to find what works best 

More often than not, the interpretation is revealed by the natural accentuation and 

meaning of the text. 

Pitch 

Two types of pitch standard existed in the sixteenth century: Chamber pitch 

(Kammerton) and choir pitch (Chorion). Chamber pitch, a whole tone higher than 

choir pitch, was used only at table and for joyous and convivial occasions, being the 

most convenient for instmments; choir pitch was used only in churches, primarily for 

the sake of the singers, who both strain less and sound better at the lower pitch.** 

** Blachly, 'Tempo and Proportions," 23. 

** Myers, Herbert "Pitch and Transposition," A Performer's Guide to 
Renaissance Music. Jeffrey T, Kite-Powell, ed, (New Yoric: Schirmer Books, 1994), 
34. 
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The performance of Renaissance vocal music by high school choirs may 

sometimes necessitate modifying the pitch level of the music. The vocal ranges of the 

singers, intonation problems, and sometimes the perfonnance location may also 

dictate a change in pitch level. It is logical for the director to use the most 

comfortable ranges of his singers as the gauge by which to pitch unaccompanied 

vocal music. Singers who are forced to sing a line that lies below their effective 

tessitura cannot help but produce a dull sound. Conversely, a line that sits too high 

will almost always sound harsh and pushed. "Road-mapping" (switching two or more 

parts for brief stretches) may sometimes remedy this problem. Another possible 

solution is to combine an alto and tenor on the same line and have them work as a 

team to cover the entire range of a part with good production.** This raising or 

lowering of the pitch seems reasonable within the boundaries of Renaissance 

performance practice. Pitch level is relative according to most sources. Otto 

Kinkeldey states in his article, "Equal Voices in the A Cappella Period," 'There was 

no standard pitch in the Renaissance. Choirmasters took a higher or lower pitch, 

within wide limits, to suit the convenience of the choirs."*̂  Kenneth Kreitner concurs 

with Kinkeldey, "For music performed during the Renaissance era, 'the pitch level 

was left entirely to the discretion of the performers and had nothing to do with notated 

pitch.'"* Richard Sherr points out the flexibility in pitch assignment in an article on 

performance practice in the Papal Chapel in the sixteenth century: 

^ Ibid., 22. 

^ Kinkeldey, Otto. "Equal Voices in the A Cappella Period," Essays in 
Honor of Archibald T. Davison. (Cambridge: HarvardUniversity Press, 1957), 101. 

*8 Kreitner, Kenneth. "Very Low Ranges in the Sacred Music of Ockeghem 
and Tinctoris," Early Music, Volume 14, Number 4. (November 1986), 467. 
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References in the 'Diarii Sistini' of the early eighteenth century ... show that 
the word "intonare" is to be read in its usual sense. All pieces, whether chant 
or polyphony apparently began with an intonation, that is, the senior bass 
intoned the beginning of the chant (although sometimes the chant was intoned 
by sopranos or contraltos), and the senior singer of whichever part began the 
polyphony sang the first few notes as means of giving the pitch (rather than 
humming or singing a single note as might be done today); this was followed 
by a new start from the beginning by the whole choir for chant or by all of the 
appropriate part for polyphony.*' 

This information gives great freedom to the high school choral director. If a piece of 

Renaissance vocal music is published in a key or mode which is inaccessible by one 

or more of the sections of the choir, the director is not bound to the published key or 

mode. He can change it to fit his choir, just as the choirmasters of the Renaissance 

did. 

Expressive Aspects 

The tendency to view Renaissance music as having little or no expressiveness 

because the music does not include expression markings must be dealt with on a 

musical level, as well as on an intellectual one. It must be clearly imderstood that 

Renaissance music, in which few, if any, indications of mood are given, makes 

essentially the same demands on the emotional participation of the performer as more 

recent music in which these demands are, in some degree, specified.® Renaissance 

music is certainly emotional, even if that emotion is sometimes restrained. The 

expressive elements of Renaissance music are an intrinsic part of the total musical 

^ Sherr, Richard. "Performance Practice in the Papal Chapel in the Sixteenth 
Century," Early Music, Volume 15, Number 4. (November 1987), 454-5. 

«° The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Fifth Edition, Volume 
2. (New York: St Martin's Press, 1954), 985. 
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fabric and should be performed with an innate appreciation of the score. The fact that 

Renaissance composers were often the conductors and performers of their own music 

would also explain, at least in part, the absence of interpretive directions in the score, 

to which present-day performers are accustomed. 

If the music itself is the ultimate guide in performance, then expression 

naturally comes into play. Renaissance composers employed a number of subtle 

means to attain dynamic contrast The most obvious and conmion included doubling 

of voices, contrasting high and low voices, using double choirs in antiphonal singing, 

and utilizing echo effects between choir and solo ensembles or soloists. All these 

compositional devices contribute to dynamic shading and expression as a natural 

outgrowth of the music. As in all aspects of performance practice of the Renaissance 

period, the choral director has a wide area of interpretation. However, there are limits 

within that area. Conventional wisdom offers the following guidelines: (1) violent 

changes in loudness and softness should never occur; (2) crescendos should be 

gentle and infrequent; (3) diminuendos are often effective at a sectional or final 

cadence where the words permit; and (4) dynamics are related to and are dependent 

upon any changes of mood in the text The text must be the deciding factor in the 

intensity of the dynamic as well as the positioning of the crescendo and decrescendo. 

Through the use of the "seamless" technique, there is an overiapping of the cadences, 

i.e., one phrase is ended in two or more parts, while another part begins a new phrase. 

This technique invites the use of decrescendo at the end of the preceding phrase 

occurring simultaneously with the crescendo of the new phrase. 

The independence of the individual vocal line is, along with the text, a 

primary guiding factor in unveiling the inherent expressiveness of Renaissance vocal 

music. The fascinating interplay of polyphonic musical lines and texts, as in a group 
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conversation, can survive only when each part proceeds with its independent melody 

rising and subsiding, expressing its musical line and its particular text in the most 

musical way possible.*' To capitalize on the fact that as the vocal line rises the singer 

is inclined to increase his volume and as it falls to soften it utilizes the composition's 

inherent musical properties (arsis and thesis). In fact, melodic imitation requires 

phrasing as different parts enter at later intervals. This strengthens the argument for 

independence of the line rather than interdependence only. 

Regarding expression, there are differences between sacred music and secular 

music. The sacred music of the Renaissance sounds remote and restrained, primarily 

because of the large degree of consonance. In Jeppeson's study of Palestrina, 

dissonance of the unprejjared variety is used sparingly and is considered something 

"vehement and violent;" therefore, the objective is to conceal or muffle it insofar as 

possible.*2 The masses and motets are impersonal in nature and should be performed 

with an atmosphere of quiet reflection and sincerity of feeling—in other words, as a 

prayer to God and not a public concert. 

A somewhat greater freedom existed with the madrigals and related secular 

categories of the period. Composers were well aware of the expressive qualities of 

the text, and often employed word painting in their music. They used the music to 

portray, in a variety of ways, the character of certain words. For example, leaps in the 

melody were often used to depict joy, while the voices might ascend on such words as 

"heaven" and descend on "earth." To depict sadness and grief, a diminished or 

augmented triad was often used, and dissonance was employed to represent such 

6' Collins, Walter, 'The Choral Conductor and the Musicologist," 137. 

«2 Jeppeson,¥inud. The Style of Palestrina and the Dissonance. (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1946), 108. 
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words as "sadness" or "pain."® Of course, the singers must understand the various 

word-painting devices for the most effective performances. 

In order to fully expose the intrinsic musical expressiveness of Renaissance 

vocal music, it is necessary to go beyond the printed page. The text must be known 

and understood, the individuality of the arsis and thesis of each individual line must 

be revealed, the inner rhythmic movement within the larger compositional picture 

must be exploited, and the need to understand and imagine how the composer might 

"paint" the text with the musical elements at his disposal is essential. 

Conclusion 

Choral directors must make many decisions when embarking on a 

performance of Renaissance vocal music. They will decide who will sing it and the 

appropriate size of the ensemble for each piece. They will decide if it will be 

performed unaccompanied or with accompaniment. The director must decide on the 

pitch of the piece that will facilitate the most comfortable and satisfying performance. 

The director will need to examine the mood or character of the piece in order to 

determine the most appropriate tempo. Decisions will also be made in interpreting 

the individual vocal lines—what is the natural rise and fall of each line (arsis and 

thesis)? The stress and accentuation of the words must also be revealed in the 

perfomiance. 

All of these decisions should be made with an informed mind. Sometimes the 

high school choral director will interpret a piece of Renaissance vocal music solely by 

what "feels right" Choral conductors should feel and act on a responsibility to the 

° Garretson, Choral Music, 25. 
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music and the composer by familiarizing themselves with the performance practice 

issues that are appropriate to Renaissance vocal music. When solutions to these 

issues are aggressively pursued, the beauty and joy of Renaissance vocal music will 

be evident to the peri"ormer as well as the audience. 



CHAPTER II 

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION ON THE COMPOSERS 

AND STYUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS OFTHHR MUSIC 

Introduction 

An anthology of Renaissance vocal music would be incomplete without a 

discussion of each individual composer and the characteristics which define his 

musical style. These issues are sometimes overlooked in the high school choral 

director's preparation of Renaissance vocal music either because of inadequate study 

time or limited availability of musicological resources. It is also important to 

discover, if possible, where in the composer's oeuvre a particular piece occurs to 

understand appropriate stylistic characteristics. Useful resources are the New Grove's 

Dictionary of Music and Musicians and the Corpus mensurabilis musicae series of 

complete works of Renaissance composers. 

Chapter II will focus on an introduction to each composer's life and 

compositional style. For further information, the high school choral director may 

consult the bibliography. The focus will be to give the high school choral director an 

overview of each composer's background and insight into his compositional style. 

The characteristics of each specific composition included in the anthology will be 

discussed in Chapter III, 'The Scores." 

33 
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The composers included in this study represent the Italian madrigal, motet, 

and mass of the Renaissance from c. 1500 to c. 1600. Costanzo Festa, Jacques 

Arcadelt, and Adrian Willaert represent the eariy madrigal period (c. 1520 - c. 1550) 

in which the general style characteristics include three- or four-voice writing, chordal 

writing but with much imitation, restrained expression, and concem for balancing 

musical and textual elements. Giaches de Wert represents the middle madrigal 

period (c. 1550 - c. 1580) in which the general style characteristics include four or 

five-voice writing, more imitation, and more intense expression of words and 

meanings through greater freedom in setting the text. Nicolas Gombert represents the 

middle mass period (c. 1535 - c. 1570) in which the general style characteristics 

include an essentially contrapuntal style and the use of point imitation, thus making 

all voices virtually equal. Luca Marenzio represents for us the late motet (1550 -

1600) in which the general style characteristics include more emphasis upon 

expressive depiction of the text He, along with Carlo Gesualdo, represent the late 

madrigal period (c. 1580 - c. 1610), in which the general characteristics include five 

or six-voice writing, declamatory writing, and greater use of chromaticism, word-

painting, and dramatic effects of dissonance. 

Costanzo Festa 

Costanzo Festa (c. 1490 - 1545) was an Italian composer and singer, and 

according to Alexander Main, "... was probably the most important Italian composer 

between the periods of Josquin and Palestrina"' Considered a consummate master of 

sacred and secular polyphony, he marked the first stage in Italy's rise to musical 

' Main, Alexander. "Costanzo Festa," The New Grove Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians, Fifth Edition, Volume 6. (New York: St Martin's Press, 1954), 501, 
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dominance.2 Festa's life, as well as work, is somewhat shrouded in mystery. The 

details that are available give only a general biographical outline, and many works 

that are attributed to him are spurious. His music was highly admired; publications 

in Venice in 1567 speak of his "no small reputation."3 

Authorities are unclear as to where Festa was bom, but Main says that Festa 

was likely a native of Tuscany and bases his hypothesis on two pieces of information: 

Festa's rise to prominence under the aegis of the Medici Pope Leo X and the 

appearance of his earliest music in the Medici Codex of 1518, prepared for the 

wedding of Lorenzo II de' Medici.* Alfred Einstein, however, in The Italian 

Madrigal, contends that Festa is a native of the diocese of Turin.* 

Festa was the first Italian member of the papal chapel, entering service in or 

before October of 1517.* The motu proprio"^ of November 1 states that he was "in 

capella nostra cantor capellanus ac continuus commensalis" (in our chapel as a singer 

and chaplain and also in continuous residence).̂  The Sistine diaries show that he 

attended punctually to his duties, occasionally performing the offices of a deacon. 

There is no proof that he served as maestro di cappella, although the title page of his 

2 Ibid. 

3 Ibid. 

* Ibid. 

* Einstein, Alfred. The Italian Madrigal, Volume I. (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1971), 157. 

* Ibid, 158. 

"̂  Generally, a papal decree concerning the administration of the Catholic 
church. 

8 Main, "Costanzo Festa," 501. 
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Magnificat: tutti gli otto toni describes him as "gia maestro della cappella, et musica 

di Roma" (presently director of the choir and musician of Rome).' Festa was a well-

respected composer during his lifetime. Pietro Aron in his Lucidario (1545) singles 

him out among the Italian singers. In the famous catalogue of musicians in the 

Prologue to the fourth book of Rabelais' PantagrueI (1552), "Constantino Festi" was 

the only Italian name among nearly sixty musicians.'° The Sistine diaries also record 

that when Festa died, all the singers assembled at St. Maria in Traspontina for the 

burial of "Constantius Festa musicus eccelentissimus et cantor egregius" (Costanzo 

Festa, a most excellent musician and exceptional singer)." 

Festa's reputation ensured the wide distribution of his music. His music is 

found in anthologies printed in Rome, Venice, Nuremburg, Lyons, Strasbourg, Paris, 

Louvain, and Munich. One collection went through five editions by 1568, and one 

publishing firm had Festa's madrigals in print as late as 1591. Even his sacred music 

was found in publications up to 1596. 

As one of the eariy madrigalists, Festa is represented in Madrigali de diversi 

musici libra primo (1530), the first known print to use the word 'madrigal' in its title. 

His madrigals varied widely in texture, subject, and mood; some are homophonic 

throughout, others intricately contrapuntal.'2 Though his distinction as a composer 

rests on the pieces for four and five voices, a set of three-part madrigals by him 

became extremely popular in the 1540's and later. 

' Ibid. 

'° Einstein, The Italian Madrigal, Volume 1, 158. 

" Ibid. 

'2 Main, "Costanzo Festa," 502. 
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Pervasive imitation was the basis of Festa's compositional technique. Main 

comments that Festa's polyphonic texture was usually variegated in sound, rather 

than continuously full as seen later in Gombert's music. He also says that Festa 

resembles Josquin in this technique. Main states that the resemblance continues in 

Festa's attentive handling of texts, seen in the careful declamation, frequent word-

painting and, above all, compelling delineation of mood.'3 In the Opus Merlini Cocai 

macaronicorum (Venice, 1521), Girolamo Folengo, a sixteenth century poet, 

remarked how Festa's music would often be mistaken for Josquin's. However, Festa 

differs from Josquin in his less frequent use of canon and his habit of increasing the 

number of voices for the sake of a resounding conclusion to masses and other multi-

sectional works. Festa's approach to tonality is broader than Josquin's. In Festa's 

Missa de domina nostra the paraphrased plainchants are all tranposed to the same 

tonal center; this does not occur in Josquin's Missa de beata virgine, a comparable 

work. Furthermore, Main states that in certain details of melody and dissonance 

treatment, Festa's music looked forward to the melodic and harmonic usage of the 

late Renaissance, suggesting Palestrina rather than Josquin.'* 

Festa's use of conflicting accentuation produced by imitative entries only a 

semibreve apart creates an animated and imaginative treatment of rhythm (e.g., see 

mm. 21-26 o(Duro e'l partito dove m'astringete, p. 169). This technique, combined 

with his liking for massive conclusions, contrasting textures, vivid handling of texts, 

and an advanced attitude toward tonality and dissonance, places Festa among the 

progressive composers of his era, 

'3 Ibid. 

'* Ibid. 
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Jacques Arcadelt 

Just as the birthdate and place of Costanzo Festa are debated, so are Jacques 

Arcadelt's (c. 1505 - 1568). Albert Seay, in his New Grove's article, theorized that 

"Although it is often suggested that he [Arcadelt] was Remish by birth, this 

hypothesis rests only on the assumption that he was the Jacobus Flandrus who was 

appointed to the Cappella Giulia in 1539, an assumption that has been shown to be 

unfounded."'* However, Seay does not give an alternative. In Music in the Culture of 

the Renaissance & Other Essays , Edward Lowinsky supports the assumption that 

Arcadelt was Remish: "...the field of innovation par excellence was that of the Italian 

madrigal, begun by the Italianized Remings Verdelot, Arcadelt, and Willaert, 

supported by Costanzo Festa, first great Italian potyphonist, and then cultivated by a 

host of musicians, chiefly Italians."'* Will Durant in his volume The Renaissance 

supports this viewpoint when he refers to Arcadelt as "a Reming in Rome."'"' 

A close coimection with Philippe Verdelot is clearly suggested by the 

appearance of works by both composers in composite collections, both manuscript 

and printed, around 1530. Arcadelt probably spent some time in Rorence after 1532 

because of Verdelot's ties to the Medici pope, Clement VII. Seay states that Arcadelt 

probably settled in Venice after 1537 and possibly came into contact with Adrian 

Willaert, the maestro di cappella at St Mark's," 

'* Seay, Albert. "Jacques Arcadelt," The New Grove Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians, Fifth Edition, Volume 1. (New Yoric: St Martin's Press, 1954), 546. 

'* Lowinsky, Edward E 'The Problem of Mannerism in Music: An Attempt 
at a Definition," Music in the Culture of the Renaissance & Other Essays. Bonnie J. 
Blackbum, ed. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1989), 107. 

'"' Durant, The Renaissance, 603. 

'8 Seay, "Jacques Arcadelt," 546. 
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Arcadelt became a member of the Roman papal establishment in 1540 and 

began receiving prebends in 1545 at St Barthdlemy and St Pierre, Li^ge, from Pope 

Paul III. However, in 1551 he left papal service to go to France and entered the 

service of Charles of Lorraine in 1554. Charles was appointed Archbishop of 

Rheims, and Arcadelt probably stayed in the service of the royal chapel of France at 

least until 1562. He was described in a publication of 1557 as being a musician of the 

king. He was also a canon at St Germain I'Auxerrois, Notre Dame de Paris, and 

Rheims. Arcadelt died in Paris in 1568." 

Arcadelt, like many of his contemporaries, began his career with sacred music, 

particulariy the motet. His eariiest compositions were almost certainly the six motets 

of the Vallicelliana manuscript of 1531. Albert Seay says these were Rorentine in 

nature and were probably written in homage to the mling family of Rorence. 

Although religious composition was not Arcadelt's main concem in terms of total 

output, his motets spread throughout Germany. These were taken over by German 

publishers: Schoffer of Strasbourg, Petreius of Nuremburg, Kriesstein and Ulhart of 

Augsburg and many others. Some pieces were printed as many as eight times in 

Arcadelt's lifetime and numerous manuscript copies were made for German 

churches.2o 

Alfred Einstein in The Italian Madrigal argues that among the first three 

masters of the madrigal, Arcadelt was not only the most productive, but also the most 

versatile or universal as a secular musician, since he cultivated the French chanson as 

well as the madrigal.2' xhe 126 chansons and over 200 madrigals that are extant 

" Ibid. 

20 Ibid. 
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prove Arcadelt's primary focus was his secular music. The madrigal production is 

concentrated between 1539 and 1544, with chanson composition showing a steady 

increase after 1537. His versatility was emphasized by the printer Gardane who, in 

the first book of Arcadelt's three-part madrigals (1542), adds motets and chansons by 

Arcadelt as well as three madrigals by Festa. Arcadelt's works became a staple in the 

chanson repertory when Du Chemin and Le Roy & Ballard began printing in Paris in 

the middle of the century. The prominent mention of Arcadelt's name on title-pages 

after 1561 reflects how his name was an enticement to the purchaser.22 The 

popularity of his work may also be noted in the two editions of L'excellence des 

chansons prepared by Charles Goudimel and printed by de Toumes in Lyons; forty-

five of his chansons were reprinted, and forty-four of them retexted in Latin to make 

them usable in a sacred setting.23 

The bulk of Arcadelt's madrigal production is found in five volumes of 

madrigals printed by Gardane. The Primo libro was the most successful; it went 

through forty-five known printings from 1539 until 1654. This first volume of 

Arcadelt's madrigals includes lo ho nel cor un gielo, and some of the characteristics 

of Arcadelt's eariy compositional style such as the long-held note by the soprano at 

the end and the text dictating the rhythmic requirements are seen in this composition. 

The Secondo libro (1539) exists in five editions, the Terzo libro (1539) in four and 

the Quarto libro (1539) in three. The Quinto libro was published in 1544 with a 

second edition in 1550, All madrigals in these collections were composed for four 

2' Einstein, The Italian Madrigal, Volume 1, 264, 

22 Seay, "Jacques Arcadelt," 546. 

23 Ibid., 547. 
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voices. Arcadelt is the representative of classicism in the madrigal, differing from 

Verdelot and Festa, for at that time four-part writing constituted classicism and was a 

stylistic ideal.2* Arcadelt added only seven madrigals to his ouevre in 1549, and as far 

as can be determined, he composed his last madrigal in 1557, eleven years before his 

death.25 

Many of Arcadelt's early madrigals in some ways resembled his early 

chansons; however, there were clear differences between the two. The cadences 

were more distinct and the care for correct pronunciation was more marked in the 

madrigals. Contrapuntal intricacy was not as evident and independence of voices was 

achieved with considerably fewer means. Arcadelt did make use of some of the 

devices he utilized in his religious music and chanson, such as the above-mentioned 

long-held note at the end in one voice with a coda-like extension in the others.2* In 

The Madrigal, Jerome Roche makes this statement concerning Arcadelt's madrigal 

composition: 

... when writing for the 'classic' four-voice scoring Arcadelt found a wholly 
indigenous, lyrical, and Italianate 'song style.' The highest voice often 
asserted its superiority, for it carried the bulk of those cadential suspensions 
that the composer might omament in the original or the singer might decorate 
in performance, was detached from a contrapuntal argument confined to the 
lower voices, and was kept in a fairiy high register above the alto. The style's 
only debt to the chanson was clarity of part-writing.2^ 

2* Einstein, The Italian Madrigal, Volume 1,269. 

25 Seay, "Jacques Arcadelt," 547. 

2* Ibid., 548. 

27 Roche, Jerome. The Madrigal, 2nd Edition. (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1990), 15. 
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Mr. Roche argues that regardless of Arcadelt's background in chanson composition, 

he [Arcadelt] was not restricted to writing chanson music with Italian texts. Arcadelt 

used what he needed from the chanson (according to Roche, the clear part-writing) to 

enhance his madrigal composition. In all of these works, Arcadelt placed the 

importance of the rhythmic requirements of the text above everything else in his 

compositional style. Arcadelt did not use declamation as the only method of meeting 

the demands of the text; he would use 'madrigalisms' or word-painting to convey the 

drama of the text For example, the word "sospiri" was often divided by rests to give 

a 'sighing' effect, and references to sadness or death were emphasized by 

homophonic treatment in longer note values.2̂  However, these madrigalisms do not 

govem the piece as they do in later works of the Renaissance. 

Along with Festa and Verdelot, Arcadelt has long been acknowledged as a 

major figure in the early history of the madrigal because of his output and his 

popularity. Works such as // dolce e bianco cigno (The sweet white swan) are still 

admired and performed today, Seay maintains that Arcadelt's position in the life of 

the madrigal has been gained by his ability to balance all the elements within the form 

and to respect the needs of both words and music without completely subordinating 

the nature of the one to that of the other. The text may be the master, but its 

accompanying music is not made the slave,2' Arcadelt had the merit of seeing that 

the techniques and requirements of each of the different genres he composed in could 

help the other, yet realized that the autonomous nature of each genre had to be 

maintained. All three categories (religious music, chanson, and madrigal) received 

28 Ibid. 

25 Ibid. 
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equal treatment, based on material from his own vast storehouse of knowledge and 

insight, but each genre received that which retained and reinforced its separateness, 

not what would have reduced its individuality.30 

Adrian Willaert 

Adrian Willaert (c. 1490-1562) was a greatly admired and highly influential 

Remish composer and teacher who brought Venice to the musical forefront. He 

taught many notable composers such as Cipriano de Rore, Andrea Gabrieli and the 

renown theorist Gioseffo Zarlino. 21arlino honored his teacher by stating in the 

preface to his Istituzione armoniche (1558): 

God... has shown us the favor of causing Adriano Willaert to be bom in our 
day, in tmth one of the rarest masters who has ever practiced music and who, 
a new Pythagoras as it were, after examining thoroughly all music's 
possibilities and finding a vast number of errors, set to work to eliminate them 
and restore it to that honor and dignity which were once its own and which 
should be its own by right; and he has shown us a reasonable way of 
composing gracefully any song, providing the most glorious example in his 
own works.3' 

Einstein placed Willaert's birth at Roulers32 while Lewis Lockwood suggested that 

Bmges was more likely, based on information about Willaert's motet Laus tibi sacra 

rubens which was written for a liturgical ceremony celebrated in Bmges.33 

30 Ibid. 

3' Einstein, The Italian Madrigal, Volume 1,322. 

32 Ibid., 319. 

33 Lockwood, Lewis. "Adrian Willaert," The New Grove Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians, Fifth Edition, Volume 20. (New York: St Martin's Press, 1954), 
421. 
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The little that is known about Willaert's musical training and early years come 

from his pupil, Zarlino. According to the Dimostrationi harmoniche, Willaert went to 

Paris to study law at the university. However, he soon tumed his attention to music 

and became a student of the Josquin disciple Jean Mouton, member of the royal 

chapel under Louis XII and Fran9ois I. Zarlino recounted this amusing anecdote 

indicative of the young composer's ability: "... on visiting the papal chapel during the 

pontificate of Leo X, Willaert found the singers performing his six-voice motet 

Verbum bonum et suave, thinking it by Josquin Desprez; when they leamed that it 

was by Willaert, they no longer wished to sing it. "3* 

'Adriano Cantore' (as he was called in Ferrarese documents) was in the 

service of Cardinal Ippolito I from July 1515. On April 6,1516, he was formally 

inducted as a singer of the cardinal's cappella at a stipend of nine lire a month. He 

remained in Italy until 1517, when he left Ferrara with Ippolito to go to Hungary. 

Willaert retumed to Ferrara in 1519 and, following the cardinal's death in 1520, 

joined the employ of Duke Alfonso I d'Este as a court singer.3* In 1525 Willaert 

went to serve in the chapel of Cardinal d'Este in Milan and then in 1527 went to St. 

Mark's in Venice and served as maestro di cappella until his death in 1562. 

Willaert's early career in Italy explains the inclusion of a number of his works 

in Italian manuscripts and anthologies of the period published by Petmcci and Antico. 

A substantial group of Willaert's motets, at least one mass (the Missa Mente tota), 

and some chansons can be assigned to the period 1522 or earlier. Quid non ebrietas, 

the puzzle duo (or quartet) was possibly the most widely discussed of Willaert's eariy 

3* Ibid. 

3* Ibid. 
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works. It is a setting of Horace's epistle on the miracles of the wine cup and one of 

the first vocal compositions to make use of hexachordal modulation to traverse the 

entire circle of fifths and to require equal temperament. From a particular point 

onwards each flat in the lower voice (tenor) is to be sung a semitone lower than 

notated, with the result that the apparent final seventh is really an octave. Lowinsky 

has interpreted the piece as a humorous demonstration of the effectiveness of the 

Aristoxenian division of the octave into twelve equal semitones. This exemplifies the 

young Willaert as a brilliant composer and also expresses his interest in the 

theoretical issues of the time.3* Hermann Zenck, in his introduction to the opera 

omnia of Willaert in the Corpus mensurabilis musicae series, proposes that Willaert 

marks the tuming point in the development of Netherlandish style, as in the 

development of the European history of music in general.3̂  

On December 12,1527, the procurators of St Mark's in Venice appointed 

Willaert maestro di cappella. Documents of the period implied that the doge,3« 

Andrea Gritti, personally intervened in choosing Willaert for this post His salary was 

70 ducats a year, which was raised to 100 ducats in 1529 and eventually to 200 

ducats, making it one of the best paid and most prestigious musical pwsts in Europe.3' 

With the arrival of Willaert and with the generation of music publishers such as 

Scotto and Gardane who succeeded Petmcci and Antico, Venice became a great 

3* Ibid. 

^ Zenck, Hermann. "General Introduction," Corpus mensurabilis musicae. 
Volume 1, No. 3. (Rome: American Institute of Musicology, 1947-), I. 

38 The elected offical chief magistrate of the former republics of Venice and 
Genoa. 

3' Lockwood, "Adrian Willaert," 422. 
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European musical center whose importance in the printing and dissemination of 

polyphonic music of all types was not to be seriously threatened by any rival Italian 

city for the rest of the sixteenth century. As maestro di cappella of St Mark's, 

Willaert presided over one of the major musical establishments of the era. Its only 

real rivals were the musical companies of the great private patrons, led by Emperor 

Charies V, the kings of England and France, the mling families of the major Italian 

authoritarian states such as Mantua and Ferrara, and the papal chapel. One reason for 

the excellence of the St Mark's singing was the high musical standards Willaert 

maintained. For example, on August 8, 1538, a singer was dismissed for refusing to 

take counterpoint lessons with Willaert.*o Willaert evidently believed in the 

importance of his singers being trained in the writing of music as well as singing. 

Willaert's role as a teacher and his thirty-five years at St. Mark's are the most 

important and characteristic features of his career; they help explain his ability to 

surround himself with a large circle of pupils and to gain an unparalleled reputation as 

a composer and teacher. His connection with music-theoretical circles, already 

suggested by the puzzle duo (Quid non ebrietas) of 1518, is reinforced by the 

references to him in a large collection of letters reflecting the activities of a group of 

north Italian musicians between about 1525 and 1540, as Jeppeson pointed out*' 

Zariino, easily his most famous pupil in the area of theory and also one of Willaert's 

most devoted disciples, reported that he had moved from Chioggia to Venice on 

December 5,1541 expressly to study with Willaert.*2 Other pupils included some of 

*o Ibid. 

*' Ibid. 

*2 Ibid. 
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the most important composers active in Italy from 1525-1575: Cipriano de Rore, 

Nicola Vincentino, and Andrea Gabrieli, among others. 

Willaert was recognized as a major figure in the formation of the 'Venetian 

school,' as well as the development of polyphony in Italy. Zarlino referred 

frequently to works by Willaert and stated explicitly in his Sopplimenti musicali that 

the principal purpose in his writings was to describe and formulate the fundamental 

mles of polyphony as represented by contemporary composers and "especially 

according to the way and manner used by Adrian Willaert, that most excellent 

practitioner of great judgement and of most green and felicitous memory."-® The 

works of Willaert were accepted as the model on which 2Mino's precepts were 

based, and formed the basis for the views of later theorists. 

Willaert's output includes works in almost all genres of sacred music— 

masses, motets. Magnificat settings, hymns, and psalms—along with French 

chansons, Italian madrigals, settings of lighter Italian secular forms, and instmmental 

ricercares. His Latin sacred music outweighs his production of secular music, but his 

chansons and madrigals were important contributions to the development of these 

genres.** Willaert's important contemporaries, Gombert, Clemens non Papa, and 

Morales, were all highly prolific, but neither Gombert nor Clemens left any settings 

of Italian texts, and Morales almost exclusively composed Latin sacred music. 

Willaert's nine mass settings, which are predominant eariy works, show the 

influence of Josquin and Mouton. Most of his masses used the widely adopted 

principle of polyphonic derivation, the parody mass, which is the practice of 

« Ibid., 423. 

** Ibid. 
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incorporating into the Mass material derived from various voice-parts or entire 

sections of a polyphonic composition, usually a motet.** More important than his 

mass settings were the polyphonic psalms, particularly the famous collaborative 

collection of vesper psalms for double choms published in 1550. These double 

chorus psalms of 1550 consisted of three types of settings: (1) salmi spezzati (psalms 

for divided choms)—there are eight of these selected from Psalms 109 to 147 for 

Vespers of major festivals; (2) salmi a versi con le sue risposte (psalm verses with 

their responses)—there are twelve of these settings of self-contained psalm tones, and 

they can be sung by one or two chomses; and (3) salmi a versi senza riposte (psalm 

verses without responses)—these alternate plainsong psalm verses with four-voice 

polyphonic verses set in a very simple style closely resembling falsobordone.'*^ 

The eariiest motet collections devoted to a single composer included those of 

Willaert, printed in 1539.*̂  Of an estimated total of 173 motets, 78 are for four 

voices, 51 for five voices, 38 for six voices, five for seven voices and one for three 

voices. The emphasis on four-voice texture, the basic stylistic norm for Willaert's 

contrapuntal art, marked him as a composer whose style was formed during the 

1520's and 1530's, when the majority of these motets were probably written. Liber 

secundus (1539) contains Sancte Paule Apostole, a motet in this anthology which 

demonstrates the formation of Willaert's compositional style. 

The early motets exhibited a wide variety of contrapuntal techniques. In his 

early setting of Psalm 22, Dominus regit me, each phrase of the text was set as 

** Apel, Willi. Harvard Dictionary of Music, 643. 

** Ibid., 424. 

^ Ibid. 
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individually as possible: the texture varies from strict imitation in two lower voices 

to free imitation including all four voices. Voice pairing of high and low groups and 

chordal declamation are also used.*" Lockwood says the five-voice motets differ from 

the four-voice ones not only in their textual and liturgical basis, but also in significant 

features of style.* A most important feature of the five-voice repertory is the large 

number of occasional Latin compositions addressed to patrons or celebrating 

contemporary events. The choice of a tenor cantus firmus, often with a separate text, 

was suitable for the occasion; and was often set up in regularly recumng expositions, 

separated by rests, and with transpositions to the fourth above or fifth below.*° 

Among the six-voice motets, sixteen were published in 1542; twelve more were 

included in the monumental Musica nova of 1559. In the six-voice motets, placement 

of text was less clear than in the four-voice and five-voice motets. Use of canon took 

on the fundamental role in both the eariier works and in the Musica nova group.*' 

The Musica nova, issued in 1559, is a collection of motets and madrigals for 

four to seven voices and possibly Willaert's most famous work. It contains 33 large-

scale motets and 25 madrigals, almost all of them on texts by Petrarch. Many of the 

works included in this collection circulated years before the actual publication and 

were written considerably before 1559. Why then the title "Musica nova" (New 

Music)? Einstein defined this as the imusual choice of literary material in the soimet 

settings in "an attempt to reflect the changing moods of the soul as expressed in the 

« 

49 

50 

SI 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 
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sonnets of a great poet"*2 The works included are grouped by the number of voices 

and form one of the most important publications of the period. This is one of very 

few collections by a single composer to contain both sacred and secular works. 

Characteristic of Willaert's later motet style was the abandonment of the 

cantus firmus in favor of a pure contrapuntal-harmonic stmcture, a strong preference 

for full triadic harmonies, the use of open texture achieving shifts in sonority by the 

changing of voice groupings and the writing of strongly declamatory motifs that 

provide excellent text declamation; there is less interest in omate rhythmic and 

contrapuntal details and more in a smoothly controlled and flowing style. ̂  Hermann 

Zenck sums up Willaert's oeuvre. 

So the totality of Willaert's work is revealed as a slow and pregnant 
development in all fields of creative activity, a development which matures 
with difficulty. In the mundane, over-refined atmosphere of Venice, 
surrounded by the fragile cult of beauty personified in the madrigal, to which 
he had paid tribute in his characteristically vital Remish manner, Willaert's 
personality is typified by a strange gravity, a loyalty to his own self which was 
full of character, and a seriousness in the musical interpretation of the words 
which again and again reveal his late medieval Netheriandish inheritance. The 
ecclesiastical content of this inheritance therefore penetrated the sacred works 
of his later period, works that are strongly personal in flavour and almost 
confessional in their expression. In these works the basic religious forces of 
the newly-awakened piety of the Counter-Reformation make themselves felt 
in the emotional content and in the heavy solemnity of tonal fullness.** 

Nicolas Gombert 

Nicolas Gombert (c. 1500-c. 1556) was probably bom in southem Randers in 

the village of La Gorgue. German theorist Hermann Rnck states that Gombert was a 

*2 Einstein, The Italian Madrigal, Volume 1,335, 

« Ibid. 

** Zenck, "General Introduction," III-IV. 
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student of Josquin and may have studied under him in Cond6. In 1526, Gombert 

began as a singer in the court chapel of Charles V, the emperor of the Holy Roman 

Empire, then began serving as maitre des enfants in 1529. Gombert also served 

unofficially for at least a decade as court composer, and a number of his works 

commemorated events in the emperor's life, e.g., the motets Dicite in magni for 

Philip II's birth in 1527, Felix Austriae domus for the coronation of Ferdinand I as 

King of the Romans in 1531, and Qui colis Ausoniam for the treaty of 1533 between 

the pope, the emperor, and several Italian rulers.** 

Gombert was a cleric, possibly a priest, and was awarded ecclesiastical 

benefices at Courtrai, B^thime, Lens, and Metz, He was consistently referred to as a 

canon of Notre Dame, Toumai in later references; so he evidently lived in Toumai 

and may have spent his last years in retirement there. By 1540 Gombert's name had 

left the imperial chapel lists. According to a physician named Jerome Cardan, 

Gombert violated a boy in the emperor's service and was sentenced to a period in 

exile on the high seas. Cardan added that while Gombert was in exile, he composed 

the "swan songs" which eamed him both the emperor's pardon and a benefice that 

allowed him to end his days in peace.** George Nugent asserted that those swan 

songs may be the late Magnificat settings dated 1552. The date of Gombert's death is 

uncertain. The only evidence is a letter of tribute sent with a motet in 1547 by 

Gombert from Toumai to Charies' gran capitano Ferrante Gonzaga. In 1556 Finck 

** Nugent, George. "Nicolas Gombert," The New Grove Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians, Fifth Edition, Volume 7. (New York: St Martin's Press, 1954), 512. 

** Ibid. 
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spoke of Gombert as still living, but both Cardan and the diplomat Guicciardini 

indicated that he was already dead.*̂  

Finck wrote that Gombert showed the musicians of his time how to write 

sacred music in a new style that avoided pauses and was filled with harmony and with 

imitations. In fact, Gombert's ten masses, more than 160 motets, and some sixty 

chansons present the most classical formulation of the style of pervading imitation.*^ 

Gombert wrote melodic lines built in long arching phrases filled with ingenious 

syncopations that kept the motion flowing gracefully forward while avoiding obvious 

metrical stresses. Each phrase of the text was set to its own motif and subsequently 

taken up in quick succession as the voices took their tum. The character of the 

imitation that pervades the texture changed according to its position in the larger 

musical design or according to the syntax or meaning of the words. Neither the order 

of entries nor the time interval between statements of a theme was ever fixed. The 

texture and layout could be arranged in an infinite number of ways. Because of this, 

the voices tended to be equally important, although the bass served a harmonic 

function at cadences, and the cantus (soprano) was sometimes slightly more florid 

than the others. However, he rarely used elaborate melismas except on the last 

stressed syllable of a phrase. Gombert's carelessness in planning these floating lines 

with little regard for the placement of text accents showed how he valued musical 

design over expression. Brown maintained that this did not necessarily take away 

from the music. Brown writes,"... [Gomberts's] delight [was] unexpected, 

sometimes harsh dissonances [which] constitute[d] one of the hallmarks of his style 

^ Ibid. 

*8 Brown, Music in the Renaissance, 188-9. 
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and [gave] to some of his part-writing its delightfully gritty quality."** In much of the 

music by Gombert, Clemens, and Willaert, Josquin's ideal of clarity, elegance, 

balance, and symmetry was replaced by the desire to create a continuous and placid 

flow of sound, not well-articulated formally, but held together by all possible 

permutations of the technique of imitation.*o 

After his early works, Gombert seldom used chordal passages, and then only 

for emphasis or reverence. For variety he used constantly shifting combinations of 

normally four (seldom fewer than three) out of five voices. He favored the lower 

voice ranges and combinations of five or six voices rather than four. As a result, 

Gombert achieved a dark, rich, somber sound that was reminiscent of Ockeghem. 

Gombert's rhythms were basically simple, but skillfully animated by syncopation and 

cross-accent Duple meter was dominant with few passages in triple meter. 

Gombert's melodic style owed much to the plainsong tradition. The phrases were 

normally syllabic, tapering off with a short melisma; the lines formed from small 

intervals, often in units of irregular contour, and the motifs varied to avoid exact 

repetition.*' In Gombert's harmonic organization, he often stretched the traditional 

modal framework, and solving the problems of musicaficta in his works is 

challenging. 

All but two of Gombert's ten mass settings elaborated on existing motets or 

chansons. Gombert generally treated the borrowed material with great freedom, and 

no two masses followed the same procedure. Typically, his parody masses 

** Ibid., 189. 

*o Ibid., 195. 

*' Nugent, "Nicolas Gombert," 513. 
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systematically related to their models since the mass movements began and ended 

with corresponding parts of the model, reworking the material in the original order. 

Gombert followed the norm in writing parody masses, in which composers of the 

time appropriated the entire substance of the polyphonic work they took as a model, 

not just a single melodic line set out as a cantus firmus. The composer elaborated the 

borrowed composition by taking from it individual phrases and motives, or 

sometimes just rhythms, chords, or chord progressions, and subjecting them to free 

variation. In some passages, the composer may not have changed the polyphony at 

all, or he may have completely recomposed the original. 

The motets are most representative of Gombert's works and over 160 are 

attributed to him. Primarily taken from scripture, many were freely arranged 

selections of passages from the psalms. Marian compositions account for more than a 

quarter of the motets, and a few appeared to be secular texts written for special 

occasions. In keeping with Gombert's compositional style, the musical form was 

conditioned by the character of the text, so that motets based on responsories neariy 

always observed the ABCB pattem of the liturgical model in text and music. Many 

other motets were also divided into two broad sections, each marked by a well-

defined closing. Final cadences often had short plagal extensions, with pedal notes 

normally occurring only at those places, often in the top voice.*2 

Gombert's secular style was consistent with his sacred music style. His more 

than 70 extant chansons were dense in texture, strongly imitative rather than chordal, 

sometimes melismatic in line, and often conceived on a broad scale. They resembled 

the Netheriands motet of the time, only more animated. As in the sacred works, he 

*2 Ibid. 
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preferred thematic variation to exact repetition, and even the repeat of the final phrase 

was varied slightly. Few of the authors of the chanson texts are known. Molinet and 

Marot are represented, but Gombert usually preferred older verse, often a folk-type 

setting. Unhappy love was the dominant theme, caught in farewells, separations, 

infidelities and the like.® 

Gombert was ranked among the great composers by his contemporaries. 

From 1529 until long after his death, his works figured prominently in the output of 

the major European printers, and the Venetian publishers Scotto and Gardane brought 

out editions of his motets between 1539 and 1552. His consistent and intense style of 

composition influenced many of his fellow composers, among them Morales. 

Orlando di Lassus composed three masses based on chansons by Gombert. Clemens 

non Papa, Morales, and Monteverdi also based masses on Gombert's chansons. Even 

the instmmental literature drew material from his works in the guise of transcriptions. 

However, in spite of Gombert's influence, the next generation of composers moved 

towards a less concentrated style. Gombert's principle of pervading imitation found 

new life in such instmmental forms as the ricercare and led eventually to the Baroque 

fugue. 6 i 

Giaches de Wert 

Giaches de Wert (1535-1596) was another Remish composer active in Italy. 

Einstein placed Wert in the oltremontani of Italian madrigal composers with Orlando 

di Lasso and Philippe de Monte. His music showed great versatility and sensitivity to 

« Ibid. 

** Ibid. 
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contemporary styles, from the contrapuntally oriented early works to his late 

madrigals. Contemporaries such as Zacconi acknowledged his skill in counterpoint, 

and others remarked on his importance as a composer of the seconda prattica.^ 

Francisco Sale called him "doctissimum nostra aetate musicum" (the most leamed 

musician of our age), and Palestrina referred to him as "virtuoso cosi raro" (a rare 

excellence). Galilei, Moriey, Monteverdi, Striggio, and later theorists knew and 

consulted his work. Carol MacClintock concluded that from a comprehensive view 

of his music, Wert was indeed a composer of major importance.** 

Wert was taken to Italy as a child to serve as a singer at the court of Maria di 

Cardona, Marchese della Padulla, at Avellino near Naples. MacClintock believed he 

may have sfjent some time at Ferrara in about 1550, but nothing was definitely known 

about him imtil 1558, when he was recorded as being in the service of Count Alfonso 

Gonzaga at Novellara. In February of 1565, Wert was recorded for the first time as 

maestro di cappella at the recently completed ducal chapel of Saint Barbara in 

Mantua. His appointment caused considerable hostility among other members of the 

cappella, particulariy from Agostino Bonvicino (who had hoped to be maestro di 

cappella)', Wert's early years at Saint Barbara were clouded by a number of attempts 

to discredit him. The ultimate insult came in 1570, when Wert's wife was caught in 

adultery with Bonvicino!*^ 

** MacClintock, Carol. "Giaches de Wert," The New Grove Dictionary of 
Music and Musicians, Fifth Edition, Volume 20. (New York: St. Martin's Press, 
1954), 350. 

** MacClintock, Carol. "Introduction," Corpus mensurabilis musicae. 
Volume 1, No. 24. (Rome: American Institute of Musicology, 1947-), I. 

^ MacClintock, "Giaches de Wert," 351. 
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In the later 1560's and early 1570's, more information is available concerning 

Wert's activities. In 1566 and 1567, he published his Motectorum liber primus and // 

quarto libro de madrigali, both dedicated to Duke Guglielmo Gonzaga, and during 

the next few years, he was often required to compose music for the court festivities. 

In the 1570's, Wert was involved with the Este court at Ferrara. After Margherita 

Gonzaga's marriage to Duke Alfonso II d'Este in 1579, the ties between the Mantuan 

and Ferrarese courts were strengthened, and Wert's involvement with the Este court 

increased during the 1580's.** 

In 1580, Wert was granted Mantuan citizenship by Duke Guglielmo. Several 

times during the next few years Wert became ill with malaria, and in 1582 Gastoldi 

was asked to substitute as maestro di cappella. Wert retumed to his post in 1583, but 

became ill again in 1585 and was again replaced by Gastoldi, who eventually 

succeeded him in 1592 as maestro di cappella at Saint Barbara. Wert continued to 

participate in the artistic life of the court until his death in 1596,*' 

Wert was known as a master of counterpoint throughout his career, but his 

works were rarely predominately contrapuntal in nature, Einstein believed the basis 

of his style was a polyphonically animated homophony. In the first three madrigal 

books of Wert, this treatment was often contrasted with short imitative passages 

introduced for textual rather than stmctural reasons, Einstein also noted Wert's 

"indifference toward everything merely formal and his striving for the most intense 

expression.""^ The stmcture of his madrigals was inevitably dictated by the 

*8 Ibid. 

«» Ibid. 

^ Ibid., 352. 
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requirements of the text while also being controlled by a fine sense of musical 

balance. Other characteristics included note-against-note writing, chromaticism, 

representational melodic figures, and dark harmonic coloring. Wert preferred using 

unconventional melodic intervals such as augmented 2nds and leaps of a 7th. His 

early affective style was seen most cleariy in Dipensier inpensier from // terzo libro, 

where concem for textual representation carried the music to distant modal centers (in 

keeping with Vincentino's idea that in expressing the passions "the composer may go 

out of the mode and enter another")."" The piece could be viewed as an anthology of 

contemporary devices of textual expression, including dissonances, chromaticism, 

striking melodic intervals, contrasts of register and cross-relations. 

The next three madrigal books displayed Wert's refinement of these eariy 

characteristics, an increased use of pure homophony, and a greater preoccupation with 

textural variety, including the pairing of upper and lower voices and frequent 

regroupings in the Venetian manner. MacClintock also described a new lyricism with 

more descriptive melodic figures and the use of two opposing motifs, an important 

technical and pictorial device Wert developed in his later writing.^ 

By 1581 Wert had reached maturity as a madrigalist His seventh, eighth, and 

ninth books were in a mannered and dramatic style which emphasized contrast and 

repetition and abnormally wide vocal ranges. The famous concertante madrigals of 

the eighth book, composed for the singing ladies of Ferrara, displayed the new 

fashion for homophony, omamentation, and dialogue between groups of upper and 

lower voices. The book also contained pieces in an intense dramatic style that 

'̂ Ibid. 

^ Ibid. 
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attempted to represent emotion by exaggerated leaps and chromaticism. Before 

publishing the ninth and tenth books of madrigals, Wert published his II primo libro 

delle canzonette villanelle for five voices. The works in this collection stylistically 

resembled the three-voice villanellas of Marenzio. The piece included in this study. 

Mi parto, ahi, sorte ria, is from this collection. The specific stylistic characteristics 

o{Miparto will be discussed in Chapter III, "The Scores." 

The tenth book of madrigals was distinguished by its epigrammatic texts, a 

diversity of compositional styles, and the strongly tonal aspect of many of the 

compositions. Six have a monodic character and were perhaps intended to be sung by 

one voice with instmmental accompaniment. ^ These could be viewed as precursors 

to the eariy monodic style of the Baroque period. // duodecimo libro de madrigali, 

the last book of madrigals, demonstrated Wert's full development of his late style; all 

the pieces are essentially homophonic and tonal; imitation and counterpoint appear 

only briefly either as omaments or for expressive purposes, along with the use of 

pariando effects. 

Wert's madrigal texts were consistently of a high literary quality, and his early 

compositions concentrated on the poetry of Petrarch and the writings of other court 

poets. At various times he chose over 60 poems from Petrarch's Canzoniere and he 

evidently admired Tansillo's rather somber poems from which he drew twelve 

madrigals including D'un si belfoco, one of his most popular settings. Wert's third 

major source of texts for his eariy madrigals was Ariosto, of whose texts Wert set 

fifteen. In the second half of his career, Wert's poetic taste changed drastically. He 

then preferred the pathetic epic verse and the lyrical pastoral verse of Tasso and 

^ Ibid. 
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Guarini, respectively. From Tasso's Gerusalemme liberata he selected texts suited to 

the new techniques of representation; he set eleven ottavas from the poem. In 

contrast to Tasso, Guarini's verse is elegant, aristocratic, mannered, often witty and 

epigrammatic. Guarini's most famous work, IIpastor fido, rivalled the Gerusalemme 

liberata as a source for madrigal texts during the last decades of the sixteenth century 

and well into the seventeenth."'* 

Wert's sacred music style remained consistent with his secular compositions. 

The Missa Transeunte Domino, based on Wert's motet, was defined by a rich 

polyphonic texture, frequent chromaticism, and fauxbourdon. Wert's contrapuntal 

skill was shown in the short polyphonic sections of the alternatim masses, in the 

hymns, in the psalms and in the Ma^n/^ca/settings. The motets, the most important 

of Wert's sacred works, were mostly settings of the Epistles, Gospels, and Lectiones 

for major feasts. Although the style of the sacred music was traditional in its use of 

polyphony, Wert often incorporated madrigalian techniques, especially word-

painting. The 1581 motets corresponded to the late madrigals with a vigor and 

exuberance lacking in motets by some of his contemporaries."'* 

Giaches de Wert was counted among the most influential and outstanding 

composers of his time. Monteverdi cited him as a composer of the seconda prattica 

together with Rore, Ingegneri, Marenzio and Luzzaschi, and as late as 1689 Berardi 

praised his use of dissonance. His influence on the younger composers at the 

Mantuan court, particulariy Monteverdi, was evident 

*̂ Ibid. 

*̂ Ibid. 
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Luca Marenzio 

Luca Marenzio (1553-1599) was probably bom in the village of Coccaglio, 

near Brescia, and was presumably taught by Giovanni Contino, maestro at the 

cathedral in Brescia. Einstein asserted that it was more probable that Marenzio would 

have gone to Mantua, Verona, or Rome to further his training."'* He settled in Rome 

by the mid-1570's, where he was known as a singer and composer of madrigals. 

Denis Amold called him "the Schubert of the Madrigal.'"" Brown argues that 

Marenzio may have written the most refined and elegant madrigals of the entire 

century."'8 Einstein saw Marenzio as a "literary" madrigalist in that he was tasteful in 

his choice of texts rather than stressing the literary over the musical in his 

compositions."" 

On August 1, 1579, Marenzio entered the service of Cardinal Luigi d'Este, 

brother of Duke Alfonso and nephew of Cardinal Ippolito II, and remained in this 

service until the cardinal's death in 1586. During his eight years with the cardinal, 

Marenzio produced many volumes of madrigals that were often reprinted in Italy and 

in the northem countries as well, leading to international renown. Marenzio remained 

in Rome during this time, but occasionally visited Tivoli and Ferrara. His second and 

third books of five-voice madrigals were dedicated to Duke Alfonso II d'Este and his 

sister Lucrezia, the Ferrarese relations of his patron. The pieces were probably 

•'* Einstein, The Italian Madrigal, Volume 2, 609. 

^ Brown, Music in the Renaissance, 351. 

^ Ibid. 

^ Roche, Jerome, The Madrigal, 62. 
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composed at Ferrara, and many were certainly sung during his visit." 

Eariy in 1588, Marenzio entered the service of the Grand Duke Ferdinando 

de' Medici. Marenzio was probably engaged primarily for the preparation of the 

wedding festivities in May 1589, which included six intermedi to La pelligrina for 

which he composed the music for the second and third intermedi. In 1589, he 

retumed to Rome where he lived with Virginio Orsini, Duke of Bracciano, whom he 

had met in Rorence. Little is known about Marenzio's last years. He left Orsini's 

residence by 1593 to enter the service of Cardinal Cinzio Aldobrandini, the papal 

secretary of state. Marenzio probably left Rome for a visit to Poland with other 

Italian musicians in October of 1595. He retumed to Rome in 1598 and died shortly 

thereafter. He was buried in the church of St Lorenzo in Lucina.̂ ' 

Like many of the late sixteenth-century madrigalists, Marenzio adapted his 

compositional techniques to fit the mood of the poem he was setting. This makes 

generalizations unusually unreliable because each work was highly singular. 

Nevertheless, two characteristics of his style should be emphasized in considering his 

earlier works: his brevity and conciseness, and his proclivity for graphically 

depicting as many of the concrete details of a poem as he could. Brown says these 

qualities do not explain the polish and effectiveness of his music but help to 

distinguish his madrigals from those of his contemporaries.*2 Marenzio's habit of 

musical word-painting, of graphically illustrating individual words or clauses. 

» Ledbetter, Steven. "Luca Marenzio," The New Grove Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians, Fifth Edition, Volume 11. (New York: St Martin's Press, 1954), 
668. 

8' Ledbetter, "Luca Marenzio, " 669. 

«2 Brown, Music in the Renaissance, 352. 
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followed naturally from his desire to be brief and to instantly and vividly characterize 

the mood or meaning of the text. Vaghi e lietifanciulli (published in 1584), a 

"birthday" madrigal probably composed during his stay at Ferrara from 1580 to 1581 

demonstrates Marenzio's ability to portray the mood and feeling of the text that he 

sets. In this piece, he effectively pictures several different aspects of celebration-

dancing, jumping, and circling around the altar to give thanks—with pervasive 

imitation, chordal declamation, and different combinations of voices. Marenzio 

treated his chosen poems as a series of short phrases, each providing the material for a 

single musical idea, and wherever possible he translated verbal imagery into musical 

symbolism. For example. Due rosefresche (Two fresh roses) is sung by a duet; 

words like "darkness' or "color" are represented by note coloration; the word "eyes" 

peer from the page in semibreves (e.g., Occhi lucenti); directions or spatial concepts 

were suggested by melodic direction; and solmization puns used syllables taken from 

the poem (e.g.. Mi fa lasso languire). In a different type of symbolism which is more 

expressive in intent, affective words such as "shame" or "fear" are heightened by an 

anguished chromatic alteration. This word-painting was a common feature of his 

style; however, Marenzio never allowed it to destroy the unity of a composition.® A 

growing tendency towards seriousness throughout his career was reflected in more 

somber and intense texts set with richer harmonies, and a greater use of dissonance 

and chromaticism that approached audacious extremes. In the later pieces intricate 

rhythmic interplay, shifts of accent, displaced resolutions, and greatly increased 

chromaticism predominated. 

® Ledbetter, "Luca Marenzio," 669. 
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Another difference in Marenzio's early and late style was his distinct change 

in choice of texts. The earliest publications draw on the pastoral poems of Petrarch 

and Sannazaro, whereas in later books, notably the sixth, seventh, and eighth books, 

he preferred Guarini. His last book included some of the anguished texts of Petrarch 

and one of Dante's canzoni pietrose. Marenzio wrote of this change in his style in the 

dedication to his Madrigali a quattro, cinque, et sei voci of 1588, explaining that the 

compositions included in the volume were "composed in a manner very different 

from my former one in that through the imitation of the words and the propriety of the 

style I have sought a sort of melancholy gravity that will perhaps be prized the more 

highly by connoisseurs."** This style change was probably prompted by a spiritual 

crisis (perhaps influenced by the Counter-Reformation), a reaction against the 

frivolities of his youth, or a purely musical response to the artistic climate of the time 

that modem music was decadent Brown asserted that whatever the case, it spawned 

"a repertory of works more austere in their contrapuntal orientation and less 

immediately charming and pictorial, more chromatic and with better integrated 

excursions into distant tonal areas, more continuous and less fragmented in their 

stmcture, and altogether more intense than any of his earlier works."** 

Marenzio's sacred works comprised only about 75 motets. Their most 

outstanding quality was their verbal imagery, often involving religious symbolism. 

Marenzio's choice of texts reflected a preference for psalms or vesper antiphons, 

which afforded the opportunity to portray a variety of moods and images. The sacred 

music fell into three groups: the eariy collection of motets probably written in 

8* Brown, Music in the Renaissance, 357. 

8* Ibid. 
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c. 1585; the four-part motet book of 1585; and the various motets in manuscripts and 

collections printed between 1588 and 1623. The early works display a rough 

treatment of dissonance and the use of forbidden parallel intervals. They also contain 

lengthy points of imitation with repeated entries of voices and rather dense textures. 

The melodic lines were expansive, often melismatic and occasionally intensified by 

chromatically altered notes. The pieces of the four-part motet book of 1585 showed a 

notable change in the conciseness of musical treatment shown to each line of the text, 

and also in the textual clarity between successive sections. Here he used subtle 

rhythmic effects, such as repeated notes in the bass line or rapidly ascending 

melismas in the upper voices over sustained notes in the lower ones to word-paint 

Veni Sponsa Christi, although published in 1616, demonstrates the characteristics of 

this second stage of compositional development The manuscript and collection 

pieces were mainly polychoral. The choirs altemated from section to section, then 

combined for the final verse; the more advanced works displayed the Venetian 

manner in the quick altemation between choirs of individual words and phrases and 

also in their distinctive declamatory rhythms.** 

Marenzio was incredibly prolific. He published one book of four-voice 

madrigals, nine books of five-voice madrigals, a volume of madrigali spirituali, six 

books for six voices, a collection of madrigals for four, five, and six voices, five 

books of villanelle for three voices, and a number of works in miscellaneous 

collections. His first publication, II primo libro de madrigali a cinque voci, was 

printed in Venice in 1580, and within five years Marenzio had become one of the best 

and most well-known madrigalists of his time.*' As a result, Marenzio's reputation 

8* Ledbetter, "Luca Marenzio," 670. 
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during his lifetime was based on his early works. Guarini described him as "that 

musician who goes by dispersing delight with his sweetness and lightness, determined 

above all not to offend the ear, but enticing it with exquisite sweetness."** Marenzio's 

posthumous reputation never faded entirely; his madrigals from the 1580's were 

popular throughout Italy and northem Europe. A number of his compositions 

appeared in translation in the Musica Transalpina of 1588, the first volume of 

madrigals printed in England, and had an important influence on the development of 

the English madrigal. 

Cario Gesualdo 

Carlo Gesualdo, Prince of Venosa (c. 1560-1613) also known as "Musician 

and Murderer," was as controversial in his private life as he was in his compositional 

life. The melancholy and temperamental Gesualdo was a man of excesses, a member 

of the high Neapolitan nobiUty and the central figure in one of the most notorious 

scandals in sixteenth-centuiy music history. Even though his reputation has 

fluctuated throughout history, he was a distinguished musician who went to extremes 

in transforming Renaissance polyphony into something strange and new for the sake 

of expression. Brown writes how Gesualdo's music exemplified in extreme form that 

body of late sixteenth-century music in which the older styles and ideals of the 

Renaissance were rapidly breaking down.** 

" Brown, Music in the Renaissance, 352. 

*« Ibid. 

'^ Brown, Music in the Renaissance, 358, 
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Bom about 1560 as the second son of Fabrizio Gesualdo, young Carlo seemed 

to have been able to devote himself to his passion for music from childhood on, as a 

lute virtuoso, singer to lute accompaniment, and as a composer. Einstein maintained 

that his teacher was probably Pomponio Nenna, who dedicated his [Nenna's] first 

madrigal book (1582) to Fabrizio Carafa, Duke of Andria, who later met his [Carafa] 

untimely death at Gesualdo's handsl'o In 1585 his elder brother Luigi died, and 

Gesualdo became head of the family and was obliged to marry. In 1586, he chose 

Donna Maria d'Avalos, a member of an old Spanish-Neapolitan family and a woman 

of extraordinary beauty. 

The scandal that brought him his title of "musician and murderer" was the 

murder of his wife and her lover (Fabrizio Carafa, Duke of Andria) in 1590. The 

murder was given suitable publicity in the widely distributed Corona Manuscript 

chronicle and in a collection of verse commemorating the tragic lovers by Tasso and 

the best-known Neapolitan poets including G.B. Marino, Pignatelli, Capaccio, and 

Cortese. Ironically, the fame he received from his act of revenge also helped to 

spread his reputation as a composer. 

In 1594, he married Leonora d'Este, niece of Alfonso II, Duke of Ferrara. 

This brought him into close contact with the brilliant Ferrarese court, especially 

Luzzasco Luzzaschi, a composer famous for his madrigals for one, two, and three 

sopranos with written-out keyboard accompaniment, the first such compositions in 

the history of music. The duke's musical establishment also afforded Gesualdo the 

opportunity to meet with the virtuoso court musicians on a professional basis without 

departing from the aristocratic reserve that was a feature of the avant-garde musical 

90 Einstein, The Italian Madrigal, Volume 2,689. 
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circles at Ferrara, where reserve, competence, and esotericism were shared by 

composers, performers, and listeners alike." 

Gesualdo's presence in Ferrara seemed to have provoked the ducal printer 

Baldini to begin publishing the works of the local madrigalists, the earliest 

manifestation of the seconda prattica. Gesualdo's first two books of five-voiced 

madrigals, published in 1594, show him to be a gifted young composer. Books three 

and four (published in 1595 and 1596) reflected the influence of the Ferrarese 

musicians, and Gesualdo revealed his mature musical personality. He also 

demonstrated how far he was to go in fragmenting textures, juxtaposing drastically 

contrasting elements within a short space of time, and increasing the harmonic and 

melodic intensity of his music by means of potent chromatic progressions. Gesualdo 

had begun his search for heightened expression. 

Gesualdo did not select high quality literary texts: he took relatively few texts 

from the major poets favored by other late sixteenth-century composers. However, he 

did write some madrigals on poems by Guarini and quite a few texts given him by his 

friend and fellow neurotic, the Ferrarese poet Torquato Tasso.'2 Gesualdo, like his 

contemporaries, was intent on devising a music derived from the words, but he also 

wished to shape his music as he pleased, by repeating clauses or whole lines of verse 

at will. In general, he preferred brief poems which he could rework—he was not 

above mutilating the verse he set.'̂  

" Bianconi, Lorenzo, "Carlo Gesualdo," The New Grove Dictionary of 
Music and Musicians, Fifth Edition, Volume 7, (New York: St Martin's Press, 
1954), 314. 

'2 Brown, Music in the Renaissance, 360. 

'3 Ibid. 
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Gesualdo's mannerism did not emerge fully until his later works. In the 

earlier madrigals, his harmonic progressions created a wayward rather than a wild and 

passionate feeling. There were none of the severe juxtapositions of fast and slow 

motion that became prominent later on, and the individual melodic lines did not seem 

to be so tied to dramatic effect This characteristic was not revealed until Book IV 

(1596) when Gesualdo began to use chromaticism (with restraint) and musical 

variations of the text when repeated, allowing the lines repeated to be even more 

expressive than the first time. Books V and VI demonstrated how harmonic 

harshness came to dominate Gesualdo's dissonance technique. This technique was 

usually reserved for the slower, 'depressive' portion of the work, contrasting with the 

'manic' music of the faster interiudes, indicative of Gesualdo's manic-depressive 

psychological state.'* The madrigal included in this anthology, Ancor che per 

amarti from Book VI, displays the pinnacle of Gesualdo's extreme compositional 

technique. Regarding chromaticism, Gesualdo was a linear composer who was more 

concemed with chromatic individual lines heard against a static harmony. Jerome 

Roche, in The Madrigal, discussed Gesualdo's place in the evolution of the sixteenth-

century madrigal: 

Gesualdo should not be viewed as an innovator; the expressionist element in 
his music has a precedent in Marenzio, and the tendency to break the flow by 
rests in all the voices, the quest for epigrammatic brevity is seen in Luzzaschi. 
In the field of chromaticism Gesualdo proceeded from their style and pushed 
his experiments to fin-de-siecle extremes, so that his last madrigals produce an 
effect of what Einstein called 'musical seasickness'.'* 

94 Roche, The Madrigal, 87, 

'* Ibid. 
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Perhaps no composer in history gamered so many contradictory opinions over 

the centuries as Gesualdo. Critical judgment of Gesualdo over the last 350 years 

focused on approximately six madrigals, including works like Moro lasso and Resta 

di darmi noia, among his most provocative and original creations. However, they 

provided too small a base on which to establish his style. Gesualdo should be given 

credit for exploring and expanding the limits which had been set before him. His 

later works, to be sure, were technically challenging; however, the challenge of 

expressing emotion throughout was the real test. Blancanus in his treatise of 1615 

offers this view of Gesualdo: 

The most noble Carolus Gesualdus, prince of Venusium, was the prince of 
musicians of our age; for he having recalled the Rhythmi into music, 
introduced such a style of modulation, that other musicians yielded the 
preference to him; and all singers and players on stringed instmments, laying 
aside that of others, everywhere eageriy embraced his music.'* 

Conclusion 

The composers selected for this study helped the music of their time to 

develop, each adding his own character to the music of the Renaissance. Their music 

must be seen by high school choral directors in the context of both their individual 

work and the overall development of Renaissance vocal music. 

Renaissance vocal composition developed significantly throughout the 

sixteenth century. In composers such as Festa, Arcadelt, and Willaert the early 

stylistic characteristics are evident three or four-voice writing, chordal writing but 

with much imitation, restrained expression, and concem for balancing musical and 

'* Watkins, Glenn, Gesualdo: The Man and His Music. (Chapel Hill: The 
University of North Carolina Press, 1973), 298, 
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textual elements. The middle compositional style, represented by Gombert and Wert, 

shows four or five-voice writing, increased use of imitation, and more intense 

expression of words and meanings through harmonic means and greater freedom in 

setting the text. Finally, the culmination of Renaissance secular vocal writing is seen 

in the works of Marenzio and Gesualdo. Characteristics include five or six-voice 

writing, declamatory writing, greater use of chromaticism, word-painting, and 

dramatic effects of dissonance, tone color, and declamation. Knowledge of the 

evolution of Renaissance music is essential to its proper performance. Each piece 

must be approached individually by the high school choral director and allowed to 

stand on its own merit While there are similarities among the composers of the 

period, a correct rendering of their music cannot be made without a study of the 

composer's oeuvre. The peiformance of a piece of Renaissance vocal music by high 

school choral ensembles can only be enhanced when an imderstanding of the 

composer's background and compositional procedures is known. 



CHAPTER III 

THE SCORES: SELECTION PROCESS AND ANALYSIS 

Introduction 

The purpose of this anthology is to provide the high school choral director 

with currently unpublished performing editions of Renaissance vocal music with 

concise practical suggestions for preparing the music for performance. Chapter III 

will focus on the method for selecting the music and an analysis of the selections. 

Vocal ranges of each piece, overall difficulty, text, and duration are included. 

Chapter III is also designed to help the choral director acquire a working knowledge 

of each piece which will enable him to make informed decisions in the preparation 

process. 

Selection Process 

The first step was the music selection process. The selection process included 

finding appropriate scores and developing criteria for each piece that was to be 

included. Representation of the development of the Italian madrigal and sacred vocal 

music throughout the Renaissance period was the primary consideration for the scope 

of this anthology. It was then decided that nine pieces would be appropriate for the 

contents of the anthology. The Corpus mensurabilis musicae series (CMM) 

published by the American Institute of Musicology was chosen as the primary source 

72 
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from which to draw the initial group of selections because it dominates the 

publication of complete works of Renaissance composers. The CMM offers 98 

volumes and is continually in process of publication. However, CMM does not 

currently include the complete works of Carlo Gesualdo, which are already available 

in the series published by Ugrino Veriag; hence it was chosen as the primary source 

for Gesualdo's works. The author felt it was important to include a work by 

Gesualdo to show the extremes of expressive vocal writing in the Renaissance era. 

The works included in CMM and the Gesualdo series are scholariy editions and are 

not readily available for use by high school choral ensembles. However, they do 

provide a wealth of Renaissance music to be utilized by the modem editor. 

The next critical element for gathering a group of Renaissance vocal music 

was the range of the individual voice parts. Vocal ranges are one of the first elements 

to be examined by the high school choral director when selecting appropriate music 

for his ensemble(s). The ranges used for the selection prc)cess are as follows: 

soprano - b^ to a?; alto - g to e ;̂ tenor - c to gl; bass - F to d .̂ These boundaries 

are representative of the entire range of the average high school choir. 

Forty pieces were initially gathered from these two sources to form a pool 

from which the final nine pieces were selected. As stated above, the range was the 

first qualifying factor for the initial group of pieces. After the initial group was 

selected, the tessitura' of the piece became a deciding factor in the selection process. 

It was important that the individual vocal part not be potentially damaging to the 

average high school voice. Again, all of the pieces selected were within the range 

previously defined, with the exception of the alto parts in two pieces that descend one 

' The particular range that is most consistently exploited throughout a piece of 
music, as opposed to the total range of the voice part 
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step below. In early Renaissance vocal music, the ranges are somewhat limited, but 

the later pieces expanded the overall boundaries of vocal ranges. The range of each 

vocal part is given in the analysis of each piece of music. 

The next consideration was the overall difficulty of the work. The elements 

involved in deciding the level of difficulty were rhythmic complexity, melodic 

difficulty, and harmonic intricacy. As Renaissance vocal music developed, each of 

these elements grew increasingly more elaborate. In the pieces selected the rhythmic 

motifs rarely exceed the eighth-note value in modem u^nscription, except in 

omamental passages. Since the rhythmic motion is primarily dependent upon the 

textual inflection, most of the passages are easily mastered. Secondly, the melodic 

difficulty level is not usually a problem because the composers, for the most part, 

followed basic mles of composition which provided strict guidelines in melodic 

writing. General mles such as no augmented or diminished intervals, a minor sixth 

only used as an ascending interval, large intervals on bottom (e.g., a third is followed 

by a second), unaccented quarters approached by step from below must continue 

upward by step, and no two or more quarter note skips in the same direction make 

Renaissance music quite singable. However, in the later Renaissance vocal music of 

Marenzio and especially Gesualdo, these "mles" are often disregarded in deference to 

expression of the text 

As the Renaissance progresses, so does the harmonic sophistication. In the 

early Renaissance, consonance is defined by major and minor thirds, major and minor 

sixths, perfect unisons, perfect fifths and perfect octaves. Rarely does the composer 

use dissonant intervals of perfect fourths, sevenths, or seconds, except as suspensions 

and on unaccented passing tones. Dissonances were carefully controlled and 

composers were expected to be adept in employing dissonance. As the century 
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unfolded, the harmonic stmctures within a piece became more unpredictable with the 

increased use of chromaticism. In the late Renaissance, harmonic experimentation 

reached its apex. It was not uncommon to go in and out of the mode to musically 

express the mood and/or meaning of the text. Therefore, the high school director 

must be aware that later Renaissance vocal music may present some challenges in the 

expectations of approaching harmonies and achieving good intonation. 

Another important consideration in the selection of the music was the 

appropriateness of the text. This element was totally subjective on the part of the 

author. The text of each piece needed to be of a high standard and suitable for a high 

school adolescent. The high school singer must be able to understand the meaning of 

the text in order to render an effective performance. The text must also be of a high 

moral standard, not suggestive or vulgar. The majority of the secular pieces selected 

for this study are concemed with unrequited love with the exception of a birthday 

song by Marenzio. The sacred music includes the text from a mass and a eulogy to 

Saint Paul. These are subjects which can be explained to and understood by the 

average high school student2 The length of each piece was also an element in the 

choice of the anthology. Many times if a piece is inordinately long, the director will 

not choose it. This anthology is intended to provide Renaissance vocal music that 

will be programmed by high school choral groups. Since Renaissance vocal music 

will probably not be the major portion of a concert, it seemed expedient not to choose 

an extended piece of music. The average length of the pieces included in this 

anthology is 59 measures, with the longest 89 measures and the shortest 19 measures. 

2 Pina Jardine, an expert in the Italian and Latin languages, was employed to 
provide an English translation of all the pieces initially gathered for consideration. 
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Each piece has an average duration of approximately three-and-a-half minutes with 

the shortest about two minutes long and the longest about five. 

The previously discussed criteria brought the initial pool of forty pieces down 

to eighteen. The last step in choosing the music was that of ascertaining which pieces 

were not currently published. A search of Choral Music in Print, Volume I: Sacred 

Choral Music and Choral Music in Print, Volume II: Secular Choral Music revealed 

that eight of the eighteen pieces were currently in print. The search was then 

extended to include WorldCat, which accesses the worid's most extensive 

bibliography and cites books, periodicals, manuscripts, musical scores and other types 

of publications and is updated daily. The search confirmed that eight of the eighteen 

pieces were indeed in print The last step of the search was a phone call to a 

nationwide supplier of choral music. One more of the eighteen Renaissance vocal 

pieces was discovered to be currently in print The remaining nine unpublished 

pieces are included in the current anthology. 

Score Analysis 

The score analysis section of the chapter will utilize a standard format for each 

piece. The format will include the title, genre, composer, English translation, 

stmctural and stylistic elements, vocal ranges, difficulty level, duration, and a 

textual/musical commentary on each piece. This format was chosen to help the high 

school choral director easily ascertain the accessibility of the music and retrieve 

detailed information on each piece quickly. The scores are included in Appendices A 

through I. The page number of each piece immediately follows the title. 
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Duro e'l partito dove m'astringete (p. 165) 

I. Genre: Italian madrigal 

II. Composer Costanzo Festa 

III. Translation: 

Original 

Duro e'l partito dove m'astringete 

Che debba de si o no darvi risposta 

A che rispondo che de si non deggio 

Ch'a contentarvi modo alcun non veggio 

Ch'a voler far le vostre voglie liete 

Troppo m'importa, et car I'honor mi costa 

Andat' adagio 

et non correte in fretta 

Che bon e'l ben che col durar s'aspetta 

Et se durando non vi par star saldo 

Temprate col mio fredo il vostro caldo 

Translation 

Difficult is the decision to 
which you force me. 

whether 1 should answer 
yes or no. 

My answer is that I must 
not say "yes" 

because I do not see any 
way to please you; 

I wish to satisfy 
your desires 

because it is important to 
me, but I also highly prize 
my honor. 

Go slowly 

and do not mn in a hurry 

because only good 
can come from endurance 

And if while enduring 
you think of not standing 
firm 

then strengthen your 
warmth with my cold. 

IV. Stmctural and Stylistic Elements: 

A. Voicing - soprano, alto, tenor, and bass 
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B. Mode - Ionian on F 

C. Mensuration3 - Simple Duple 

D. Texture - "animated homophony" (Howard Brown) 

E. Form - Through-composed 

V. Vocal Ranges: 

Soy^^tr^o 

^ ^ 

H'n 

fe 

1<MW" 

^ 

VI. Level of Difficulty: moderately easy 

VII. Duration: approximately 3 minutes 

VIII. Textual and Musical Commentary 

Duro e'l partito dove m'astringete, published in 1536, would be a suitable 

introduction to the early style of the madrigal. Its limited range, easy rhythms, and 

simple harmonies make it a perfect piece for a less experienced ensemble to perf"orm. 

Its moderate use of word painting, e.g., "Andaf adagio" (Go slowly), permits the 

high school choral director to relate to the ensemble how words and music 

complement each other in vocal music of the Renaissance. Festa's use of points of 

3 This term may be interpreted as 'meter' in the modem sense. Renaissance 
music does not include bariines which indicate stress. 
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imitation and paired duets throughout the piece is reminiscent of one of the 

compositional devices used by Josquin in his motets and secular music* Festa also 

employs a related technique of Josquin by altemating low voice duets and high voice 

duets to portray the conversation between the man and woman. With regard to this 

technique, Howard Brown states: 

This stylistic mannerism [paired imitation], which led in the later sixteenth 
century to a more systematic exploration of antiphonal effects by cori spezzati 
(divided choirs), is but one of the ways in which Josquin worked with choral 
sonority, pitting low sounds against high, full against half choirs, and imitative 
polyphony against simple chords. A new interest in the sound of the music — 
in its sensuous surface — marks the work of Josquin and his contemporaries.* 

Festa appropriately begins the piece with the soprano and alto voices in duet. 

The text here, ''Duro e'l partito dove m'astringete'^ (Difficult is the decision to which 

you force me), is the reply of a woman to a man's advances. The tenor and bass 

voices join in measure 5 asking "Darvi risposta?" (What is your answer?). Measure 7 

begins a section of polyphonically animated homophony culminating in a strong 

cadence on D in measure 17. Festa avoids completing the cadence in measures 11 

and 12, which allows him to repeat the musical phrase, beginning in measure 12 (beat 

3). Perhaps the reason for the similarity of the two musical phrases is that the two 

textual phrases, "A che rispondo che de si non deggio" (My answer is that I must not 

say "yes") and "Ch'a contentarvi modo alcim non veggio" (because I do not see any 

way to please you), are related. The suspense of not completing the cadence at the 

end of the first phrase makes us listen to the second phrase for the completion of the 

first statement 

* Brown, Music in the Renaissance, 123. 

* Ibid., \2A. 
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In measure 17, the woman again takes the lead in the conversation, depicted 

by the soprano and alto duet on the text "Ch'a voler far le vostre voglie liete" (I wish 

to satisfy your desires) with a brief echo by the tenor voice on the text "Che volar far" 

(I wish), possibly to emphasize the longing to please. It is interesting to note that 

Festa uses a melisma in measure 20, emphasizing the word "vogliete" (desires). This 

may indicate a kind of teasing on the woman's part directed at the man's predicament 

In measure 21 the alto and bass voice begin an imitative section at two beats and are 

joined by the soprano and tenor voices in duet in measure 22 on the text 'Troppo 

m'importa, et car I'honor mi costa" (because it is important to me, but I also highly 

prize my honor). This section ends in measure 26 utilizing the d 1 in the alto voice as 

an appogiatura to the F major triad on beat 3, providing zui effective overiap into the 

next phrase. 

The tenor and bass voices initiate a duet in measures 26 and 27, expanded to 

four voices with the simultaneous soprano/alto entrance in measure 30 to the text 

"Andaf adagio" (Go slowly), Festa stresses the word "adagio" by giving its accented 

syllable (-da-) higher pitch and longer duration. Festa also slows down the rhythmic 

pace (the use of half 2uid whole notes) and utilizes homophonic writing. This section 

ends with a E*' major to F major cadence (a lowered VII to I cadence), heightening 

the effect of retardation. 

Measure 33 introduces a tenor and bass duet on the text "et non correte in 

fretta" (and do not mn in a hurry). Festa employs an eighth-note passage on the word 

"correte" (mn) which may depict the man rushing. The text is repeated by all voices 

begiiming in measure 36 and also ends on a strong V-1 cadence in F in measure 39. 

In the second phrase, the tenor voice restates the first phrase musically and textually 

while the soprano voice takes the music of the previous bass line. Again, Festa uses 
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the technique of full ensemble repetition to stress the importance of the text The 

soprano begins an imitative section on the text "Che bon e'l ben che col durar 

s'aspetta" (because the only good can come from endurance) in measure 39, followed 

by the alto voice a fifth below, which is followed by the tenor voice at a fourth below 

the alto. The use of the 4-3 susp)ension in measure 42 increases the endurance of the 

phrase. In measure 43, "Et se durando non vi par star saldo" (And if while enduring 

you think of not standing firm) is begun by the bass and soprano voices in a four-part 

imitative section with the alto and tenor voices following in duet fashion; this starts 

another contrapuntal section that ends in a V/V (G major chord) to V (C major chord) 

cadence. Perhaps Festa uses this cadence to indicate a strong insistence that the 

audience must listen to what is to follow. 

The last section, 'Temprate col mio freddo il vostro caldo" (then strengthen 

your warmth with my cold), begins in measure 48 with a duet between the alto and 

bass voices. The soprano and tenor voices join one beat later and the primary section 

ends on a V to I cadence on F in measure 53. The final four measures repeat the text 

"il vostro caldo" (your warmth) and are an extension of the tonic with the soprano 

voice acting as a pedal tone; the tenor and bass voices are in strict imitation at a 

distance of one measure with the tenor repeating the last word, "caldo" (warmth). 

Festa depicts the words of the last phrase: the female (represented by the soprano and 

alto voices) seem to force the man (represented by the tenor and bass voices) to cool 

down by forcing, through suspensions, the musical lines to move down in measures 

54 and 55. However, the man does not want to give up, as shown by the tenor voice 

having the last word. 
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So che nissun mi crede (p. 176) 

I. Genre: Italian madrigal 

II. Composer Costanzo Festa 

III. Translation: 

Original 

So che nissun mi crede 

La cmdel fiamma che m'abbmccia'l core 

Veggendo ch'acqu'ogn'hor dagliocchi fore 

Che possibil non par che I'acqu'el foco 

Star poss' in un subietto 

Hai d'error plena et fals' opinione 

Hor chi nol cred' il provi 

Accend' un poco un legno 

In la piu verde sua staggione 

O mia dura passione! 

Vedra da un capo'l foe' a I'altr' humore 

Cosi ho negli occhi'1 plant' el foe' al core 

Translation 

I know that nobody 
believes me: 

the cmel flame which is 
burning my heart, 

seeing that water comes 
constantly out of my eyes 

so that it does not appear 
possible that the water 
and fire 

are able to stay in one 
person; 

But you have a false 
opinion and completely 
wrong 

He who does not believe 
this, should prove it. 

light a little piece of 
wood 

in its greenest stage; 

O my difficult passion! 

He will see on one side 
the fire and on the other 
the water. 

Likewise I have tears in 
my eyes and fire in my 
heart 
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IV. Stmctural and Stylistic Elements: 

A. Voicing - soprano, alto, tenor, and bass 

B. Mode - Aeolian on E, with some reference to Dorian on B (raised one 

step from original pitch) 

C. Mensuration - Simple Duple 

D. Texture - Imitative with homophonic sections 

E. Form - Through-composed 

V. Vocal Ranges: 

S^^n? Atf. 

* 

^ 
^ 

Tesnor ^ ^ 

i 

VI. Level of Difficulty: moderately easy to moderate 

VII. Duration: approximately 3 minutes 

VIII. Textual and Musical Commentary 

So che nissun mi crede is an Italian madrigal that uses altemating methods of 

homophonic and contrapuntal composition to create word pictures throughout. For 

example, the opening statement, "So che nissun mi crede" (I know that nobody 

believes me) becomes more serious and urgent because of the homophonic setting 

and declamatory style in all four voices. In contrast, the very next phrase "La cmdel 

fiamma che m'abbmccia'l core" (The cmel flame which is burning in my heart) uses 
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point imitation to demonstrate the fire being ignited and spreading through his heart. 

Festa uses these techniques throughout the madrigal to portray the drama of the text 

It is of moderate difficulty primarily because of the increased polyphonic movement 

and changes of mode but is accessible by the average high school choral ensemble. 

All voices state the first phrase homophonically, begiiming on an F major 

chord and ending on a E major chord in measure 3. The text, "So che nissun mi 

crede" (I know that nobody believes me) is emphasized by the homophonic writing 

and the E major chord may suggest the tmth or conviction of this statement. The next 

phrase, "La cmdel fiamma che m'abbmcia'l core" (The cmel flame which is burning 

in my heart) begins with the tenor on b, followed by the bass on b, the alto on f#l, 

and the soprano on b .̂ As stated before, the point imitation paints a picture of a 

spreading flame. This first contrapuntal section ends in measure 8 on a b minor chord 

denoting the pain of a burned heart. 

In measure 8, the alto initiates the setting of "Veggendo ch'acqu'ogn'hor 

dagliocchi fore" (seeing that water comes constantly out of my eyes) and is followed 

by the soprano and tenor voices in duet; the bass and alto then join in duet with the 

soprano/tenor duet in measure 11, with the alto, tenor, and bass voices coming to a 

homophonic section in measure 12, which ends in measure 14. The melodic direction 

of this section is primarily downward, which depicts the flowing of tears from the 

eyes. The next passage, "Che possibil non par che I'acqu'el foco" (so that it does not 

appear possible that the water and fire) overlaps the previous one; the bass and alto 

end the prior phrase while the tenor begins the next imitative section. The tenor 

begins on e ;̂ the soprano follows on b ;̂ the alto on e ;̂ and the bass joins on b. This 

imitative section gives way to the text "Star poss' in un subietto" (are able to stay in 

one person) in a homophonic phrase which ends on an B major chord. The music of 
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this last phrase illustrates the text in two effective ways: to portray "un subietto" 

(one subject) it is homophonic and the ending chord in measure 21 uses an accented 

upper neighbor (6-5 progression) in the tenor voice that shows grief and pain. 

The rhythmic movement comes to a halt in measure 22, where all voices sing 

a whole note on an G Major chord on the word "Hai" (but). The simple gesture of 

writing a whole note here is effective in focusing attention on the text and also in 

drawing attention to the next phrase. Measures 22 through 30 are primarily 

homophonic on the words "Hai d'errot plena et fals' opinione, Hor chi nol cred' il 

provi" (You have a false opinion and are completely wrong; he who does not believe 

this should prove it). Festa utilizes the declamatory maimer to bring strength and 

urgency to the statement, as if offering a challenge. The ending cadence of this 

section dovetails with the next phrase begun by the bass voice. The bass begins this 

imitative section on b, with the alto imitating on f#l, and the soprano on b^, 

portraying the act of lighting a fire. The words of this section are "Accend' un poco 

un legno" (Set on fire a little piece of wood). The section concludes in a primarily 

homophonic phrase setting the text "In la piu verde sua staggione" (In its greenest 

age) ending on a V-I cadence in E major in measure 36. 

The exclamation "O mia dura passione!" (My difficult passion!) is highlighted 

by the abmpt harmonic shift from an E major triad to a C major triad with only the 

alto voice ornamenting its line on the word "passione." The phrase ends on a B 

Major chord: the same 6-5 progression in the tenor voice written in measure 21, 

which again displays anguish. The soprano voice begins on the text "Vedra da un 

capo'l foe' a I'altr' humore" (He will see on one side the fire and on the other the 

water) in measure 41 and is accompanied by the alto and tenor voices on the word 
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"vedr^" (He shall see) later echoed once by the bass voice. The soprano continues the 

solo line, and the alto and tenor reply to the soprano in duet 

In measure 45, the tenor initiates the final section of the piece. This is a 

highly imitative passage, using diminution and augmentation to highlight the 

dichotomy of the text "Cosi ho negli occhi'1 pianti' el foe' al core" (I have tears in my 

eyes and fire in my heart). A quasi-duet is set up in measure 48 beginning with the 

bass, joined by the alto and tenor, with the soprano joining in point imitation with the 

bass in measure 50. The bass/soprano duet is an imitative passage with the bass 

depicting the text by supplying a melisma on the word "foe'" (fire). In measure 54 

the bass repeats the last phrase "Cosi ho negli occhi'1 pianti' el foe' al core" while the 

soprano ends the phrase on a pedal ê  for the last six measures. Meanwhile, the alto 

and tenor are in a tme duet begiiming in measure 54, repeating together the last phrase 

twice before ending the piece on a iv-i (a minor to e minor) cadence. The repetition 

of the last section heightens the anguish of the words and emphasizes the passion and 

sadness that are present in one subject. 

lo ho nel cor un gielo (p. 187) 

I. Genre: Italian madrigal 

II. Composer. Jacques Arcadelt 

III. Translation: 

Original Translation 

lo ho nel cor un gielo I have in my heart an ice-
cold chill 

che quanto piu lo scaldo piu s'indura which the more I try to 
warm it, the harder it 
becomes. 
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E s'io'l patisco et celo 

cresce la fiamma, e si fuor di misura 

O cmda mia ventura 

el medicar m'ancide 

el soffrir cresce 

martir' all' aspra doglia 

et non so quel che da madonna io voglia 

che bella mostra che di me I'incresce 

nuovo dolor m'accresce 

And if I suffer it and hide 
it, 

the flame grows and so 
much out of size. 

O cmel fate of mine 

the remedy is killing me 

the suffering grows 

a martyr to the harsh pain 

and I do not know what I 
want from my lady 

who in her beauty shows 
that she does not care for 
me 

and increases my new 
sorrow. 

IV. Stmctural and Stylistic Elements: 

A. Voicing - soprano, alto, tenor, and bass 

B. Mode - Aeolian on F# (raised one step from original pitch) 

C. Mensuration - Simple Duple 

D. Texture - Basically homophonic with some imitation 

E. Form - Through-composed 

V. Vocal Ranges: 

y\6 A14T> 

± 
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VI. Level of Difficulty: easy 

VII. Duration: approximately 2-3/4 minutes 

VIII. Textual and Musical Commentary 

lo ho nel cor un gielo is a moderately easy piece for the high school choral 

ensemble. Its charm lies in the mild point imitation and prevailing homophonic 

movement The consonance throughout makes it a piece with virtually no surprises. 

This would be a good piece for a beginning choir to start exploring Renaissance vocal 

music. 

This madrigal begins in four-voice homophonic movement on the text "lo ho 

nel cor un gielo" (I have in my heart an ice-cold chill) on an f# minor chord. Arcadelt 

uses this declamatory manner to announce, in essence, the reason for the rest of the 

piece. In measure 3, the alto voice sets up a mild imitative section to the words "che 

quanto piu lo scaldo piu s'indura" (which the more I try to warm it, the harder it 

becomes) followed by the other voices. The text is stated two times, a portrayal of 

attempting to warm the chill that is in the heart. In measure 10 the tenor voice begins 

the next section of text "E s'io'l patisco et celo" (And if I suffer it and hide it) with 

the soprano and alto voices entering one beat later. The alto, tenor, and bass voices 

sing "cresce la fiamma" (the flame grows) in measure 12 (beat four) and the soprano 

replies two beats later, growing the number of voices from three to four. All voices 

sing in homorhythmic fashion "e si fuor di misura" (and so much out of size) which 

demonstrates the growing of the flame. This section cadences on a f# minor chord. 

The alto voice initiates the next portion of the music with the text "O cmda mia 

ventura" (O cmel fate of mine) in measure 16 (beat four). The tenor and bass voices 

join in duet in measure 17 and the soprano joins in measure 18. The entrances are 

switched in measure 20 where the text is repeated by an alto and tenor duet, joined by 
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the soprano voice in measure 21 (beat four) and the bass voice in measure 22 (beat 

two). Arcadelt emphasizes the cmelty of fate by using a higher pitch and longer 

duration on the syllable "cm-" of "cmda". The repetition of the text and the variation 

of entrances heightens the feeling of despair. The relationship between the man and 

woman is shown by Arcadelt's use of the bass and soprano duet to end this phrase. 

A new section begins in measure 25 with the text "el medicar m'ancide el 

soffrir cresce" (the remedy is killing me and the suffering grows). The soprano takes 

on an independent line while the alto, tenor, and bass voices accompany. Arcadelt 

employs a deceptive cadence in measure 26 (beat 3) perhaps to indicate that the pain 

is killing the lover. The soprano solo line with alto, tenor, and bass accompsmiment 

continues on the text "martir' all' aspra doglia" (a martyr to the harsh pain). The 

word "doglia" (harsh) in measures 31 and 32 is matched by a harsh susf)ension of the 

tenor voice (male). The phrase ends on a V-I cadence with another suspension sung 

by the tenor in measure 32 perhaps indicating the male's reluctance to give up. The 

piece continues as the alto begins another imitative section on the text "et non so quel 

che da madonna io voglia" (and I do not know what I want from my lady) and is 

joined by the soprano a third above. The tenor voice begins an imitative section on 

the text "che bella mostra che di me I'incresce" (who in her beauty shows that she 

does not care for me) with the bass following at a fifth below; then the alto follows in 

a different imitative motif with the soprano following at the interval of a fourth. The 

different motif in the women's voices could depict the disdain held by the lady of the 

madrigal. 

The last section of the piece begins in measure 40 where the alto begins with 

an ascending leap of a fifth on the words "nuovo dolor m'accresce" (and increases my 

new sorrow) with the soprano, tenor, and bass voices answering in polyphonically 
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animated homophony. In measure 43, the soprano continues this ending section with 

a leap of a minor third with the alto, tenor, and bass voices answering. The alto 

initiates the last part of this section in measure 45 with a leap of a minor third 

followed in imitation by the bass voice and the tenor voice at the octave every two 

beats, while the soprano acts as a pedal tone for the last three measures. Again, Festa 

uses the technique of text repetition and variation to emphasize the sorrow described 

by the text as he brings the piece to a conclusion. 

Sancte Paule Apostole (p. 196) 

I. Genre: Latin motet 

II. Composer. Adrian Willaert 

III. Translation: 

Original 

Sancte Paule Apostole 

praedicator veritatis 

et Doctor gentium 

intercede pro nobis ad Dominimi 

qui te elegit 

Paule vir egregie 
(Paule, Dei egregie vas) 

vas electionis 

fac nos tuis precibus coeli fmi donis, amen 

Translation 

Saint Paul, the Apostle 

preacher of the tmth 

and teacher of the 
Gentiles 

intercede on our behalf 
to the Lord 

who chose you 

Paul, outstanding man 
(Paul, chosen of God) 

chosen vessel, 

make possible with your 
prayers for us to enjoy the 
gifts of heaven, amen. 
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IV. Stmctural and Stylistic Hements: 

A. Voicing - soprano, alto, tenor, and bass 

B. Mode - Ionian on G (raised one step from original pitch) 

C. Mensuration - Simple Duple 

D. Texture - Imitative 

E. Form - Through-composed 

V. Vocal Ranges: 

tf^*>^< 
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VI. Level of Difficulty: moderately difficult 

VII. Duration: approximately 3-1/2 minutes 

VIII. Textual and Musical Commentary 

In Sancte Paule Apostole, imitation is the primary consideration; the musical 

component outweighs the textual component as is usually the case with sacred music 

of this time. The technique of word painting is relinquished in deference to the 

technique of imitation. Each phrase has its own melodic motif, and the stmcture of 

the motet is based on the weaving together of each of these different phrases. The 

music flows smoothly without obvious seams and the texture or mood remains the 

same throughout the piece. 
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This is a more challenging piece for the high school ensemble because of the 

pervasive imitation and independence of each vocal line, but a satisfying one when 

the singers hear the working together of their own vocal line with the other voices. 

The "conversation" that develops among the voices is not an argument with the 

voices vying for dominance, but an interchange in which each voice is providing its 

individual opinion. 

The motet begins with a primarily homophonic introductory section on the 

text "Sancte Paule Apostole" (Saint Paul the Apostle) that flows into a more 

contrapuntal manner on the word "Apostole." This first phrase is beseeching Saint 

Paul to hear the prayer that follows. In measure 9, the bass voice begins the first 

paired (TB/SA) imitative section on the descriptive text "praedicator Veritas" 

(preacher of the tmth). The bass enters on g, the tenor on b, the alto on d ,̂ and the 

soprano on b .̂ In measure 19, the new phrase receives new material as the tenor and 

bass sing in duet "et Doctor gentium" (and teacher of the Gentiles), and the soprano 

and alto follow in a contrapuntal duet, and ends on an e minor chord that overiaps 

with the next section. 

In measure 24, the tenor begins a new imitative section on the text "intercede 

pro nobis ad Dominum" (intercede on our behalf to the Lord) with the soprano 

following at a fifth above; the alto joins in a counter-melody. The bass voice does 

not re-enter until measure 29 and does so in strict imitation of the preceding soprano 

line. Willaert begins the next contrapuntal section in measure 32, overiapping the 

previous phrase of the alto and bass voices to the text "qui te elegit" (who chose you). 

The soprano enters on gl, the tenor on b ,̂ the alto on d ,̂ and the bass on e. This is a 

short phrase, indicative of the brief text phrase. In measure 36, the soprano begins a 

motif on gl to the words "Paule vir egregio" (Paul, outstanding man) while at the 
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same time the tenor begins a contrapuntal line on g with the soprano on the words 

"Paule, Dei egregie" (Paul, chosen of God). It is interesting that Willaert chooses to 

use different words occurring at the same time to describe Paul. Perhaps he chose the 

tenor voice to state "chosen of God" because of the traditional importance of the tenor 

in sacred music. The alto joins in measure 39 on d̂  in what could be conceived as a 

third motif working in contrast to the soprano and tenor lines. The bass voice enters 

in measure 41 on the text "vas electionis" (chosen vessel), perhaps confirming that 

Paul is a chosen vessel. This section ends on this text with each vocal line 

independent of the others. 

Measure 47 begins with a motif by the soprano voice on b^on the text "fac nos 

tuis precibus" (make possible with your prayers). The bass and alto voices follow at 

the interval of a fifth, while the tenor voice has a countermelody starting in measure 

48. The melodic motif on the word "precibus" (prayer) is always ascending, 

depicting the prayers going up to God. The last section begins in measure 51 (beat 3) 

in the tenor voice succeeded by the soprano, bass, and alto voices in a contrapuntal 

extension of the last phrase "coeli fmi donis, amen" (to enjoy the gifts of heaven, 

amen). Willaert incorporates an acceleration in the rhythmic flow in this last section, 

a drive to the final cadence. 

Gloria from Missa Beati omnes (prima pars) (p. 207) 

I. Gem^: Mass movement 

II. Composer Nicolas Gombert 
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III. Translation: 

Original 

Et in terra pax hominibus bonae voluntatis 

Laudamus te, Benedicimus te 

Adoramus te, Glorificamus te 

Gratias agimus tibi propter magnam gloriam 
tuam 

Domine Deus, Rex caelestis 

Deus Pater omnipotens 

Domine fill unigenite Jesu Christe 

Domine Deus, Agnus Dei, Filius Patris 

Translation 

And on earth, peace to 
men of good will 

We praise You, we bless 
You 

We worship You, we 
glorify You 

We give thanks to You 
for Your great glory. 

Lord of lords. King of 
heaven 

God, the almighty Father 

Only begotten Son of the 
Father, Jesus Christ 

Lord of lords. Lamb of 
God, Son of the Father. 

IV. Stmctural and Stylistic Elements: 

A. Voicing - soprano, alto, tenor, and bass 

B. Mode - Ionian on G 

C. Mensuration - Simple Duple 

D. Texture - Imitative counterpoint 

E. Form - Through-composed 
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VI. Level of Difficulty: moderately difficult 

VII. Duration: approximately 4-1/2 minutes 

VIII. Textual and Musical Commentary 

In the traditional liturgical service, the "Gloria in excelsis Deo" is intoned by 

the officiating priest, and the remaining text is sung by the choir. The first section, 

"Et in terra pax hominibus bonae voluntatis" (And on earth, peace to men of good 

will) begins with the alto line on d and the soprano line in imitation a fourth above on 

gl two measures later. In measure 6, the tenor line continues the imitation of the 

alto line at the octave, and the bass line follows at a fifth below, four measures later. 

Section two utilizes a three-voice texture and begins in measure 14 where the soprano 

line initiates the text "Laudamus te, Benedicimus te" (we praise You, we bless You), 

in which the alto and bass voices follow at intervals of a fourth below. The next 

phrase begins in measure 20 with the tenors singing "Adoramus te" (we worship 

You) on dl, followed by the sopranos on al, altos on d ,̂ and the basses on c. The 

last phrase in this section, "Glorificamus te" (we glorify You), begins in measure 24 
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with the bass on g. The tenors enter two beats later on dl, the sopranos enter on gl, 

and the altos enter on d .̂ 

Section three starts in measure 30 with the words "Gratias agimus tibi" (we 

give thanks to You), another imitative section, beginning with the tenor voices on d̂  

followed by the bass voices on g. In measure 33, the soprano and alto voices join in, 

with the sopranos on c^ and the altos following on gl. This section continues in 

measure 36 to the words "propter magnam" in the same voice order, but beginning on 

the notes d ,̂ d ,̂ d ,̂ gl. Section four begins in measure 42 with "Domine Deus, Rex 

caelestis, Deus Pater omnipotens, " (Lord of Lords, King of heaven, God the 

Almighty Father). Each voice part begins with the identical motif, then creates its 

own individual line instead of continuing in strict imitation, the normal practice in 

writing polyphony. The bass starts on g and the tenor on c^, later joined by the 

soprano in measure 46 on gl and the alto in measure 47 on d .̂ 

The imitative technique continues in section five on "Domine fill unigenite" 

(the only begotten Son of God) which dovetails with section four with the alto voice 

beginning on d ,̂ the soprano voice follows a measure and-a-half later on a 1, the bass 

follows at two measures on a, finishing with the tenor one measure and-a-half later on 

el. The final section of the prima pars (first part) begins in measure 71 on the text 

"Domine Deus, Agnus Dei, Filius Patris" (Lord of lords. Lamb of God, Son of the 

Father). This section is similar to the preceding ones in that it is highly imitative and 

contrapuntal. The soprano enters on d ;̂ the tenor enters four measures later on d ;̂ 

the alto voice enters two beats later on gl, and the bass follows three measures later 

on dl. The contrapuntal motion continues in imitation until the piece ends with an 

perfect-authentic cadence in G. 
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Gombert based the entire mass (Beati omnes) upon his own five-voiced motet 

of the same name. He reduced the five voices to four and used the same succession of 

themes in the mass movements as in the motet.* The imitative sections are govemed 

by the text; when a new portion or phrase of the text begins, so does a new imitative 

motif. Sections are linked together by overlapping these settings of individual 

phrases. Brown calls this an "interiocking chain of points of imitation.'"' This piece 

presents more challenges due to the high degree of independence of each vocal line 

and the use of the upper ranges of the men's voices; it would be a fine work for a 

high school choir to experience. 

Mi parto, ahi, sorte ria (p. 223) 

I. Genre: Italian villanelle* 

II. Composer Giaches de Wert 

III. Translation: 

Original Translation 

Mi parto, ahi, sorte ria I am departing, alas, cmel 
fate 

E'l cor vi lascio e I'afflitt'alma mia I leave you my heart and 
my sad soul 

Ne moro non ch'Amor non vuole I shall not die because 
love does not want it 

* Schmidt-Gorg, Joseph. "Foreword," Corpus mensurabilis musicae. No. 6, 
Volume 1. (Rome: American Institute of Musicology, I947-), V. 

' Brown, Music in the Renaissance, 123. 

* A 16th-century type of vocal music that originated in Naples, in which both 
music and text represent a sharp contrast to the refinements of the contemporary 
madrigal. 
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Addio! Dolcissimo ben mio Farewell! My sweetest 
dariing 

IV. Stmctural and Stylistic Elements: 

A. Voicing - Soprano solo, soprano, alto, tenor, and bass 

B. Key - Aeolian on F (lowered one step from original pitch) 

C. Mensuration - Simple Duple 

D. Texture - Primarily homophonic SATB accompanying soprano solo 

E. Form - Through-composed 

V. Vocal Ranges: 
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VI. Level of Difficulty: moderate to moderately difficult 

VII. Duration: approximately 1-1/2 minutes 

VIII. Textual and Musical Commentary 

The villanelle "Mi parto, ahi, sorte ria" is essentially a soprano solo with 

mixed choms accompaniment commenting on the soloist's anguish. All voices, 

except the bass voice, begin the piece homophonically on the words "Mi parto" (I am 

parting). The soloist begins the next phrase "ahi, sorte ria" (alas, cmel fate) on an 
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eh2, which changes the C major chord in measure 1 to a c minor chord in measure 2 

which heightens the effect of the sorrow felt by the woman. In measure 3, the 

soprano, alto, and tenor voices sing homorhythmically the text "E'l cor vi lascio e 

I'afflitt'alma mia" (I leave you with my heart and my sad soul) with the soloist In 

measure 5, Wert repeats the opening phrase down a fifth, possibly to characterize the 

oppressing grief of the text. The bass voice joins while the soprano soloist rises out 

of the depths repeating over and over the short, gasping phrase "ne moro" (I shall not 

die) depicting an effort to express her sorrow. The choms responds to the soloist's 

agonizing "non, ne moro" by rep)eating the text as if empathizing with the distress. 

All voices come together homophonically in agreement on the text "non ch'Amor non 

vuole" (because love will not allow it). 

In measure 12 everyone exclaims "Addio!" (Farewell!), but the soloist hangs 

on a quarter note longer in a 4-3 suspension to illustrate the anguish felt at bidding 

farewell. Next, a trio consisting of the soloist supported by the alto and tenor voices 

sing "dolcissimo" (my sweetest) together. The use of the top three voices produces a 

"sweet-sounding" text However, they are intermpted by the soprano voice singing a 

minor third above the soloist, punctuating the sense of empathy and loss. The bass 

joins the conversation at the end of the phrase and reiterates the words with the 

soloist, soprano, and alto voices. 

The phrase "dolcissimo ben mio" (my sweetest dariing) is stated three times, 

first by three voices, then by four voices, and finally by five voices. Wert is thereby 

emphasizing the increasing anguish. In measure 17, on the final repeat of the text, the 

soloist, alto, tenor, and bass voices begin the last section of the piece. The choms 

soprano joins the other voices with the final "ben mio" (my darling) above the soloist 

illustrating the picture of a woman reaching out her hand as her loved one departs. 
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The piece ends with a Picardy third on the final chord. Perhaps this device expresses 

the hope of seeing her lover again. 

Mi parto, ahi, sorte ria is an extremely expressive piece of Renaissance vocal 

music. With the soprano soloist set apart from the choms, it looks forward to the solo 

madrigal of the late Renaissance/early Baroque period. The solo line could also be 

sung as a section solo if more confidence or sound is required. The accompanying 

choms parts are not too difficult; the challenge lies in expressing the text. The 

comment of the choms on the soloist's anguish and the drama of the poetry makes 

this an exceptional piece for a smaller ensemble to perform. 

Vaghi, e lietifanciulli (p. 233) 

I. Genre: Italian madrigal 

II. Composer Luca Marenzio 

III. Translation: 

Original 

Vaghi e lieti fanciulli 

Guidate dolciamo rosetti balli 

premete i duri calli 

Saltando co'l pie sciolto bei trastuUi 

E con nuova maniera 

Circondate I'altare in longa schiera 

Lodand'ad ogn'hor meco 

Translation 

Happy, graceful children 

gently and with elegance 
dance 

press the hard calluses 

while jumping with your 
agile feet in your 
playtimes 

and in a new manner 

surround the altar in long 
formation 

praising always with me 
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Questo di che portommi al mondo seco this day which brought 
me into the worid. 

IV. Stmctural and Stylistic Elements: 

A. Voicing - soprano I, soprano II, alto 1, alto II, tenor, and bass 

B. Mode - Ionian on G, with some use of Mixolydian on G 

C. Mensuration - Predominately simple duple; sesquialtera (3/2) from 

measure 9 through measure 16 

D. Texture - Imitative with homophonic sections 

E. Form - Through-composed 

V. Vocal Ranges: 
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VI. Level of Difficulty: moderately difficult 

VII. Duration: approximately 3-1/2 minutes 

VIII. Textual and Musical Commentary 

Vaghi e lietifanciulli is a joyful song celebrating a birthday. The highly 

imitative women's voices indicate a celebrative atmosphere. The men's voices give 

support and agreement to the statements of the women. Marenzio demonstrates the 

dancing in triple meter and the jumping in duple meter. This music is highly 
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descriptive and enjoyable to sing. It does require a larger, advanced women's section, 

but the men's parts are easily accessible. 

The piece begins on the text "Vaghi e lieti fanciulli" (happy, graceful 

children) in strict imitation in the women's voices. The first motif is passed from 

soprano I to soprano II to alto I. The second motif is begun in the soprano I voice, 

then passed to the soprano II, alto I, and finally the alto II. In measure 5, the soprano 

11 and alto I sing in duet, and the alto II and soprano I are in strict imitation at two 

beats. In measure 9, at the words "Guidate dolci amorosetti balli" (with elegant 

dancing), the piece goes into triple meter. This is a homophonic section beginning 

with the soprano I and II and the alto II in the antecedent phrase, and all four 

women's voices sing together on the consequent phrase. Marenzio paints a happy, 

joyful picture of children dancing and playing by his use of canon, imitation, and 

women's voices only. Marenzio's use of women's voices depicts the high voices of 

children and also makes for a more jubilemt sound. 

In measure 17, the piece retums to duple meter and is homophonic on the 

phrase "Premetei duri calli" (press the hard calluses - of the feet). In measure 20, the 

tenor and bass voices enter for the first time on the word "saltando" (jumping), 

joining the alto II voice homophonically; the soprano I, alto I, and soprano II sing in 

strict imitation over the lower voices. The leap of a fifth or even an octave and the 

imitation that is employed in the women's voices on the text in this passage 

beautifully pictures the action of children jumping, Marenzio finishes this phrase on 

the word "trastulli" (playtimes) on a playful melisma by the soprano voices again 

joyously portraying the text. The addition of the men's voices could symbolize the 

adults joining in on the celebration. 
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In measure 30, Marenzio utilizes the lower voices in concert for the first time 

with the alto I, alto II, and tenor beginning a homophonic section, appropriately to the 

words "E con nuova maniera" (in a new manner). The bass joins in measure 31, the 

soprano II in measure 32, and the soprano I in measure 33. This sets up three 

imitative duets: soprano I and II, alto 1 and II, and tenor and bass. The imitation of 

the soprano voices is at one measure, the imitation of the alto voices is at two 

measures, and the bass-tenor duet is at one-and-a-half measures. Perhaps Marenzio 

uses this pattem to portray the order of lining up at the altar; first the small children, 

then the older children, and lastly, the adults. This section ends on an F major chord 

in measure 39. 

Measure 40 begins a new imitative section in the women's voices to the words 

"Circondate I'altare in longa schiera" (Surround the altar in long formation). The 

antecedent phrase is made up of a soprano I/alto I duet in strict canon with a soprano 

Il/alto II duet The subsequent phrase is in diminution of the antecedent, perhaps 

picturing the increasing excitement and beginning the drive to the cadence. The 

section ends with all the women's voices in a highly contrapuntal maimer with "long" 

melismas on the word "longa." Also, since the phrase cadences in measure 49, the 

contrapuntal action constitutes a drive to the cadence. The tenor and bass voices 

begin a basically homophonic section on the text "Lodand'ad ogn'hor meco" (always 

praising with me) in measure 49, joined by the rest of the voices in measure 50. In 

measiu ê 53, the previous homophonic section tums into a highly imitative passage 

involving all six vocal parts on the text "Questo di" (this day). Marenzio uses the 

ascending three-note motive and highly imitative technique to portray exhilaration. 

Measure 60 begins a coda-like extension repeating the text "Questo di che portommi 
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al mondo seco" (this day which brought me into the worid) with the soprano I acting 

as a pedal tone for the last three measures. 

Veni Sponsa Christi (p. 256) 

I. Genre: Latin motet 

II. Composer Luca Marenzio 

III. Translation: 

Original 

Veni sponsa Christi 

accipe coronam 

quam tibi Dominus preparavit 

in aetemum 

IV. Stmctural and Stylistic Elements: 

A. Voicing - soprano, alto I, alto II, tenor, and bass 

B. Mode - Aeolian on G 

C. Mensuration - Simple Duple 

D. Texture - Imitative with two small homophonic sections 

E. Form - Through-composed 

Translation 

Come, bride of Christ 

receive the crown 

which the Lord prepared 
for you 

in etemity. 

V. Vocal Ranges: 
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VI. Level of Difficulty: moderate to moderately difficult 

VII. Duration: approximately 3 minutes 

VIII. Textual and Musical Commentary 

The motif for Veni Sponsa Christi is taken from chant which was simg as part 

of the second vespers. This motif is taken up in point imitation by all voices. Each 

phrase of the text has its own melodic motif which is imitated by each voice and is 

evident throughout the piece. The difficulty of Veni Sponsa Christi lies in the vocal 

lines exploring the upper ranges of the soprano, alto I, tenor, and bass, and exploring 

the lower range of the alto II. The ornamentations throughout the piece may also be a 

cause of concem. 

The soprano voice begins this motet on d^ on the text "Veni sponsa Christi" 

(Come, bride of Christ) with the alto beginning in measure 2 in point imitation on gl. 

In measure 5, the tenor imitates the previous soprano motif on dl with the bass 

following on g, and the alto II joins the imitation in measure 7. In measure 9, the 

soprano repeats the opening motif on g^ while the alto 1, alto 2, and tenor voices 

continue in contrapuntal motion. The bass voice enters singing the opening motif on 

cl, the alto 2 and tenor voices enter on gl and cl, respectively in measure 15. The 

opening motif is found again in measure 19 in the bass voice, measure 20 in the alto 1 

voice, ending the first section in measure 23. Throughout the first section the word 

"Christi" (Christ) is highly florid and melismatic, emphasizing the idea that "Christ" 

is an important word and it makes a nice contrast against the word "veni" in the other 

voices. Marenzio repeats the text several times most likely because the text of the 

motet is so short that in order to make a reasonably-sized motet, each phrase must 

bear much repetition. 
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In measure 24, the top four voices come together in a strong statement using 

homophonic motion on the word "accipe" (receive), and again in measure 26 by the 

lower four voices. In this section, the word "coronam" (crown) is omamented, 

perhaps suggesting a highly decorated, important position. In measure 27, the lower 

four voices repeat the text "accipe coronam" in the same manner — "accipe" is 

homophonic, "coronam" is melismatic. In measure 31, the soprano begins an 

imitative section on d^ , to the words "quam tibi Dominus" (which for you the Lord) 

with the alto I following at two beats on gland the alto II following at four beats on 

dl. The bass voice joins the imitation two beats later on g, with the tenor the last 

voice to join on dl two measures later. 

The tenor voice begins the fourth phrase on the word "preparavit" (has 

prepared) in measure 39 on gl. The bass voice follows at a fifth lower (c 1), 

immediately joined by the soprano on e .̂ The alto 1 joins on c^; then finally the alto 

2 enters on cl. A highly contrapuntal and syncopated section begins on the words "in 

aetemum" (forever) in measure 44. The word "in aetemum" is pictured by the fact 

that the alto 2 voice, the tenor voice, and the bass voice repeat the text six times 

before the piece ends. The soprano voice and the alto I voice state "in aetemum" 

seven times. 

The rhythmic drive to the end of the piece only starts to slow three measures 

from the end when the soprano and bass voices have a whole note on the V chord (d^ 

and d, respectively). In the following measure, the alto I and tenor have the tonic (gl 

and g) while the soprano, alto II, and bass repeat "in aetemum" one last time. This 

piece ends on a plagal cadence in G. 
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Ancor che per amarti (p. 276) 

I. Genre: Italian madrigal 

II. Composer Cario Gesualdo 

III. Translation: 

Original 

Ancor che per amarti io mi consumi 

In ogni parte e non a me rimiri 

Tu, tu, brammata cagion di miei martiri 

Deh, volgi omai ver me gli amati lumi 

Poi che vil fango ancor rimirar suole 

Senza oscurar i suoi bei raggi, il Sole. 

Translation 

Although I consume 
myself by loving you 

and, in every way, I do 
not regard myself 

You, you longed for 
cause of my tortures 

please tum toward me 
your beloved eyes 

since the sun is 
accustomed to stare at the 
ugly earth 

without darkening its 
beautiful rays. 

IV. Stmctural and Stylistic Elements: 

A. Voicing - soprano I, soprano II, alto, tenor, and bass 

B. Key - Ionian in C (explores different key centers throughout) 

C. Mensuration - Simple Duple 

D. Texture - Highly sectional and declamatory 

E. Form - Through-composed 
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V. Vocal Ranges: 

T<vy>Y-

^ 

Al-h) 

I 
^ 

•f i f 

VI. Level of Difficulty: difficult 

VII. Duration: approximately 4 minutes 

VIII. Textual and Musical Commentary 

Ancor che per amarti begins its first four measures with an imitative duet to 

the words "Ancor che per amarti" (although by loving you) between the tenor and 

soprano II voices, after which the bass and soprano I repeat the tenor and soprano II 

on the word "ancor" (although). The alto voice acts as a filler in this first section. In 

measure 4, the soprano I and bass sing in duet to end this first section. On the last 

beat of measure 4, the tenor begins the next section on the words "io mi consumi" (I 

consume myself) on el and is imitated by the alto in slight diminution on gl, the 

soprano II on al, and the soprano I on fi. In measure 7, the alto continues this 

section. The bass, tenor, soprano I, and soprano II end this section in imitation to 

underscore the passion that is felt for the subject of the poetry. 

In measure 8, the alto voice initiates the "in ogni parte" (in every part) while 

the other voice parts echo the alto until all voices come together on the text "e non a 

me rimiri" (I do not regard myselO in measures 10 and 11 with, for emphasis, a full 

chordal statement. Gesualdo uses a chord progression that drops in a diminished 
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pattem (e-c#-a#) to depict the oppressiveness of the emotion. Measure 12 begins a 

declamatory section with all voices singing the word 'Tu" (you), on an accusing 

whole note b minor triad. This time, Gesualdo uses contrasting textures as the bass 

takes the lead, while the soprano 1, soprano II, and alto voices follow at a beat and the 

tenor voice follows at two beats in declamatory fashion on the words "tu, bramata 

cagion" (you longed for). The alto continues this phrase on the text "di miei martiri" 

(cause of my tortures) with the soprano II, tenor, and bass voices following at two 

beats and the soprano I following at four beats. On the penultimate chord in measure 

15, Gesualdo uses a biting French augmented sixth chord accenting the natural 

inflection of "martiri" (tortures) to lead to the cadence on a E major chord. Measure 

16 begins what is essentially a repeat of the previous section, only now Gesualdo 

raises the phrase a step to emphasize the increasing intensity of sorrow. 

In measure 19, there is a new chordal section on the text "Deh, volgi omai ver 

me" (please tum toward me) on a B Major chord that gives way to a contrapuntal 

passage on the words "gli amati lumi" (your beloved eyes). The declamatory manner 

of "Deh, volgi omai ver me" best pictures the action of pleading while the florid 

passage on "gli amati lumi" appropriately depicts the fast movement of tuming eyes. 

In measure 25, the soprano II, alto, tenor, and bass retum to a contrasting homophonic 

declamatory style on the words "Poi che vil fango ancor" (since the sun is 

accustomed) that gives way to another imitative section by all voices on "rimirar 

suole" (staring at the earth). Gesualdo uses the declamatory manner to bring focus to 

the text as well as to demonstrate his love of extremely contrasting textures. He then 

uses the imitative technique to illustrate how the sun stares at the earth—by its rays 

which move at the speed of light, here depicted by the sixteenth notes. The piece 
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retums to a homophonic statement on an E major chord on the words "senza oscurar" 

(without darkening) and ends on a c minor chord, a "dark" progression. 

In the last section of the madrigal, beginning in measure 31, Gesualdo again 

utilizes a highly imitative, florid passage on the words "i suoi bei raggi" (its beautiful 

rays) to portray the speed of the sun's rays as they permeate the earth. The section is 

repeated, beginning with the bass voice in measure 35 in a drive to the V-I cadence in 

C major. The piece includes a dal segno, repeating the section of text that pleads for 

recognition from the woman ("Deh, volgi..."), from measure 19 to the Fine at the V-I 

cadence in measure 39. 

Ancor che per amarti presents many challenges. It uses the full upper and 

lower ranges of each vocal part; it moves from key to key without much preparation, 

and the use of chromaticism is not predictable. This piece could only be performed 

by a small choir of highly talented and disciplined high school students. It is a piece 

deserving performance, despite its difficulties. The high school director should not be 

hesitant in using the editorial suggestions regarding tempo, dynamics, and expression 

markings to make this piece as expressive as possible. Gesualdo's Aru:or che per 

amarti stands at the threshold of eariy Baroque style which values declamation and 

expression of text above all else. 

Conclusion 

The pieces that have been selected for inclusion in this anthology are suitable 

and appropriate for high school choral ensembles of various abilities. Vocal ranges, 

overall difficulty, appropriateness of text, and duration are elements that have been 

taken into consideration in presenting these pieces. The works included represent the 
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development of the Italian madrigal and sacred vocal music and may be instmctional 

in discussing the Renaissance period. 

To ensure the best possible performance of Renaissance vocal music, an 

intimate knowledge of style and compositional technique is needed. When a 

knowledge of style is combined with proper singing technique, flawless technical 

preparation, and superior musicality, an exciting performance will ensue. It is also 

important for the singers to understand what they are singing before a convincing 

rendition of the music can be made. The high school choral director should take time 

during the rehearsal process to explain the meaning of the text and how the composer 

set it to music. The time taken to make the piece of music meaningful to the 

performers will reap many benefits that will enhance the rehearsal process and the 

performance for the singers as well as the audience. 

The relationship between the text and the music in Renaissance vocal music is 

an aspect which has been explored in the preceding pages. The author has tried to 

bring out some ideas which the composer may have had when composing the works; 

however, it is impossible to know the exact reasons or thoughts behind a composition. 

The text can, however, give important clues to the purposes of the compositional 

processes. 



CHAPTER IV 

EDITORIAL PHILOSOPHY AND PROCEDURES 

Introduction 

It is the purpose of this anthology to provide the high school choral director 

with tmstworthy practical performing editions of Renaissance vocal music. The 

editorial process includes many decisions which have to be made in order for a piece 

of Renaissance vocal music to be historically "correct" and practically performable. 

While the majority of these decisions are based on scholarly research, some choices 

are made from a subjective point of view from the study of the music and from 

practical performing experience. The sources for these practical editions are the 

Corpus mensurabilis musicae published by the American Institute of Musicology and 

Gesualdo, Volume 6 published by Ugrino Veriag. The philosophy of this anthology 

is to provide a musical text which can be tmsted, and to do so in such a way that the 

music is easily readable.' This philosophy is gleaned primarily from the editorial 

philosophy of the CMM series and John Caldwell's book Editing Early Music, 2nd 

Edition. 

It is appropriate here to state the editorial principles governing this anthology. 

Since these are editions of previous transcriptions, problems of mensuration, bariines, 

and note values have been already decided. Note values in all the sources have been 

' Cald'well,}ohn. Editing Early Music, 2ndEdii\on. (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1995), 1. 

112 
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halved, using a 2:1 ratio, except for the Festa editions which utilize a 4:1 reduction. 

Modem clefs have been used, the transposed treble clef indicating the tenor voice. 

The names soprano, alto, tenor, and bass (SATB) have been employed to designate 

vocal parts. Meters have been notated using C and (ĵ . This notation is used in all but 

the Gesualdo edition. Here, the author of this anthology felt it best to use the modem 

time signatures of 4/2 and 2/2 to ease the transition between the sections. The one 

passage of this anthology in triple meter is in Marenzio's Vaghi e lietifanciulli and 

has been notated as 3/2. 

Accidentals given in the sources are placed immediately to the left of the note 

to which they apply. Accidentals are valid until the next barline, unless canceled by a 

natural sign. Editorial accidentals added in accordance with the principles of music 

ficta are placed above the note and apply only to the note in question. These have 

been added with much care; "... until the riddles of musicaficta have been solved, 

probably most accidentals added to Renaissance vocal music by modem editors ought 

to be considered doubtful."2 Courtesy accidentals, if needed, will be found in 

parentheses. 

Ligatures will not be indicated in these editions in accordance with Armen 

Carapetyan's opinion: 

".. their pigatures] significance is scribal and anyhow limited to obvious cases 
of text-setting; but their value in a critical sense vanishes when various 
sources show varying cases of ligatures, and when countless unquestionable 
cases where ligatiu'es could or should have been used are written without 
them. Moreover, at times even the scribe disregards ligatures in the 
arrangement of the text "3 

2 Main, Alexander. "Editorial Method," Corpus mensurabilis musicae. No. 
25, Volume 1. (Rome: American Institute of Musicology, 1947-), V. 
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Editorial slurs will be used, however, to mark syllable changes. 

The placement of text is one of the most fmstrating challenges in Renaissance 

vocal music. Rarely do the original sources show consistency in the association of 

syllables with notes. The majority of the text underlay present in the sources used for 

this anthology are acceptable; the author has adjusted some syllable-to-note 

relationships. These editorial revisions will be noted by means of italicized text. 

Several principles of text underiay have been followed and will be delineated in the 

portion of this chapter devoted to that subject 

The principles stated above and adhered to in the preparation of these editions 

are based on generally accepted editorial principles. These editions are meant to be 

consistent and easily readable. It is the intention of this author not to distort the 

original and to distinguish between the composer's work and the author's. The 

remainder of this chapter is devoted to exploring the elements that are essential when 

editing Renaissance vocal works for modem performance. 

Music Editing—A Brief History 

Music publications were devoted primarily to new works until the second half 

of the eighteenth century. Some pieces of older music were published prior to this 

time, but it was a local phenomenon: for instance, works of Palestrina were still 

printed in Rome in 1689, and Tudor church music was published as late as 1641 in 

London.* Interest in music of the past was sparked by the first modem histories of 

3 Carapetyan, Armen. "Foreword," Corpus mensurabilis musicae. No. 5, 
Volume 1. (Rome: American Institute of Musicology, 1947-), I. 

* Charles, Sydney R. "Editions, historical," The New Grove Dictionary of 
Music and Musicians, Volume 5. Stanley Sadie, ed. (London: Macmillan, 1940), 
849. 
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music. It is significant that the eariy music history writers also edited some of the 

first historical music collections, e.g., Charies Bumey edited La musica che si canta 

...nella Cappella pontificia (1771), a collection of music performed during Holy 

Week in the papal chapel.* 

A standard of editorial criteria did not exist during the early period. Each 

editor followed his own judgment, which was often influenced by an assumption that 

the integrity of the source could be overridden by his own more advanced musical 

knowledge. Consequently, early historical editions serve better in the realm of the 

history of music scholarship than in the integrity of the composition.* These editions 

give the axiom "We must leam about history or we are doomed to repeat it" credence 

when modem editors engage in reworking eariy music. 

Mendelssohn's revivals of the large choral works of Bach in the 1820's and 

1830's accelerated the interest in music written before one's own time. More and 

more the performer and student of music history began to demand copies of music by 

deceased composers, which initiated the second phase of the development of 

historical editions. The period is characterized by the publication of large collected 

editions in which completeness was the goal. The collected works of single 

composers were the starting point for this phase. The Bach-Gesellschaft issued the 

first volume of a critical edition of Bach's complete works in 1851. This spurred an 

era of activity in providing complete editions that lasted until World War II. 

Breitkopf & Hartel published a large number of these, including Bach (1851), Handel 

* Ibid. 

* Ibid. 
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(1858), Palestrina (1862), Beethoven (1862), Mendelssohn (1874), Mozart (1877), 

Haydn (1907), and Brahms (1926).̂  

There was a growing awareness that more sophisticated guidelines were 

needed in the editorial field to give consistency and clarity to the editions. Editors 

realized that a modem edition should reflect the composer's intentions in his own 

time rather than in the era of the editor. Editors increasingly felt it important to 

indicate original notation, note editorial changes, and compare and evaluate sources.* 

This mind-set stimulated the need for modem editorial philosophy and procedures. 

An important trend in recent years, after World War II, has been the 

reassessment of many older complete-work sets. Revised editions were introduced 

along with the provision of supplementary material that may have been excluded in 

earlier versions. The most important result of this critical re-examination has been the 

commencement of entirely new complete editions. These, under the direction of 

intemational committees of scholars, propose a broader coverage than their 

predecessors, and include material such as the composer's arrangements of other 

works, early versions, sketches, documentary biographies, and facsimiles.' These 

include the works of Bach (1954), Handel (1955), Mozart (1955), Beethoven (1961), 

and Schubert (1964). Extremely important in this recent phase of historical editions 

is the Corpus mensurabilis musicae, published by the American Institute of 

Musicology, a collected edition devoted mainly to the music of medieval and 

' Ibid. 

8 Ibid., 850. 

' Ibid. 
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Renaissance composers.'o AH but one of the selected pieces for the present anthology 

were taken from the CMM series. 

The preceding discussion of the history of music editing may make it clear 

that modem performers and scholars are wanting early music publications that are 

tme to the composer and historical period from which they come. While it is nearly 

impossible to discover without ambiguity what the composer actually wrote and 

meant by his writing, an editor's most important task is still to arrive as closely as 

possible at the most authentic edition of the music. The act of putting down notes on 

a page is an extremely important task, since modem performers depend so much on 

the notation to guide their interpretation. Notation cannot say everything necessary 

concerning the performance of music. In Renaissance vocal music, it is known that 

there were accepted traditions in performance that are not always clearly understood 

today. Arthur Mendel, in his Some Aspects of Musicology, states, "Westem 

musicians of today have such strong habits of associating a piece of music with its 

graphic notation that they need constant reminding, by every possible means, of the 

limitations of notation as applied to either old or exotic music."" 

Since most high school choral directors are not experts in performance 

practice and notational considerations, it is important that the information they do 

access is clear and concise. "The fact is," Walter Emery says in Editions and 

Musicians, "that until an editor has done his work, and done it properiy, no performer 

can safely play old music, no analyst can safely analyze it, and no historian or critic 

can safely assess it The editor's work is the foundation on which all other musical 

'0 Ibid. 

" Collins, 'The Choral Conductor and the Musicologist," 128. 
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and musicological activities are based. "'2 This is a clear statement to the editors of 

early music of their responsibility to reliable scholarship. 

Editing Considerations 

The elements considered here are musicaficta, text underiay, determining 

tempo, determining performance pitch, and preparation of copy. The elements of 

clefs, note values, barring, and original accidentals follow the sources (Corpus 

mensurabilis musicae and Gesualdo, Volume 6) so they will not be dealt with here. 

Musicaficta 

Musicaficta is the term commonly used today for the practice of adding 

accidentals in order to alter certain notated pitches in early music. In her treatise on 

Renaissance theory in A Performer's Guide to Renaissance Music, Sarah Mead offers 

this definition: 

The term musicaficta originated in the Middle Ages and referred to those 
notes falling outside the Guidonian Hand, the ranges of notes encompassed by 
the Gamut (or musica recta). Since they were not part of this system, such 
notes were considered false, or imaginary. Thus, soprano F, one step above E-
la, the top of the Gamut, was called fa ficta. It was even sometimes notated 
with a flat before it, not to lower it, but to indicate that it was outside the 
system. All accidentals, except for B-fa [B-flat], were outside the Hand; 
however, they were sometimes necessary in order to avoid a dissonance or to 
reinforce a cadence.'̂  

'2 Ibid. 

'3 Mead, Sarah. "Renaissance Theory," A Performer's Guide to Renaissance 
Music. Jeffery T. Kite-Pdwell, ed. (New York: Schirmer Books, 1994), 300. 
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In modem editions, these accidentals are usually placed above the note in question. 

Modem use of musicaficta is intended to bring the intervals into conformity with 

established principles of style. In the Middle Ages and Renaissance performers were 

expected to know the appropriate mles and to add accidentals not indicated in the 

written sources when they performed a composition. These chromatic inflections 

were made principally at cadences, where the seventh scale-degree was to be raised 

(or more rarely the second scale-degree lowered) or to avoid tritones (augmented 

fourths or diminished fifths) and other awkward intervals, either melodically or 

harmonically.'* Robert Donington states: 

The necessity was that of avoiding augmented fourths, diminished fifths, and 
imperfect or augmented octaves; the beauty was an ever-expanding 
conception, in practice largely connected with the growing disposition to 
sharpen leading notes at important closes. '* 

The difficulty of determining placement of accidentals in Renaissance vocal music 

lies in the inconsistency of the scribal practice of the time. Most musicians wrote 

some accidentals down and left others out, without any agreement on what to notate 

and what not to notate.'* Not only did copyists and printers observe local customs 

concerning musicaficta, they also made errors, reorganized the placement of notes on 

the page, and added or deleted accidentals in sometimes mistaken attempts to convey 

'* Brown, Howard M. "Introduction," Performance Practice: Music Before 
1600. Brown, Howard M. and Stanley Sadie, ed. (New York: W.W. Norton & 
Company, Ltd., 1990), 149. 

'* Donington, Robert The Interpretation of Early Music. (New York: St 
Martin's Press, 1974), 124-5. 

'* Berger, Karol. "Musica ficta," Performance Practice: Music Before 1600. 
Brown, Howard M. and Stanley Sadie, ed. (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 
Ltd., 1990), 107. 
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the intent of the original source.'"' As a result, scholars must decide when working 

with a source whether explicit accidentals illustrate common practices or whether 

common practices were so well understood that accidentals show exceptions to those 

mles. Scholars still today do not agree on a policy concerning the application of 

musicaficta. The high school choral director must realize that any placement of 

music ficta accidentals by an editor in a piece of Renaissance vocal music is a 

debatable issue and the director has the freedom to follow or not to follow the editor's 

suggestions. 

The accidentals that differentiated B-flats from B-naturals, when applied to 

other pitches, created musicaficta. These signs functioned not only to raise and 

lower pitches, but also to indicate where half-steps should occur. This is where 

singers should substitute mi-fa for the normal solmization syllables. The flat was 

sung/a, the sharp or natural was simg m/.'8 Since mi-fa is the only half-step interval 

in the hexachord, these syllables can represent the lower and upper members of any 

half-step. Most practices that evolved in the Medieval period persisted in the 

Renaissance period. The following are more detailed guidelines for musicaficta mles 

and their exceptions as found in Performing Medieval and Renaissance Music: An 

Introductory Guide by Elizabeth Phillips and John-Paul Christopher Jackson: 

1. Use perfect melodic intervals of the fourth, fifth, and octave. 
Avoid the melodic tritone, usually by altering the second pitch of an 

interval. Exceptions to the mle may occur when the tritone is cleariy 
intended: when altering the melodic tritone would create an undesirable 
harmonic interval or a subsequent bad melodic interval; in some cases when 

'•' Phillips, Elizabeth V. and Jackson, John-Paul Christopher. Performing 
Medieval and Renaissance Music: An Introductory Guide. (New York: Schirmer 
Books, 1986), 46. 

'* Phillips and Jackson, Performing Medieval and Renaissance Music, 45. 
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the melody ascends to the note above the augmented fourth, e.g. F...B C (see 
Example 1). 

Example 1 

^ ^ 

(*) 
•m • • • 

•M • 

2. Use perfect harmonic intervals of the unison, fourth, fifth, and their 
octaves. 

Avoid mi in one voice and fa in another ("Mi contra/a est diabolus in 
musica" - "Mf against/a is the devil in music") (see Example 2). Initially, 
this appears to indicate that intervals of a half-step are to be avoided, but the 
half-step is not the demonic interval referred to in this mle. The problem 
arises when mi and fa from two different hexachords come together to create a 
tritone (augmented fourth or diminished fifth)." Usually the upper voice is the 
one to be altered. However, deliberate cross-relations in sixteenth-century 
music should not be eliminated (see Example 3). 

Example 2 Example 3 

^ ^ 

3. Particularly at cadences, the parts should approach perfect intervals by 
expanding major intervals, contracting minor ones. 

For example, thirds moving stepwise to fifths, and sixths going to 
octaves, should be major (see Example 4). 

" Mead, Sarah, "Renaissance Theory," 301. 
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Example 4 

Thirds and tenths should be minor when moving stepwise to unisons 
and octaves (see Example 5). 

Example 5 

^ 

or b 

3^^ t » 
• # 

The subsemitonium (the tone a half-step below the final) may be used 
for a lower neighbor (see Example 6). 

Example 6 

^ ^ 1 

This mle is among the most optional, based on causa pulchritudinis 
(by reason of beauty), rather than on causa necessitatis (by reason of 
necessity). 

The following mles were added in the late fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries: 

1. The third in a final chord should be major, especially in late sixteenth-
century music (see Example 7). 

Example 7 

^ 

s 
^ 

a. 
I t 

A: 
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2. The upward leap of a sixth is rarely major, at least in some modes (see 
Example 8). 

Example 8 

i but 

3. "Una nota super la semper est canendum/o." This aphorism restates the 
principle that the upper neighbor to la is always sung/a (see Example 9).2o 

Example 9 

$ 

T9z:r^ 

Exceptions exist to all of these guidelines. Like most information on Renaissance 

performance practices, documentation in the area of music ficta is sometimes difficult 

to interpret and does not provide all the evidence needed for application with 

certainty. It does not seem that a single 'correct' solution to the problem of which 

accidentals to add to a piece of Renaissance vocal music is possible. However, the 

application of music ficta in the editions of this anthology will seek to reflect the 

guidelines outlined above. 

20 Phillips and Jackson, Performing Medieval and Renaissance Music, 46-49. 
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Text Underlay 

The issue of text underiay is as important and uncertain as the issue of musica 

ficta. It seems that textual clarity suffered in the performance of Renaissance vocal 

music, often because the singers were forced to use manuscripts with faulty or 

incomplete texts. 2» Sources from the fifteenth and sixteenth century are not consistent 

in the details concerning placement of text beneath the music. Edward Lowinsky 

states in his essay on Caspar Stocker's De musica of c. 1559 that "... sixteenth-

century musicians were no less perplexed, even annoyed, by the cavalier fashion in 

which composers of the era treated this aspect [text underlay] of composition."22 Also 

attributing to the carelessness of text underlay is the fact that scribes or printers rarely 

provided complete correspondence between syllables and notes. Additionally, the 

economical use of vellum or paper dictated the placement of text in a small amount of 

space, and custom perpetuated the practice of grouping words together at the 

beginning of a phrase of music, rather than meting them out to their notes.^ As 

composers became more concemed with writing music that closely reflected both the 

form and the meaning of the texts they set, they began to invent melodic lines to fit 

single words, phrases, and complete texts. During the first half of the sixteenth 

century, the music came to express the text so well that problems of text underlay 

either disappeared or became easier to solve,2* At this time, treatises were written in 

2» Reynolds, Christopher, "Sacred Polyphony," Performance Practice: 
Music Before 1600. Brown, Howard M. and Stanley Sadie, ed. (New York: W.W. 
Norton & Company, Ltd., 1990), 191. 

22 Lowinsky, Edward E. "A Treatise on Text Underlay By A German 
Disciple of Francisco de Salinas," Music in the Culture of the Renaissance & Other 
Essays. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1989), 870. 

23 Phillips and Jackson, Performing Medieval and Renaissance Music, 51. 
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order to give systematic guidelines to the composer in indicating precisely where 

syllables should be sung. Howard Brown offers the following evidence: 

... several writers on music in the sixteenth-century gave quite explicit advice 
on the subject [text underiay]: in 1533, Giovanni Lanfranco explained to 
choirboys the principles to follow in preparing perfomiances; in 1558, 
Gioseffo Zariino instmcted composers about what they ought to do to ensure 
a good fit between words and music; and in the 1570's, Caspar Stocker 
offered a slightly more refined version of Zariino's mles, making important 
and useful distinctions between the conventions governing music 50 years old 
and the music of his own time.2* 

The influence of these treatises also made its way to the printers of music, as well as 

composers. For example, Mary Lewis, a twentieth-century musicologist, points out 

"that in the late 1540's the Venetian publisher Antonio Gardano began to take much 

greater pains than he had before to indicate text underlay exactly, perhaps under the 

influence of Gioseffo Zariino."2* They now assist modem editors in making 

appropriate decisions when confronted with applying texts to music to Renaissance 

vocal music. 

It is appropriate here to state the rules of text underlay Zariino set down in his 

Le istitutioni harmoniche of 1558. 

1) In figured music2̂  each musical figure that stands alone and is not in 
ligature2* (apart from the semiminim [quarter note] and all those that are 
smaller than the semiminim) carries its own syllable with it 

2* Brown, Howard M. "Editing," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians, Volume 5. Stanley Sadie, ed. (London: Macmillan, 1940), 845, 

2* Brown and Sadie, Performance Practice: Music Before 1600, 149, 

2* Ibid. 

27 A 15th- and 16th-century term for any polyphonic music as opposed to 
plainsong or chant 
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2) Not more than one syllable, and that at the beginning, is to be adapted to 
each ligature of several notes or figures, whether in figured music or in 
plainsong, 

3) No syllable is to be adapted to the dot placed after the figures of figured 
music, although this is sung. [The previous syllable is carried through the 
dot.] 

4) It is not usual to place a syllable below a semiminim, or below those 
figures that are smaller than the semiminim, or below the figure immediately 
following. 

5) It is not customary to place any syllable below the figures immediately 
following a dotted semibreve [whole note] or dotted minim [half note], when 
these following figures are valued at less than the dots, as are semiminims 
after a dotted semibreve or chromas [eighth note] after a dotted minim; the 
same is tme of the figures that immediately follow these. 

6) Should it be necessary to place a syllable below a semiminim, one may 
also place another syllable below the figure following. 

7) At the begiiming of a composition, or after any rest in the middle, the first 
figure, whatever it may be, must necessarily carry with it a syllable. 

8) In plainsong no word or syllable is ever repeated, although one sometimes 
hears this done, a thing to be censured; in figured music such repetitions are 
sometimes tolerated — not of a syllable or of a word, but of some part of the 
speech whose sense is complete. This may be done when there are figures in 
such quantity that words may be repeated conveniently. But to repeat a thing 
many times over does not, in my opinion, go over well, unless it be done to 
give greater emphasis to words that have in them some grave sense and are 
worthy of consideration. 

9) When all the syllables of a period or of one part of the speech have been 
adapted to the musical figures and there remain only the penultimate syllable 
and the last, the penultimate syllable will have the privilege of bearing a 
number of small figures — two, three, or some other quantity — provided, 
however, that it be long and not short, for if it were, a barbarism would 
occur. 

10) The final syllable of the speech will fall below the final figure of the 
composition, if our mles are observed.2' 

2* Any notational sign of the 13th to 16th centuries that combines two or more 
notes in a single symbol. This also indicates that the two or more notes are sung to a 
single syllable (see Rule #2 above). 
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These guidelines are the foundation on which many composers from the sixteenth 

century forward have based their decisions when applying music to their texts. 

Zariino's mles, however, have traditionally been appropriate for mid- to late sixteenth 

century vocal music, without regard to eariier practices. He deemed Willaert the 

supreme master of text underiay and therefore felt that Willaert was the example to be 

followed. Caspar Stocker agreed with Zariino's mles, but also gave deference to the 

practices of earlier composers, especially Josquin. In Stocker's treatise on text 

underlay, there is a differentiation between practices of the earlier composers and the 

later composers. Stocker's writings are instmctional for modem editors in the 

evolution of text underiay practices that occurred in the sixteenth century. It is 

evident that Stocker wished to educate singers in the correct application of text, 

possibly because he knew that they had the last say in the performance of a piece of 

music. He is also unforgiving in his opinion of his contemporaries' abilities to 

correctly apply text to notes. In the title to the first chapter, he states, '*Musicians are 

shamefully ignorant of the method of how to apply words to notes, a discipline not 

easy to leam without mles.'*3o Stocker strengthens his position on the importance of 

the music-text relationship by referring to the third chapter of Gafori's Musica 

practica. Gafori asserts that the practice of music has three divisions: solmization, 

wordless music, and tones set to words, "which are the cause of creating music in the 

first place."3' He goes on to say, 'If this be done aptly, it stirs the minds of men 

25 Stmnk, Oliver. Source Readings in Music History: The Renaissance. 
(New York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1965), 70-71. 

30 Lowinsky, "A Treatise on Text Underlay By A German Disciple of 
Francisco de Salinas," 871. 

3' Ibid. 
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marvelously to love, hate, wrath, pity, devotion, etc., in accordance with the subject 

matter."32 Stocker found himself captivated by the third branch, tones set to words. 

He felt that music was created to express words, and therefore it was cmcial to 

properiy coordinate words with tones. He ends his chapter with this quote, "We have 

undertaken to treat this branch of music most worthy of study, for whose sake the 

other branches have been instituted, and whose mastery alone renders a perfect 

musician, since it alone fulfills its ultimate purpose. "33 

In chapter ten of his treatise, Stocker addresses the composer who did not 

follow the principles of text underiay, because he may have composed before the 

principles were established or he did not recognize them as important Stocker makes 

a bold answer 

I firmly believe that these rules do not originate together with the 
compositions themselves nor that they follow them, but that they existed 
before. Hence it is quite legitimate for the singer to sing at times differently 
from the way it is written lest he violate these mles. It does not matter that 
these mles were not issued before; the laws and precepts concerning morality 
were not issued before the Ten Commandments either; they nevertheless 
existed. Therefore God punishes not only the transgressors of the Decalogue 
but also those violators of the Commandments who lived before the 
Decalogue was formulated. "3* 

With this bold statement, Stocker introduces the concept of custom and natural use 

and says that "these rules teach nothing else than what is observed in common custom 

and with which the ear's natural judgment completely agrees."3* However, Stocker 

32 

33 

34 

35 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Ibid., 

Ibid. 

872. 
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does acknowledge the change of style occurring in the second half of the sixteenth 

century by including five optional mles for older music. 

The mles are as follows: 

1) The syllables of each penultimate or antepenultimate, provided they are 
accented, may take on several semiminims [quarter notes]. 

2) An isolated semiminim very often receives a syllable, and in this case the 
following note, too, takes a syllable. 

3) If two notes, minims [half notes] or semiminims, follow a dot and their 
value taken together equals that of the dot, neither they nor commonly the 
note following them receive a syllable. 

4) At times two minims or semiminims take one syllable, which is applied to 
the first note and held out for the second. 

5) If many semiminims or smaller notes go together, they receive only one 
syllable, which comes under the first note.3* 

The above-stated mles comply with Zariino's mles, except for mle four. Zariino does 

not mention this tenet. It is in this mle that Stocker differentiates the older composers 

from the modem composers because modem composers give syllables to all minims.37 

Stocker goes a step further than Zariino in his approach to the problem of text 

underlay. Zarlino maintains that music of his time has reached the point of perfection 

due to the genius of Willaert, whereas Stocker places Josquin in the same position of 

excellence and leadership in the older generation as Willaert assumes in the younger 

generation. Stocker believes that Willaert only refined the mles observed by Josquin. 

Most of the underlay provided in the sources are used in these editions. In the 

instances where a change is made from the source, the above-stated principles will be 

3* Ibid., 874. 

37 Ibid., 875. 
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followed and the text will be in italics. Changes will only be made in order to obtain 

what this author considers to be a clearer rendering of the text. The natural rhythms 

of spoken language that very often suggest sensible, practical solutions to the solving 

text underiay difficulties are often ignored. Possibly the best training in applying text 

to music of the Renaissance era is singing Renaissance music. Inevitably some 

conductors, after singing through a piece of sixteenth-century vocal music, will make 

adjustments in the placement of the text to give what they consider a better reading of 

the piece. Also, valuable clues to text underlay may be gained from a study of the 

stmcture of the composition as a whole as well as of each voice separately. In the 

end, common sense may be the best guide to a clear, understandable rendering of the 

text 

Determining Tempo 

Since the composer gives no tempo or character marking at the head of the 

piece, as is the practice in Baroque and later music, how is tempo decided when 

embarking on a performance of Renaissance vocal music? The question is one that 

eludes an easy answer. There are as many different opinions as there are scholars. 

Miroslav Venhoda, the director of the Prague Madrigal Singers, says "Music is 

ambiguous as regards ... tempo. The same piece can be imagined at various tempi."3* 

Wanda Landowska states, "Knowing the right tempo is a matter of guess-work; 

history and tradition are merely railings: they prevent you from getting lost, without 

necessarily indicating the tme road."39 Paul Maynard, conductor of the New York Pro 

3* 'The Performance and Interpretation of Josquin's Masses," Josquin des 
Prez: Proceedings of the InternationalJosquin Festival-Conference. Edward E 
Lowinsky, ed. (London: Oxford University Press, 1976), 640. 
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Musica, says, 'Tempo is a very subjective thing.''-̂  Despite the difficulties, there are 

elements that aid in making informed decisions. Textual considerations, the character 

of the piece, rhythmic relationships within the composition, and the acoustical 

environment affect the choice of tempo. These are the issues that will be explored 

here. Mensuration and proportional relationships and their association to tempo have 

been addressed previously in this paper (Chapter I - "Stress, Tempo, and Meter," 

p. 14).*' 

Text must be the preeminent determinant of tempo. The Renaissance is 

marked by the greater concem to reflect the prosody of the text, achieved largely 

through word-painting. Therefore, in order to portray the mood or character of the 

text, the tempo must be appropriate to that mood. For example, it would be unseemly 

to take a fast tempo to perform a mournful text. Alec Harmon bases his opinion on 

the writings of the theorist Gafori (1451-1522): 

The speed of the tactus, within the limits of metronome markings 60-80, 
should be govemed by the nature of the words and/or the texture of the music. 
Thus, a sad chanson should be slower than a gay one, and an 'Alleluia' refrain 
or ending should be quicker than the rest of the motet in which it occurs. In 
the Mass, the 'Kyrie,' 'Sanctus,' and 'Agnus Dei,' because they need more 
time to display their flowing texture, should be slower than the 'Gloria' and 
'Credo,' in which the number of words is far greater and hence, the melodies 
are more syllabic and texture less complex.*^ 

39 Ibid., 641. 

*o "Workshops on Performance and Interpretation," Josquin des Prez: 
Proceedings of the InternationalJosquin Festival-Conference. Edward E. Lowinsky, 
ed. (London: Oxford University Press, 1976), 690. 

*' For an in-depth discussion on aspects related to tempo, see Planchart, 
Alejandro. 'Tempo and Proportions," Performance Practice: Music Before 1600. 
Brown, Howard M. and Stanley Sadie, ed. (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 
Ltd., 1990), 126-144. 
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Choral directors need to make a careful analysis of the spiritual and poetic content of 

the text to help determine a suitable tempo. The high school choral director must also 

be aware of the possibility of fluctuations of tempo within a piece. Any change in 

tempo should occur only through a contrasting change in the mood of the text and a 

resultant change in the musical texture. However, more freedom exists in the 

performance of madrigals than with the masses and motets. These changes may 

happen more quickly and more often in secular music than in sacred music. Sacred 

Renaissance vocal music is often more controlled and subtle in its expression and 

most often reflects a single mood throughout However, the liberty of a performer to 

quicken or restrain the movement of the tempo and to stress important words within a 

phrase is a factor which cannot be discounted. 

The rhythmic relationships also have a bearing on determining a fitting tempo. 

The overall complexities of each individual score should be carefully considered by 

the high school choral director before arriving at a performance tempo. Complex 

music may necessitate a somewhat slower tempo than simple straightforward music 

to ensure that all the intricacies in the score may be given ample attention and 

treatment It is important that each individual melodic line be heard and in 

relationship with the other melodic lines. The rhythmic relationship that is set up by 

the combination of contrapuntal lines can be the vital, exciting aspect of the music. 

If the music is taken too quickly, these relationships may not be experienced by the 

performer or the audience. They will get 'lost' in the cacophony that ensues, much 

like a crowd of people who lose control — individuality is eschewed. But, if the 

*2 Harman, Alec. Medieval and Early Renaissance Music. (Fair Lawn, New 
Jersey: Essential Books, 1958), 229. 
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relationships are carefully considered and worked out, a beautiful conversation will 

result 

The last aspect of determining tempo to be discussed here is the acoustical 

environment. Tempo is relative to the site of performance. When the acoustics are 

'dry' or 'dead' (little or no reverberation) it is better to take a faster tempo. In a dead 

performance location, the acoustics allow little or no continuance of sound; therefore, 

a faster tempo tends to 'fill up' the empty spaces to allow a continuous sonority of 

sound. In a performemce location which is 'live' (reverberation exists), the acoustics 

allow the music to fill the spaces of its own accord. Most of the time this enhances 

the musical experience. Of course, there are gradations ranging from a completely 

'dead' hall to an overly reverberant one. The choral director needs to evaluate the 

concert space and then make decisions on tempi. Again, some experimenting may be 

beneficial. 

As stated above, determination of appropriate tempo is a challenging task. 

Tempos assigned to the works of this anthology are approximations and should be 

viewed as discretionary. The author has taken into consideration the mood and 

character of the text and the rhythmic complexity of each piece. Of course, the author 

cannot take into consideration the level of musicianship of the choral ensemble or the 

acoustical enviroimient in which the piece will be performed. The high school choral 

director will need to study the text to determine the mood and character of the piece to 

find the appropriate range of tempo suitable for portraying the drama of the text He 

will then need to consider the complexity of the rhythmic relationships in the piece. 

At this point he may find that he needs to choose a tempo on the lower end of the 

range to suit the level of his performing group. Lastly, he will need to consider the 

acoustical environment of the performance. Careful consideration of each of these 
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elements should provide the conductor with enough evidence to make an informed 

decision for an exciting, vital performance. 

Determining Performance Pitch 

Establishing performance pitch for the pieces of this anthology was perhaps 

the most obvious element of the editing process. As stated in Chapter III (see page 

72), the average range of each voice part are as follows: soprano - b*' to a ;̂ alto - g 

to e^; tenor - c to gl; and bass - F to dl. It is these ranges that are adhered to in all 

the pieces of the anthology except that the alto may descend one step below the stated 

range at times. 

It was only necessary to transpose four pieces to stay within the stated 

boundaries. So che nissun mi crede by Festa was raised one step; Io ho nel cor un 

gielo by Festa was raised one step; Sancte Paule Apostole was raised one step; and 

Mi parto, ahi, sorte ria by Wert was lowered one step. In every case where the piece 

was transposed up, it was done to meet the requirements of the stated alto voice 

range. Even with this transposition of one step, in So che nissun mi crede the alto still 

must go to an f# below the treble clef. Miparto, ahi, sorte ria by Wert was lowered 

to make the range more comfortable for the soprano voice. 

The established performance pitch of every piece in the anthology is, as in the 

case of suggested tempos, discretionary. The choral director will need to decide if the 

performance pitch is suitable for his choir. It is imperative that the director keep in 

the forefront of his mind the health and well-being of his students' voices. 
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Preparation of Copy 

The present editions have been prepared using Coda's Finale music 

publishing software with a Macintosh computer and a Hewlett-Packard laseijet 

printer. The Finale software is programmed to use standard publishing practice and 

has made the preparation of copy considerably easier than early methods of 

manuscript preparation. 

The first step in preparing the music for publication in this anthology was 

study and analysis of the CMM transcriptions. Numerous questions were raised 

during this process, especially concerning musicaficta principles. Other questions 

concemed text underlay and performance pitch. Answers/suggestions to these 

questions were found and have been discussed previously in this chapter. After 

making appropriate emendations to the original transcriptions, they were ready to be 

transferred to the computer. 

At this point, a template was set up to make the process of entering the data 

faster and more efficient. This involved creating a page-layout that is appropriate and 

practical. The next step was the placement of clefs, key signature, and meter. Each 

note was entered individually for all applicable voice parts. After note entry was 

finished, any ties or slurs were added. To facilitate the rehearsal process and aid in 

accompaniment possibilities, a piano reduction was included. 

Now the score was ready for the inclusion of text In Finale, this process 

requires that all the text be entered in a database and then a command called "click 

assignment" is used to apply the individual syllables to the desired notes. This being 

done, a rough copy of the draft was printed for the purpose of further study. The 

final editorial decisions were made at this time conceming musicaficta, tempo. 
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dynamics, peiformance pitch, and text underiay. The editions were now ready for 

inclusion in the anthology. 

Conclusion 

It is the author's intention to provide the high school choral director and his 

students fine Renaissance vocal music in a clear, concise, and historically informed 

manner. The preceding chapter seeks to determine appropriate principles of musica 

ficta, text underlay, tempo, and performance pitch and notate these details in the 

scores in a clear manner. These are issues which affect the sound of the music. 

Unfortunately it will never be known for certain how composers of sixteenth-century 

vocal music viewed the practice of adding accidentals or how the composer wanted 

the text to be sung. From the guidelines set down by some sixteenth-century theorists 

there can be an educated guess, but modem editors must necessarily rely on their 

musical instincts and imagination as well as their perceptions of the provided mles. 

The high school choral director will also have to depend on his knowledge of 

Renaissance music and his own musical discretion to perform these works with his 

choral ensembles. 

The editorial philosophy that serves as the foundation for these editions can be 

summarized in three words: clarity, consistency, and integrity. The enclosed editions 

are meant to be clearly readable and easily understandable. In all cases, the choices 

made reflect the research into Renaissance performance practice and experience in 

conducting high school choral ensembles. The integrity of the music is maintained 

by noting any and all changes made in the course of the editorial process. The choral 

director will have the discretion of ignoring these suggestions or utilizing them. He 

will know which decisions have been made by the CMM editor and which 
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suggestions have been made by this author when he is preparing these editions for 

performance. 

However, music notation is not the end product of eariy music editing. The 

rendering of the music is the test. How does the music sound? The next chapter, 

"Preparation of the Music for Performance," provides the high school choral director 

with the proper tools and suggestions for the final phase of the editing process, the 

performance. 



CHAPTER V 

PREPARATION OF THE MUSIC FOR PERFORMANCE 

Introduction 

After the high school choral director has chosen the music, researched the 

composer and his compositional style(s), and studied the music, he is now ready to 

place it in the hands of his performing ensemble. While the preceding process may 

be invigorating and extremely interesting, it points to the real purpose of these 

editions — performance. The rehearsal suggestions included in Chapter V are meant 

to give the high school choral director practical methods of achieving the goal of 

authentic Renaissance vocal performance. 

The contents of this chapter will be divided into specific recommendations for 

each piece. Textual considerations, expressive considerations, appropriate tone 

quality considerations, as well as other considerations such as methods of conducting, 

will be discussed according to the nature of each composition. To aid the high school 

choral director in making his own decisions about each piece, a poetic translation of 

the text, the original incipit, and any notational changes will be incorporated. 

Maximum benefit from this chapter will be realized if the preceding chapters 

have been read and understood. Chapter V, in short, is a manual discussing the 

practical application of performance practice, historical information, and theoretical 

analysis of the pieces included in this anthology. 

138 
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Rehearsal Technique Suggestions 

I. Duro e 7 partito m 'astringete 

A. Textual Considerations 

The poetic translation of the text is as follows: "You force me to a 

difficult decision; should I answer 'yes' or 'no?' I should not say 'yes' 

because there is no way to please you. I would like very much to please your 

desires, but I highly prize my honor. It is better to go slowly; good can only 

come from endurance and persistence. If you don't believe me, cool it." 

The text of Duro e 7 partito seems to be a reply to a question. It could 

be interpreted as a woman's reply to an advance made toward her. In essence, 

she says that they should get to know each other before making any drastic 

decisions they may both regret If he caimot agree with her on this issue, then 

he needs to find someone else. This text allows discussion conceming 

relationships between men and women as the director relates the 

compositional devices Festa uses to depict this relationship. 

As a possible method of encouraging comprehension and interest in 

the text, I suggest placing the women and men on opposite sides of the 

room to act out the conversation occurring in the madrigal. This process 

would serve two purposes: it would help the singers understand the music and 

text relationship and also enable the singers to hear the other vocal parts 

better. 

B. Expressive Considerations 

Festa employs a technique called paired imitation throughout this 

piece. To illustrate the conversation taking plsice, he uses this technique by 

pairing the women's voices and pairing the men's voices. The stress 
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indications placed in the score can be used as points of reference in pointing 

out the arsis and thesis of each phrase (see Example 1, mm. 49-51). 

Example 1 

^ 

i 
i ̂ 
^ 

i-^rrn i_̂  
col mo 

^E^ 
* i = ^m 

pra ta col mo 

pra u col mo 

^ 

As is characteristic of the early madrigal, the dynamics suggested in this piece 

will not be extreme, but will consist of subtle changes appropriate to the 

intensity of a "civilized" conversation. 

I suggest perf'omiing the contrapuntal sections in Duro e 7 partito with 

a light, buoyant feel in order to bring out the rhythmic interplay. The use of 

head voice will facilitate a nice, easy sound. This will also aid in achieving a 

transparent texture in which all parts can be evident In order to bring out the 

slowing down of the rhythm and emphasize the homophony in measures 26 

through 32, a legato articulation is recommended. Suspensions are best 

performed by emphasizing the dissonant note and relaxing on the resolution 

(see Example 2, mm. 14-15). 
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C. Tone Quality 

Throughout the piece, use of vibrato should be minimized, allowing 

the musical lines to be heard more clearly. The singers will be also be able to 

tune more easily and attain a balanced, blended sound. The use of non vibrato 

during the last phrase of the piece, "il vostro caldo" (your warmth), can 

illustrate the desire of the woman to cool or negate the man's warmth. 

D. Other Considerations 

I suggest the director use a light, easy pattem in his conducting of 

Duro e'l partito. A pattem which utilizes a light "click" on the ictus will help 

the choir keep its rhythmic vitality and illustrate the type of sound desired for 

the performance of the madrigal. It is important that the sound be light and 

buoyant, and the conducting technique can help by suggesting the desired tone 

quality. 
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F. Notational Changes 

The only notational change in Duro e'l partito is in measure 54, 

where an f̂  for the alto is suggested rather than the f notated in the original. 

II. So che nissun mi crede 

A. Textual Considerations 

The text of So che nissun mi crede describes the state of love and 

sorrow existing at the same moment. The poem could be interpreted in at 

least two ways: unrequited love or the death of a loved one. The text reads: 

"I know that nobody believes me. A cmel flame is burning my heart and 

water is constantly coming out of my eyes; it does not seem possible that the 

water and fire remain in one person. But, you have a false opinion and are 

completely wrong. Now he who does not believe this should prove it Set on 

fire a branch of wood in its greenest state. Alas! My difficult passion! He 

will see on one end fire and on the other water. Likewise, I have tears in my 

eyes and fire in my heart. " Obviously, the person is trying to convince 

another that the emotions being felt are real. He even gives a tangible 
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example that describes the mixture of emotions he feels. It is possible that he 

does not understand them himself and is trying to decipher his feelings. 

The words here set up a discussion with the students on experiencing 

confusion in difficult circumstances. The director could ask, "How can one 

person feel two emotions at the same time?" A method the director may use is 

to ask the students to discuss situations in which they felt the dichotomy of 

two emotions simultaneously. The students may also write their own story or 

poem that describes these feelings. Whatever the method, it is important that 

the students begin to grasp the conflict of emotions felt by the subject of this 

piece before it is performed. 

B. Expressive Considerations 

Festa is sensitive to the fact that the music should reflect the text. His 

use of contrasting homophonic and contrapuntal sections throughout the piece 

is descriptive of the two emotions described in the text One could interpret 

the homophonic sections (the smooth, legato sections) to symbolize the water 

and the contrapuntal sections (the staccato, "crackling" sections) to represent 

the fire. The challenge here would be to make the sections as different as 

possible while maintaining a musical cohesiveness. 

The dynamics may also contribute to the illustration of the dichotomy 

of the emotions. The homophonic sections may be sung with more intensity, 

and with more volume to exhibit the depth of the sorrow. The contrapuntal 

sections could be sung with less volume and with more accent to bring out the 

sizzling feel of the fire. The "water" aspect also seems to be the overriding 

emotion in spite of the fire that keeps igniting. This would justify the louder 

volume on the homophonic sections. 
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The suggested tempo is a slower one which is reflective of the sadness 

and confusion of the text. While the tempo should not be too slow, it should 

reveal the emotion of the words. 

C. Tone Quality 

So che nissun is a madrigal that speaks of sorrow and passion. In order 

for the drama of the text to be revealed, a somewhat darker tone quality should 

be employed. All that may be required to attain this quality is asking the choir 

to "act" out the text. It is important that the director not give the impression to 

the choir to push the tone or too make it heavy, for this may harm the voices. 

Singing too heavily may also cause some intonation problems. 

D. Other Considerations 

Conducting So che nissun requires a light, sostenuto gesture. Making 

the travel time heavier will help the singers remember to sing with a darker 

quality, 

E Incipit 

|g ff ^ 0 ^ 

| j{ fl» g d^ 

^ ^ 135=1^ 

V>* ^ P rs K'n 

F. Notational Changes 

In measure 54, on the "and" of beat 2, the alto and tenor notes have 

been switched in consideration of the alto range and voice-leading. In 

measure 55, beats 3 and 4, the alto and tenor notes have been switched, again. 
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in consideration of range and voice-leading. In measure 56, beats 3 and 4, 

through measure 58, the alto and tenor parts have been switched. 

III. Io ho nel cor un gielo 

A. Textual Considerations 

Io ho nel cor un gielo tells of a man who is ignored by the lady he 

loves. The following is a paraphrase of the text "I have in my heart an ice-

cold chill; the more I try to warm it, the harder it gets. If I suffer and hide it, 

the flame grows out of control. O my cmel luck, the remedy is killing me and 

the suffering grows, I am a martyr to the harsh pain and I do not know what I 

want from my beautiful lady. She shows she does not like me and this 

increases my sorrow," 

The emotion of rejection is familiar to most high school students. The 

author of the text paints a vivid picture of the anguish of being spumed. He 

describes the woman as being the ice-cold chill present in his heart and the 

remedy to his pain. She is both the cause and cure. 

B. Expressive Considerations 

The preeminent emotion here is intense rejection. In the early 

development of the madrigal musical depiction of the text was present, but the 

expression was restrained. However, Arcadelt's use of point imitation can 

reveal some inherent expressive possibilities such as a slight accent on each of 

the entrances to bring out the new imitations. Another important concept in 

phrasing is forward motion: it is essential to giving vitality to the music. The 

director may use phrases such as "go to the next note," "crescendo any note 

longer than a quarter," or "energize the phrase" to communicate forward 
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motion to his choir. See, for example, measures 16 through 21 of Io ho nel 

cor un gielo (Example 3). By intensifying the tied-over quarter notes, each 

individual phrase is vital. Also, the tied note is on the syllable "cm-" of 

"cmdel" (cmel) which, when the dynamic is increased, intensifies the 

harshness of the pain. 

Example 3 

m 

(ia mu 

^ ^ 
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C. Tone Quality 

I suggest a similar approach here as in So che nissun mi crede 

regarding tone quality. The text dictates a somber mood which indicates a 

serious sound rather than a joyful, excited one. The drama of the words can 

be revealed by a crisp enunciation of the consonants and, in tum, give more 

intensity to the sound. An effective method of rehearsing the intensity of the 

text is to have the choir speak the text in rhythm and in the style in which they 

will sing. When the singers have mastered this technique, add the music. 

This method enables the choir to concentrate on one aspect at a time, thus 

helping their memory and refining the technique. 

D. Incipit 

a " " M m 
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E. Notational Changes 

There are no notational changes. 
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IV. Sancte Paule Apostole 

A. Textual Considerations 

The compositional technique of the motet gives precedence to the 

musical, rather than the textual, aspect of the piece. The relevance of the text 

in Willaert's Sancte Paule Apostole lies in the mood or attitude of the prayer. 

In this text, the persons praying are beckoning to Saint Paul to intercede on 

their behalf to God so that they may enjoy the fmits (blessings) of heaven. 

The full text is "Saint Paul the Apostle, preacher of the tmth and teacher of 

the Gentiles, intercede on our behalf with the Lord who chose you. Paul, 

outstanding man, select of God, chosen vessel, enable us, with your prayers, 

to enjoy the gifts of heaven." The people perceive Paul as being an 

intercessor to whom the Lord will listen. 

B. Expressive Considerations 

The style of Willaert's motet is determined by the continuously 

imitative form in which all the voices are complete in themselves and equal to 

one another. Consequently, the clarity of melodic line must be primary in the 

minds of the singers. The concept of arsis and thesis (rise and fall) is the 

expressive device dominant here. As the line rises, the intensity or volume 

grows. As the line descends, a relaxation and decrescendo occurs. Each line 

has its own pattem and must be performed individually. When all the lines act 

independently, the combined texture that is created becomes a musical work 

of art. 

To achieve this independence of line, the director can place each 

section in a circle and rehearse accordingly. The circle concept helps in two 

ways: it enables the singers to hear and leam their line faster and better, and it 
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gives the sense of each part being a solo line. The singers are aware of the 

other voices, but are not dominated by them. Each section can rehearse the 

expressive elements of their own line before adding it to the others. 

C. Tone Quality 

Men and boys sang the sacred liturgical music as women were not 

allowed to sing in the church. The boys' voices lend a pure, hollow sound to 

the music which gives an indication of the quality desired for the singing of 

Sancte Paule Apostole. Use of head voice and controlled vibrato are the 

foundations of good sacred Renaissance tone quality. 

Vocalizes and warm-ups are useful in learning the concept of head 

voice. The choral director may find the following exercises beneficial (see 

Example 4). 

Example 4 
Ltjfc^" 

1) 
i t i 1 J J i | . l - i*^ '' ••' - ' l ' ^ 

ne«-nay-nah-noh-noo nee-nay-nah-noh-noo • t c . 

• t c . 

s ing "koo" on •ach nota ate . 

The choral director may also use analogies that encourage a raised soft 

palate and plenty of space within the mouth. Phrases such as "Imagine you 

have a hot potato inside your mouth," "Act as if you were just pleasantly 

surprised, 'Ah!'," or "Sharpen both ends of a pencil and think of it standing 
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on end in your mouth" are helpful in giving word pictures the students will 

immediately understand. 

D. Incipit 

m » fli * . , O W fj 
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E. Notational Changes 

There are no notational changes. 

V. Gloria from Missa Beati Omnes 

A. Textual Considerations 

The Gloria is an early prose hynm whose origins have been traced 

back to a morning prayer in the Apostolic Constitution (c. 380) and to a Greek 

version of the second century. It is one of the psalmi idiotici, a psalm-like text 

composed by an individual rather than being taken from the BibUcal Psalter, 

It is known as the hymnus angelicus since it begins with the words sung by the 

angels at Christ's birth (Luke 2:14),' The Gloria is the second part of the 

' Translations and Annotations of Choral Repertoire. Volume I: Sacred 
Latin Texts. Ron Jeffers, compiler. (Corvallis, Oregon: Earthsongs, 1988), 50. 
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Ordinary of the Mass. It is a hymn of praise addressed to each Person of the 

Holy Trinity: God the Father, God the Son, and the Holy Spirit 

B. Expressive Considerations 

Gombert's technique of pervading imitation is the basis for this setting 

of the Gloria. Each phrase of text is set to its own motif and is quickly 

succeeded by the each of the voices. The voices tend to be equal in 

importance and the arsis and thesis of each line dictates the crescendo and 

decrescendo. Refer to IV. B. above for a discussion of possible rehearsal 

techniques in attaining independence of line. 

C. Tone Quality 

The approach to tone quality in the Gloria setting is much like Sancte 

Paule Apostole with regard to production. The Gloria will take on a more 

joyful, buoyant quality because of the festive attitude of the text Therefore, a 

lighter, lifted approach will reveal the joy of this hymn of praise, 

D. Other Considerations 

The flowing quality of the Gloria requires the conducting pattem to be 

smooth and unintermptive. However, a clear ictus is also required for 

rhythmic precision. The combining of the two (legato and point of ictus) can 

be difficult, but the technique must be achieved in order to guide the choir in 

an exciting perf"ormance of the piece, 

D. Incipit 

No incipit was given in the Corpus mensurabilis musicae. 

E. Notational Changes 

There are no notational changes. 
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VI. Miparto, ahi, sorte ria 

A. Textual Considerations 

The text of Mi parto, ahi, sorte ria depicts the scene of a woman 

being forced to leave her loved one. The text reads: "By a cmel fate 1 am 

departing, leaving you my sad heart and soul. 1 shall not die from it, because 

love does not allow it Farewell, my sweetest darling." Consequently, a 

somber mood prevails throughout. 

It would be most beneficial for the choir to speak the text in rhythm 

and in the style in which they will sing it The inflection of the words will 

determine the overall effectiveness of conveying the mood of the text. 

Another method that may help the singers understand the meaning of the text 

is to have the class (or a select few) write a short paper describing the events 

resulting in the words of the madrigal. 

B. Expressive Considerations 

I have interpreted the madrigal as a soprano solo accompanied by 

mixed choir because of the obvious soloistic nature of the upper soprano line. 

However, if a soprano who can negotiate the solo is not available, a few of the 

better sopranos can sing the part together. When performing Miparto, I 

suggest that the soprano solo be as expressive as possible while the mixed 

choir accompaniment is less expressive, possibly even non expressivo. The 

contrast created here will give greater importance to the solo, thus depicting 

the anguish of the woman to a higher degree. The mixed choir comments on 

and consoles the sorrow of the woman described in the text. 
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C. Tone Quality 

As stated in the above paragraph, the solo line should be more 

expressive, therefore an appropriate amount of vibrato may be employed amd 

the dramatic elements of the text should be exploited. The accompanying 

choir should use less vibrato to bring attention not to itself, but to point toward 

the soloist. 

D. Other Considerations 

To bring out the individuality of the solo line, I suggest placing the 

soprano soloist or soli apart from the choir. This will focus the attention on 

the solo and visually depict the soloist(s) as being alone, tom from her loved 

one. 

E Incipit 
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F. Notational Changes 

There are no notational changes. 
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VII. Vaghi e lietifanciulli 

A. Textual Considerations 

Marenzio sets a delightful text in Vaghi e lietifanciulli. The piece is 

full of joy and celebration and Marenzio uses musical devices to paint a 

festive picture. The text reads: "Happy, graceful children, dance with 

elegance and grace. Jump with your agile feet as you play and crowd around 

the altar in a new way to celebrate with me my birthday." The choral director 

can immediately relate the mood of celebration just by reading the translation 

of the text 

B. Expressive Considerations 

The contrast between contrapuntal and homophonic sections in 

Vaghi e lietifanciulli must be brought out. It is appropriate and desirable in 

the madrigal to articulate the contrapuntal sections in a staccato fashion and 

the homophonic sections in a legato fashion. This will expose each of the 

contrapuntal lines while projecting a light, buoyant attitude without 

overpowering the legato sections. Utilizing the "circle" method (see IV. B.) in 

the beginning stages of rehearsal will enforce the individuality of each vocal 

line. 

In the 3/2 section ("Guidate dolciamo ...") it is important that the 

singers have a feeling of dance as they sing. The stress maiics placed under 

the syllables should help with proper accentuation. The dynamic markings 

given in the piece are meant to reflect the nature of the words and add variety. 

C. Tone Quality 

Vaghi should be sung with a light, buoyant quality, imitating 

children's voices. The use of head voice and forward placement of the tone 
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will enable the choir to achieve the vital timbre needed. The choral director 

can use phrases such as "think of a ping-pong ball on the ocean," or "sing like 

a Mexican jumping bean." The technique applies equally to the men's voices 

even in light of their accompanying role. The entire madrigal should exude 

happiness. 

D. Other Considerations 

In a performance, Vaghi e lietifanciulli might best be conducted in 

two, except for going into a one pattem for the triple meter. However, to 

attain clarity of line and precise rhythm, rehearsing in four and three may be 

required. The piece should not go too quickly or the playfulness will be 

replaced by a frantic feeling. The director should experiment with the seating 

arrangement; I suggest a block arrangement as seen in Example 5. The 

arrangement will showcase the contrapuntal imitation of the women's voices 

and allow the men to supply a strong foundation to the overall sound. 

Example 5 

SI 

B 

S2 Al A2 

E Incipit r _ x i , n i I ^ j ^ ^ 
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F. Notational Changes 

In measure 63, beat 3, the original notation of cMn the tenor part has 

been changed to a b in consideration of harmonic consonance. 

VIII. Veni sponsa Christi 

A. Textual Considerations 

The text is a simple, concise one: "Come, Bride of Christ Receive 

the crown which the Lord has prepared for you forever." The word "Bride" is 

refeiring to the Church which Christ established on earth and is made up of 

the people who have decided to be a part of the body of Christ. The "crown" 

is referring to the place in heaven that the Lord has prepared for His people. 

The motet describes the second coming of Christ when He calls His body of 

believers to join Him in heaven. 

B. Expressive Considerations 

As in the motet Sancte Paule Apostole and the mass movement 

Gloria, the music takes precedence over the text in Veni sponsa Christi. The 

guidelines already discussed regarding arsis and thesis and the individuality 

of the individual line should be applied here. 

C. Tone Quality 

The overall mood of this text is a joyful one, celebrating the uniting of 

Christ with His believers. A light, buoyant vocal quality would be appropriate 

to portray the meaning of the text The exercises utilized in section IV.C. of 

this chapter will be helpful in attaining the vital quality required in the 

performance of Veni sponsa Christi. 
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D. Other Considerations 

In lieu of the abundance of sixteenth-note figures, I suggest that the 

initial rehearsals be conducted in a four pattem, with the quarter note 

receiving the beat The four pattem will give more clarity to the rhythmic 

pattems and the singers will place more importance on the exactness of the 

sixteenth notes. Singers, young and old alike, tend to msh anacmcial 

sixteenth-notes and thus the performance becomes rhythmically unkempt. 

D. Incipit 
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E Notational Changes 

There are no notational changes. 

IX. Ancor che per amarti 

A. Textual Considerations 

As discussed in Chapter III, Gesualdo's emphasis on the text 

outweighs any considerations of musical form or stmcture. The text 

determines musical sections, techniques, and textures. His philosophies 
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regarding textual importance £u-e evident in Ancor che per amarti and it is 

imperative for the performers to understand the text and its meaning. The text 

reads, "I consume myself by loving you and have no regard for myself You 

are the longed-for cause of my tortures. Please tum your beloved eyes toward 

me (as the sun is accustomed to stare at the ugly earth with darkening its 

beautiful rays)." Because of the changes in meter, it will be beneficial to have 

the singers speak the text in rhythm as part of the rehearsal process. This is 

especially important during the sections in which the rhythmic motion speeds 

up (see mm. 32-38), 

B. Expressive Considerations 

Because of the emphasis Gesualdo places on the text, the expression of 

the text is paramount. Gesualdo's music is characterized by being highly 

dramatic, and therefore the performance must be highly expressive. The 

singers may be encouraged to employ techniques such as portamento to 

portray anguish and intensity of emotion. 

Choral directors will discover that Ancor che per amarti is 

sectional and declamatory. The dynamics that I have assigned are 

representative of the textual meaning of the sections and are also intended to 

give variety to repeated phrases. It is important, however, that these sections 

are perceived as part of a whole and are not isolated bits of music. Therefore, 

the dynamics and expressive elements must pwint to the pervasive meaning of 

the poetry. 
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C. Tone Quality 

Ancor che per amarti demands a mature tonal quality that may be 

unattainable by a majority of high school performing ensembles. The wide 

tessitura of each vocal part presents a challenge for high school singers and 

demands control from the bottom to the top of their range. However, 

given a director who values careful attention to healthy vocal techniques, an 

outstanding high school ensemble can give a viable performance of 

Gesualdo's madrigal. 

D. Other Considerations 

The tempo given for the peiformance might at first glance seem slow. 

However, when considering the tempo for this madrigal, much consideration 

must be given to measures 32 through 38. The sixteenth-note pattems will be 

difficult to perform at a faster tempo, especially for high school students. It 

would be advisable to go into a four-pattern here to help the clarity of the 

melismas. The conductor may also ask the singers to repeat the vowel on each 

note to accurately perform the passage. 

The fermata in measure 39 should only be used on the repeat of the 

phrase at the end of the madrigal. 

E Incipit 
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F. Notational Changes 

There are no notational changes. 

Conclusion 

This study of Renaissance vocal music has but one end in mind—excellent, 

authentic performance. Any search into the historical and compositional style of the 

composers, known performance practices, and notational considerations originate 

from one question, "How can we best present this music?" It has been the goal of this 

study to present information about each of the included editions that will help answer 

the preceding question. Chapter V takes the information and gives suggestions on 

how to apply them to the everyday high school choral music rehearsal situation. 

Understanding of the text and its inherent meaning and possible 

interpretations is of paramount importance when preparing Renaissance vocal music. 

Each student-performer should have, at the very least, a cursory knowledge of the 

poetry or scripture. Principles such as arsis and thesis of the line, textual inflection, 

and allowing the text to guide the dynamics are means of encouraging the students' 

understanding of the piece to come alive. The vocal quality of the piece can help 

shape the understanding and expression by presenting a certain mood. 

The incipits from the original transcriptions are included to help the director 

have an immediate knowledge of how each piece is mensurated and if he wants to 

follow the suggested mensuration. It is also important to notify the director of any 

changes from the original notation to ensure the integrity of each edition. The editor 

of these editions wishes to offer clear, tmstworthy scores of the highest standards. It 

is the high school choral director's responsibility to transform the notation into 

beautiful music. 
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Dure e'l partito dove m'astringete 
(You force me to a difficult decision) 

Edited hy Ronnie Oliver, Jr. Costanzo Festa (c. 1490-1545: 
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Edited by Ronnie Oliver, Jr. 
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Io ho nel cor un gielo 
(I have in my heart an ice-cold chill) 

Edited by Ronnie Oliver, Jr. Jacques Arcadelt (1500-1568) 
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Sancte Paule Apostole 
(Saint Paul the Apostle) 

Edited by Ronnie Oliver, Jr. 
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Edited by Ronnie Oliver, Jr. Luca Marenzio (1553-1599) 
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